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• bhat would you pay for a single 
(])..ROM CXJl"ltaining ciJzens of 
PLAYAB..E demos of the very 

latest, hottest PC and MAC GAl'ES 
and higi quality MOVIES of new 
and STILL-IN-llEVELOPf"EHI' 32-
and 64-bi.t gamest 

• Woulcti 't it be a:,o]. if you CXJUld 
- and hear WORLD EXCWSIVE 
f ootage from the hottest Saum 
and PlayStatia, games from 
arou,c1 the world before most 
magazires have ewn pt.blished 
a SO"ea IShotf 

• I magine if that disc also 
CXll"ltained a ta, of FREE 
I NTERJ£T SOFTWARE and 
was stuck to the f rmt 
of the world's #l 
video and CXJq)Uter 
games magazine. 

• Sl.q>ose you CXJUld 
get a,e of these 
outrageous eds every 
month! bhat would 
you sayf lihat would 
you call itf 

• We call it the ULTRA Same 
Players Disc Edi. tia,, 

• A magazine, a (])..ROM. Don't 
miss out! Go out and g-ab this 
ICll'lth' s edi.tia, now! 



Welcome to Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain'~ 

Whether you choose the form of vampire, wolf, 

bat, or mist, the search for and annihilation of 

those who damned you is your only purpose. 

"So cool you won't want to play 

it alone in the dark." 

-PSX 
" ... this is the largest game 

world I've ever seen in an 

adventure console game." 

-PSExtreme 

"The most ambitious adventure 

game ever created awaits." 

-GameFan 



The ultimate chronide of the year's best games. 

The 1996 
ULTRA OAME PLAYERS 
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Remember, Mano, the 
camera is your friend! 

ntendo 64, Nintendo 

T his is the game that spearheaded Nintendo's 
~ttack on the next-generation of videogames, and it 
1s the game that many are calling the greatest 

videogame of all time. While such grand pronouncements may be a bit premature 
there is no denying that Mario has made the jump from 20 to 30 quite seamlessly'. Like 
no other game before it, Super Maria 64 translates the sense of exploring a whole new 
world. Want to jump off a bridge instead of crossing it? No problem. Want to climb that 
".1ountain? ~o ahead. Want to climb a tree? Be our guest. For perhaps the very first 
time, gamer s were not at the mercy of the developer's plan. Super Maria 64 is more 
about conceiving and doing, than following and obeying. 

. Technically, the game impresses with a seemingly endless array of expansive 30 
environments. The game's graphics utilize every capability of the Nintendo 64 to create 

a visual experience of extraordinary resolution and smooth
ness. Level after level, Super Maria 64 impresses 
with one breath-taking sight after another. Control 
can only be described as perfectly balanced and the 
amazing variety of available moves seems almost 

inconceivable from one joystick, a few but
tons, and a trigger. The ability to control 
camera views on the fly initially seems a bit 
cumbersome, but with a little acquaintance, 
the system seems indispensable. As for 

/Ii' 

depth, 120 stars to col
lect is a substantial 

challenge for even 
the most accom
plished gamer, 
but even after 
the game objec-
tives are 

completed, the 
game compels the player to return and 
explore some more. 

Despite its child-like appearance, Super 
Maria 64 is a game that transcends expecta
tions. It possesses that particular magic and 
whimsy that allows it to touch the child in all 
of us. The most immediate sense that com-

municates to the player when he picks up a 
Nintendo 64 controller can best be described as 

'Wheeeeeee! ' The sensation is akin to riding a sled 
down a snow covered hill. Nobody does 
videogames quite like Shigeru Miyamoto, and 

Super Maria 64 is his crowning achievement. 

Waverace64 
Nintendo 64, Nintendo 

A t first glance, a jet ski racing game doesn't 
seem so revolutionary, but factor in the superb 
control offered by the N64's standard analog joystick 

and an accurate wave physics model and you have an unparalleled racing 

Strap on your wetsuit 
and get Into 

WaveRace 64! 

experience. There really has been nothing comparable in terms of the challenge and con
trol offered by WaveRace 64. Astounding graphics, and an entertaining variety of tracks 
round out the game nicely. Facets like jet skiing with dolphins scream Miyamoto's touch. 

Satum,Sega 

P erhaps destined to be labeled a derivative of 
Virtua Fighter 2 forever, Fighting Vipers is a 
game with enough new features to provide a 

quantum leap in gameplay. Interactive backgrounds and true 30 move
ment are just a couple of the elements that give the game a flavor all its own. Despite 
the loss of some graphic quality and background animations, Fighting Vipers delivers all 
of the gameplay excellence offered by its arcade brethren. Combos, mid-air reversals, 
counters, and punishing throws offer immediate gratification for the casual fighting 
game fan, but the true potential of the game can only be discovered with a significant 
investment of time and practice. 

Resident Evil 
Satum,Sega 

V ou know, if these award selections were 
decided just six months ago, Resident Evil 
would almost assuredly won as the Game of the 

Year. Unfortunately for it, the advancement of time and game develop-
ment has seen Resident Evil's considerable accomplishments diminished by more 
recent releases. Still, you can't go wrong with a mansion full of blood-thirsty zombies 
and a shotgun. Resident Evil also has the distinction of being the PlayStation's first killer 
app and the game that revealed the true potential of next-generation gaming. 

Tomb Raider 
PlayStatlon, EIDOS Interactive 

R egardless of how good Super Maria 64 is, 
Tomb Raider is the game that almost beat it out 
for Game of the Year. A VERY slight deficiency 

in terms of balance is the only thing that keeps Tomb Raider from 
claiming the title. Blessed with an exquisitely original heroine, the game features an 
intense quest for ancient artifacts through environments that exceed Maria Ms best 
offerings in terms of scale and grandeur. Add in extreme doses of style, attitude, 
weapons, vicious beasts, ruthless enemies, and heart skipping leaps, and Tomb Raider 
offers an intoxicating mixture of action, adventure, and puzzle solving. 

Tomb Raider offers you 
one choice - kill or 

be killed' 



Lara Croft proves that two 
guns ARE better than one 
in Tomb Raider! 

Tomb Raider 
Adventure, EIDOS Interactive 

A lmost the Game of the Year, there is little 
doubt that Tomb Raider is the best PlayStation 
game. Think lots of exploring, lots of killing, lots of puzzles, and lots of Indiana Jones-type quandaries. From the huge game environments to the incredibly challenging gameplay, there is little that this game doesn't do right. 

S 
ince it's the game of the year, why shouldn't it be 
the best Nintendo 64 game? Super Mario 64 fea
tures the return of everyone's 8-bit and 16-bit vii-doers and steal their gold coins. The depth and variety of ame strongest element. A classic for the ages. 
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1 They learned 
! everything from 

their parents◊ 

Except respect◊ 

The next Virtua Fighter"' generation has been born. These kids kick. 

lhey smash. They na il combinations their VF parents can't, and would probably never approve of. But don't worry. The only spankings in this game 

will oome in the form of well-placed body slams. And when it's all over, you'll have the privi lege of saying you slapped around some pint-sized punk. 

www.sega.com 

There's 

Virtua C op™ 2 i• faster, d eep er, m 
And , like its predecessor, it was a 

to th 
Fo r the full arcade experie.nce 

• TM 



, th is game 

:-sized punk. 

You 've got a battalion of cyborg centurio ns. T hey 've got an arse nal of d e ath-dea ling weapons. 
They're on a rampage , hel l- bent o n your ann ih il ation. And t hey prefer to kill at close range , with a certain in -your-face intimacy. 

It ' s warp-speed 3D mechanized combat at its absolute ugl iest . And S ega Saturn 's multiple processors 
give it all the adrenaline- pumping, g ut-wrenching action of the arcade version . 

Only On 

www.sega.com 
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fi i nti ni Viptr 1', I~, u,1111101111141 1tr"tl11h ter s ever, are now on their way to you r home . 

Stale punb ~all11ll1l 11 11 1114 Al rad,ri Cqed . Enraged . And rea dy to fiiht filthy . 

killer. armor 11,ipplAJ tl111 1111 111111 1h11 llow toml1 tants throuih caie walls . Brutal ity . Car nage . 

ki ck-l utt reil1 u lul1 11u11 11111 411trut1ons Arenas with electric and razor-wi re fences . 

It I 111 hrn 

~ www .sqa com 



~ Bug is eack. Alive . Well. 
~ o And eadder than ever in 
.t ~ a sequel with spunk funk, 
j and tons of 'tude. 
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happening, 
•ovie star 
eeen. But this_ tin, 
got sidekicks. The ice-coo 
jlve-talkin', air-walkin' 
Superfly. And· the half-grue, 
ha~f-canine, whip-tongued 
Maggot Dog . 

s-ass and wise-crack their way 
knock-down drag-outs with 
tan Wor•s. A•azon Ant Wo•en . 
turn-Headed Space Va•pires . 

to keep the 

Cooler than a spit attack . 

www .sega . co111 

g,SEGA 
very new Sega arcade game seems to set new stan
dards and Virtua Fighter 3 is no exception. The 
interactive backgrounds of Fighting Vipers only hinted at what was to come. Virtua Fighter is the embodiment of that promise. No game has ever come close to matching the visual and gameplay experience of this game. Virtua Fighter 3 ls incomparably smooth, beautiful, and deep. Nintendo has Miyamoto, but Sega has Yu Suzuki and he just made the best fighting game ever. If Sega can manage to bring the game to the Saturn in anything remotely resembling the arcade version, it could change the entire pecking order of the console systems. It Is that good. 

~ightin'g Vipers 
Flghtlng,SEGA 

VF3 otters near-arcade 
quality combat! 

S 
Sega's strength has always been its line of 
arcade translations, and Fighting Vipers is a fine 
addition to the Saturn line up. True 30 movement, interactive backgrounds, and perfectly balanced gameplay distinguish the game. There have even been whispers around the ULTRA GP offices that Fighting Vipers is even superior to the mighty Virtua Fighter 21 



D nee upon a time, short, fat, defonned charac
ters were a sure sign of RPGs. These days, 
keep an eye out for epic storylines, hit points, 

puzzles, hidden items, and lots of wandering. 

Suikoden 
PlayStatlon, Konaml 

Not exactly the most awe-inspiring visual experience ever, Suikoden is the RPG standout 
because it goes back to the basics - a satisfying story. Giant battles with thousands of 
participants at select moments in the game provides a innovative twist. 

U sed to be 20, side-scrolling, collecting stuff, 
and lots of jumping. These days, 30 wortds 
have expanded the gameplay, but think 

quasi-freakish mascot characters, collecting stuff, and lots 
and lots of jumping. 

• §!i·t&l11&iPt·I@# 
Nintendo 64, Nintendo 

The story is the impor
tant thing in Suikoden! 

What more can we 
say about Mario 64 

except - enjoy! The power of the Nintendo 64 takes everyone's favorite Italian plumber to new heights. 

B 

B asically a cross between action games and 
RPGs, the Adventure genre features arcade
style interaction, but backs it up with enthralling 

storylines, mental and physical challenges. 

Tomb Raider 
PlayStatlon, EIDOS Interactive 

Lara Croft, wolves, bears, dinosaurs, and uzis. Enough said - this is the game that 
every adventure fan must have. 

y definition, any game that is based strictly on 
one-on-one combat, where the only goal is to 
simply beat the crap out of your opponent. 

• #tttttiiU·IM·t&t • 
Saturn, Sega 

The next-generation systems are the first game consoles capable of providing an 
arcade comparable experience. Sega makes the best arcade fighting games. Gapiche? True 30 combat 

provides the action In 
Fighting Vipers! 

A ny game where you ... well, race. This year, 
more than ever, that doesn't necessarily 
mean driving a car. The goal must simply be 

to get to the finish line first - no matter the means. 

WaveRace&4 
Nintendo 64, Nintendo 

All the fun, all the challenge of real jet skiing (or so we imagine) without the danger of 
drowning or even getting wet. Of course, you don't to get to hang out with beach 
babes in the videogame version. 



Beheve us, WWS '97 is 
the best sports game 

of the year! 

enerally, any videogame that features whiny, 
overpaid prima donnas interacting competi
tively for the 'love of the sport' (yeah, right). 

Worldwide Soccer ~97 
Saturn, Sega 

Calm down. We know we just picked a soccer game as the best sports game. This is 
not a misprint. Play the game, experience the incredible control over individual play
ers, become enraptured by the incomparable graphics and animations, fall in love with 
the exhilarating gameplay, explore the depth of the strategy options, and then you will 
know. We hate soccer, but we love this game. 

T he mutilation and mass destruction genre. 
Featuring everything from light gun games to 
spaceship shoot-'em-ups, the whole point of 

the Shooter is to kill or be killed. 

Panzer Dragoon II Zwei 
Saturn,Sega 

One of those games that astound players with breath-taking visual experiences, 
Panzer Dragoon II Zwei also satisfies with its balanced gameplay. Fly the unfriendly skies 

with Panzer Dragoon 
1/Zwei! 

Only o,sruptor gives you 
laser-sighted guns and 

psychic power! 

H ey, it's like a Shooter except. .. it's a rip-off of 
Doom. Practically an institution now, the First
Person Shooter provides an unique adrenaline 

rush that makes it warrant a category all its own. 

Disruptor 
PlayStatlon, Universal Interactive 

Take Doom, add great graphics, and occasionally go outside. Oh yeah, add some 
mumbo jumbo about psychic weapons. 

\N 
We're talking consoles here, not PCs. So 
think any game that's based on flying 
around in a full non-linear 30 environment 

- shooting is optional. 

Pilotwings 64 
Nintendo 64, Nintendo 

Experience the incomparable sensation of flight as you explore the huge, 
expansive worlds of PilotWings 64. 

T etris seems to serve as the definitive example 
of this genre. Overall, think fast-paced, brain
twisting mental challenges. 

Puzzle Fighter 
Saturn, Sega 

Take Tetris- like gameplay and add cute Street Fighter kids initiating com
bos and moves every time you complete a puzzle match and you've got an 
Innovative twist to classic gameplay. 

T he thinking gamer's genre, Strategy games 
place an emphasis on in-depth, unit-based con
frontations and resource management over 

reflex-oriented arcade gameplay. 

Iron Storm 
Saturn, Working Designs 

You can solve puzzles 
AND watch a light In 
Puzzle Fighter! 

over 500 weapons, 50 major battles of World War II, and ingenious Al mean hour 
after hour of gaming goodness. 30 polygonal battle animations liven up the visuals. 



The shareware boss, he 
don't come cheap. 

QUAKE 
GT Interactive 

s lip into a world of shadows, a universe of violence, 
with blood and nightmares exploding off your moni
tor with the impact of nuclear artillery. The demented 

offspring of John Carmack and John Romero (the creators of Doom), Quake takes first 
person shooters and rockets them into the next century. 

Walk into a strange, murky alternate dimension. High technology and medieval 
dungeons are fused in bizarre locales. Walk slowly. All is silent. 

Suddenly, a ferocious Shambler leaps off a catwalk fifty 
feet above you and hurls lighting at you. Welcome to the 

world of Quake. 
Easily the most anticipated game of '96, the engine 
is the best on the market, rendering a true 30 world. 
The player can run around, over, or under someone; 
gamers can change the gravity, the speed or the 

health of the characters, or build their own levels. 
The game has taken over the Internet. Already hack-

ers have added vehicles, pipebombs and a dozen other 
hacks to the game itself. 

ome get some! ' says Duke, and half a million 
gamers have answered the call. This is a guy 
who thinks Gun Control means the ability to 

reload blindfolded. 
The aliens have taken over LA., and kidnapped our 

women, and Amie's nowhere around. Enter Duke Nukem, 
alien ass-kicker extraordinaire. 

Everything about the game excels: the 
levels are inspired and the weapons are 

the most imaginative in gaming. The 
ambience is brilliant, as Duke 

constantly chimes in 
, with a bunch of witty 

one-liners ripped off 
directly from that horror 

film classic, 'Army 
of Darkness.' 

Though Duke's 
engine is not as 

new as 
it 

gameplayto 
make up for it, 

d is easily a clo nd for PC game of 
e year. 

Close Combat 
Microsoft 

R eal war is hell. Everyone shoots at you, b~ildings 
blow up, people die. It's about the last thing you 
think could be made into a computer game. 

But wargames have been around for years, and they've all tried to 
de-emphasize the chaos of combat, and reduce it to an intellectual problem: tactics, strat
egy, hexagon grids, tum-based movement and all that nonsense, as if war 
were a simple game of chess. 

Then along comes Atomic Games and Close Combat This is the 
most revolutionary computer wargame ever. 
There are no turns: everything happens at once, 
in real-time. Soldiers will not run blindly 
into machine 
gun fire, instead 
they will jump 
and hide in trenches, waiting for 
better orders. This is a great 
game, and the first serious 
wargame to use a 
real-time game engine 
and individual 
soldier morale. 



Tesla Coils clash 
with cnusers in 
C&C: Red Alert. 

Command & Conquer: 
Red Alert 

Virgin Interactive Entertainment 

G amers around the world have embraced real-time 
strategy games, and WarCraft II and Command & Conquer 
were among the top games of 1995. Now finally, after a long dry spell, 

one of the two major contenders is back, as C&C: Red Alert picks up where Command 
& Conquer left off. 

Rockets fly, flamethrowers sizzle, and the screams of the dying mingle with the 
explosion of buildings - another base is under attack. This time, ships and planes 
join those on the land, making for freewheeling action over air, land and sea. Throw 
in a free server for Internet play and Super VGA graphics, and you're having more fun 
than Bill on a beer run. 

Elder Scrolls: 
Daggerlall 

Saturn, Sega 

F or PC roleplayers, 1996 has been a long, dry season of 
disappointing titles and delays for major releases. But 
Daggerfall has finally been released, and the dungeon 

doors are once again open for business. 
Daggerfall is the sequel to the commend-

able Elder Scrolls: Arena, and it offers a 
whole new world to explore. This is a 

vast world: there are twelve pre
made dungeons to explore and 

dozens more that are 
generated randomly. There 
are dozens of castles, 
hundreds of towns, and 
thousands of civilians, 
monsters and heroes to 
interact with. Join a guild, 
go on quests, or become a 
thief and outlaw, robbing 

and plundering the 
countryside. Whatever your 

definition of fun is, Daggerfall 
is definitely the best roleplaying 

game of 1996. 

Oaggerta/1 features 
some of the gloomi
est interiors ever. 

Elecb'onlc Arts 

P C flight sims are without a doubt, the most 
realistic and detailed of any platform outside a 
$10,000 Air Force virtual reality trainer, but too often 

they Jose sight of what's fun: blowing enemy aircraft into smoldering, 
shattered smithereens. 

The Pandora 
Directive 

PlayStatlon, EIDOS Interactive 

L et's admit it this was a close category. Both Gabriel 
Knight 2 and Zorl< Nemesis are certainly contenders for 
PC adventure game of the year, but The Pandora 

/llf'8Ctive, the sequel to the highly-acclaimed Under a Killing Moon, packs more gameplay, 
tl her graphics, and more story than the others. 

This is a rich, sprawling adventure, spread across six CD-ROMs. Travel from the 
Jr ets of San Francisco to the tropical Jungles of Central America. The puzzles are both 

1 ll llenging and related to the story (which is rare enough in adventures these days), but 
h t of all, if you're having trouble, you can simply skip the puzzles by going into the enter
tuloment mode, and still enjoy the story for its own sake. 

Fortunately, Longbow does not make that mistake. A detailed 
Mortal acquaints you with your craft, and in no time at all, you'll be 

dropping Hellfire missiles down enemy tank turrets. The game's 
top-notch in the realism department, too, as all the technical 
details have been drawn straight the Jane's line of military jour
nals. If it's not in the game, it's probably classified! 

Longbow has it all: painstaking realism, drop-dead graphics, 
and exciting air combat; it's an easy pick for flight sim of the year. 

'Hey, pal, give me an 
award, OK?' 



Nights 
Saturn, Saga 

T he category that often elicits heated debates 
around the ULTRA GP offices when we're review-
ing a game is innovation. The argument often goes that there are no longer any truly innovative games - everything is derivative of something else. That may be true theoretically, but there are definitely games that give us the feeling that we are experiencing something new and unique. Nights is just such a game. We never thought we'd want to acrobatically fly through a dream world, but now, we're hypnotized by the magic (and innovation) of it all. 

PlayStatlon, Sony CE 

T out Super Mario 64's graphics all you want, but 
when it comes to pure graphical proficiency, Mario 
can't hold Crash's ... sneakers. Check out how smoothly 

Crash's polygonal skin stretches and animates and you'll witness the state 

Crash Bandicoot goes for 
a spin without his pickup 
truck and megaphone. 

of the art in videogame graphics. In addition, Crash also features 100% polygonal characters and environments, gouraud shading, true light-sourcing, and exquisite texture maps. If nothing else, it's the game that proved that the rumors of the PlayStation's technical limitations were grossly exaggerated. 

tions, to collections of popular music, ' F From enthralling original composi- , , · 

this category is expansive. Perhaps it's a cop out to give this award to a game that expanded on a formula from its previous incarnation, but Wipeoutand Techno music were meant for each other. More than any other game, Wipeout XL features the soundtrack that you'd listen for purely musical reasons. The fact that the music serves as the perfect backdrop for the intense racing is the bonus. 
Too often these days, the intro sequences of videogames seem to boast more innovation, creativity, and thought than the actual game. Is it too much to ask developers to utilize the prodigious memory capabilities of C0-R0Ms for more gameplay? Still, as long as a great game follows, intro sequences are great tool to create an atmosphere and mood for a game. Wipeout XL 's intro sequence gets the adrenaline pumping, and its gameplay delivers on the promise. 

Resident Evil 
PlayStatlon, CapcOlft 

T here are a number of games that have great sound, but 
there are few games that truly utilize audio in an effective 
manner. Resident Evil's sound helped create a horror movle 

atmosphere that had us jumping at every creak and rattle. We can still feel the tingle in our spines caused by those approaching zombie footsteps. 

W1peout XL offers 
more pumping 
techno than a disco 
on Friday night! 



PlayStatlon, Psygnosls 

T hey don't make ads like they used to - at least 
not in this country. Take a look at the likes of what 
the those cheeky English consider an ad for 

Destruction Derby 2. What do scantily clad women with whips have to do 
with videogames? Who cares! 

How does lhe country that 
brought you Dunkirk get 

away with ads hke these? 

Chuji Wu 
TobalNo.1,Satum,Sega 

J ust like last year, the judging in this category was 
once again handled by the extraordinarily tal11nted 
members of our Art Department (The Art Babes). 

After much research (something about using internet search engines to locate nude 
~hotos of the contestants), and heated discussion , the unanimous decision of our 
J~dges was besto~ed upon Chuji Wu of Tobal No. 1 fame. Chuji looks a little young, but 
his understated build and bold hairstyle carried the day with our judges. 

Voshimitsu 
Tekken 2, PlayStatlon, Sony CE 

U L111A 6P has always said that a shiny suit 
of battle armor is a tasteful fashion state
ment for any occasion, and Yoshimitsu proves 

the point. Besides being comfortable and stylish, the ensemble 

Well, now we know what 
the Art Department wants 
for Christmas ... 

This chrome smt makes a 
bold, stylish statement, 
but lose lhe earrings, OK? 

makes a bold statement about the warrior, while proclaiming his cul-
tural pride in an unassuming manner. The fact that the suit enables him to survive 
armed conflicts is always a fashion plus. 

Mario 
Super Mario 64, Saturn, Sega 

B eing the most popular videogame character of all 
time has done little to help Maria's sense of 
fashion. Strange, considering that he's Italian 

and all. Despite arguments regarding the functionality of overalls for a 
plumber, the whole ensemble was questionable even when Mario started in the 
vi~eogame biz over a decade ago. Maybe Maria's fashion choices have something to do 
with the fact that he's still chasing after that Princess with little result. Come on Mario all 
those years in the same outfit have people questioning your personnel hygiene. ' 

With, uh ... polygons like 
lhal, who needs an 18-

hour bra? 

PlayStatlon, Fox Interactive 

Lara Croff 
Tomb Raider, PlayStatlon, Sony CE 

G un slinging, treasure hunting, motorcycle riding, 
cave exploring, world saving (and blessed with 
polygons that defy gravity), Lara Croft is a woman of 

the '90s. We're talking a tough, independent woman who is secure enough 
in her femininity to wear a T-shirt and cut-off shorts to a snow covered mountain top. 
There isn't a man alive who wouldn't sell his soul for a woman like Lara Croft. Of course, 
she'd laugh at us and then throw her drink in our collective faces. Oh, sweet humiliation! 

\N 
e thought we'd seen it all, thanks to the 
blood-erupting efforts of Mortal Kombat and 
Eternal Champions, but this year's champion 

reaches new heights of gratuitous tastelessness. Die Hard Trilogy doesn't 
just have copious amounts of blood, it uses it as part of the background decorations. 
Whether utilizing a gun, grenade, or even an automobile, blood doesn't just flow in this 
oame, it explodes. Using your windshield to wipe away the innards of innocent pedestrians 
from your windshield in Die Harder is one of the great videogame moments of all time. 

T he purpose of this magazine being to basically 
pick apart someone else's life work, you've got 
to figure there's an opinion or two about what 

constitutes a great game floating around the ULTllA 6P 
offices. For your consideration, we humbly submit the following 
game ideas of what ULTllA 6P would create if we were granted too 
much freedom and a vault full of venture capital. 

Bear 
Recipients of the ULTllA 6P Subscriber's Newsletter are familiar with our furry 
friend. For those of you who are unfamiliar with Bear, conjure up these images: an 
abusive, tortured upbringing, a bitter, demented mind, mongolian circus music, a 
'rage' meter, multiple-combo maulings galore, buckets of blood, expansive 3D 
environments, and a whole lot of payback to human-kind for that whole 'Winnie the 
Pooh'-thing. Take our advice, stay out of the woods. 
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: 
• U.S - 2.1 million 

• blorld.lide - 7.2 million 
(Note: fig1res provided by Sony CD 

NU. 'IIER OF TTnES: 
• 150 Titles by Christmas 199b 

• Hard.are - $19'1. 99 
(includes one control pad) 

• Control Pad - $24.9'1 . 

• Average Game Price - •so 
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dlllwryfannll 

£."'.., ............ 
---11!1-111,-...... 
SlgaSaun,119 

CDNFIQ. 

In: Virtua Fig,ter Remix 

DRIVE 

• 24-Bi t Col or 

• Resolution - 2.5bx<l80 to 480 

• Hard.are Rendered Polygons 
- Up to 3bll,□□□ pal ygon/sec. 

• Geometry Engine Operating 
Perf onnance - bb MIPS Data 
Decompression Operating 
Performance - 80 MIPS 

• 3D Polygon Transformation -
1.5 MB Flat Shaded 500 KB 
Gotraud., Textt.red and 
Lig,t-sourced 

SOUND PRDCE. OR 
• 24 CHANNELS 

• 44 .]J(HZ sample rate 

Rnal Fantasy VII 

hopes to break -
ground In the RPG fleld 

with Its 
supertor graphics. 









• .51J0,000 (North America) 

• Worl<Llide - 7.2 million 
(Note: Figu--es provided by Sony CD 

0 TITLES 
• 7 !Approx.) 

• Hard.are $199. 99 

(no pack-in) 

• $30.00 - Extra Controller 
• Averag2 Game Price - $.51J-$60 

64 

• 1,11-bit MIPS R4300i-dass RISC 
(PU ('13.75 tHzl 

• I.II-bit data path, 
sters., tx.lffer 

stag2 pipeline 
Dhrystone MIPS (93 million 
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• •1Mll total RAM 
• Manws DRAM Slbsystem 
• fr ensfers up to 562.5 MB/SEC 
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I II llt'Tlal dat a txJs to the RCP 
I 1.2~-bit 

l!.-bit 
Compression 

Synthesis 
t 48 Khz max 
ffects 

ution 
X 224 to 640 X 480 
it col or outp.Jt 
' t RGBA Pixel Coler 

CO-PROCESSOR 
• Custom 64-bi t MIPS RISC 
• adlt-in Audio 1/ideo Vector 

Processor (RSP) 
• 0ver .51J0,ooo,ooo 

operations/sec 
• Pixel Drawing Processor (RDP> 

-Detail Texturing 
-Tri-Linear Mip 
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Sup# Marlo tu, volad 
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Map Interolation 
-Perspective Correction 
-Envirawnent Mapping 
-Depth Mfering 
-Coler Combining 
-Anti-Aliasing 
and Blending 

- Rasterizing 
-Detail Texturing 
-Z- EMfering 
-Automatic LOD Mgnt. 
-Vertex positioning 
and transformations 

- Depth, Col or and 
texture dipping 

-Transparency 
-Gouraud Shading 



BLUE IS BACK. SoNic's NEW WORLD IS IN 3D. 
WHICH MEANS THE LITTLE BLUE GUY HAS A LOT 
MORE TERRITORY TO COVER THIS TIME. So PUT 
IT IN GEAR . THERE ARE FLICKIES TO RESCUE. 0

POWER-UPS TO GRAB. AND MOVES LIKE THE 
BLAST ATTACK THAT MAKE THIS SONIC 
THE FASTEST AND WILDEST YOU'VE EVER SEEN. 

NEW SONIC GAMES NOW AVAILABLE ON 
G ENESIS, GAME GEAR AND PC. 

SEGA and ~ncsis arc ngis1crrd in 1hc U.S. Patmt and Tnidmurk Officr. Ga~ Gear. Sonic JD Blul, Sonic Blut. and V«w.-M.u1 2 are ll'MkimrkJ of Stp.. 0 1996 SEGA, P.O.Box 1091, Redwood Ci1y, CA 9406). A.II righu rcscrvrd. 

WITH A LOAD OF NEW MORPHS AND THE MOTHERLODE OF NEW 
WEAPONS, V ECTORMAN NOW HAS EVEN MORE WAYS TO TURN 
HIS MUTANT INSECT ENEMIES INTO LANDFILL. Do BATTLE AS A 
SCORPION, A GIANT TICK, OR A RHINO BEETLE. OR JUST DO 
A TON OF DAMAGE WITH THE FIREBALL, THE BooT B LAST, oR 
THE OV ERKILL. SPAR E NOTHING . SHOOT EVERYTHING . 

G) 
111 z 
111 
en .. 
en 



• 'Ii□,□□□ (Lhited States) 

NUMBER OF TITLES: 
• 14□ (Appox.l 

• •199.99 - SatLrn harcl.,Jare and 
no pack-in 

• •45.□□ - Extra Controller 
• Averag;i Game Price - •45-•bO 

its main RAM 
' ts VRAM 
' ts Scx.nd RAM 

SRAM with battery backup 
boot ROM 

• VDP1 processor handling 
sprites., polygons and geometry 
• 512 K boot ROM VDP2 processor 

handling backg'Oll'lcis, 
• Five sin!Jl taneous planes with 

two rotation planes 
• 32,□□□ colors from 24-bit 

palette. 
• Resolutions of 352x224 and 
64□x224 

Tha3D 
combat lhrtlls of 

Rghllllfl Vlflll'S are 
currently only 
avallable on 
the Salum, 

• Lb-bit Yamaha b8EC□□□ proces
sor operating at ll3 ntlz 

• 32 voices, FM synthesis, two 
CPU interfaces, 44.1 KHz SOll1d, 

• 1b channel digital mixer and 
128 step llSP. 





• 11l,□□□,□□□ 

NUMBER OF nTLES: 
• 12.,□□□ (Appox.l 

• Approx. •2, □□□ 
(Average Pentil.m 90 kit with 
16-MB RAM, Quad-speed CD-ROM 
crive, 1.2 Gigabyte hard-crive, 
SOllld card., speakers, 
joystick, etc.) 
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• Pentit..m 90 
• 16 MB RAM 
• Dotble-speed CD-ROM crive 
• 1.2 Gigabyte hard crive 
• 3.5" floppy crive 
• Scuid Blaster 1b or ~tible 

SCUld card 
• Mouse 
• ~s• Mani tor 
• Speakers 
• Joystick?Gamepad 
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IF TH E GAM E G RA P HI CS 

DON'T BLOW YOU AWAY, 

ONE OF T HE S E Wil l . 

TREA S UR E S EEK IN G, 

PUZZLE SOLVING, A L LIGAT O R 

WRESTLING , AND ST ILL T IME 

FOR A FI G HT. 

Go WHERE NO MAN 

HA S EVER COME 

OUT ALIVE. NOTICE 

WE SAID .. MAN . " 

N OT HING LIKE A 

LITTL E S WIM B EFOR E ... 
F ENDING O FF A PA C K 

OF WOLV ES. 

OMETIMES 
' ILLE- ODY HAVING A 

JUST ISN'T ENOUGH. 

Sometimes , you also need guts . Or a brain . Or qu Ha ha s her sights on a few ancient artifacts , and 

feet. Other times , you need all of the above p 11 's not going to let anything or anybody get in her way . 

grenades , a shotgun and a matching p llgato rs. Wolves. Thugs. They ' re all tempting fate once 

of nine millimeters . Such is your f e ra' s path . But hey , what ' s a little temptation? 

when you control Lara Croft , hero p ci all y when everything looks this good . In the game , 

heartthrob of Tomb Raid mea n. Check out Tomb Raider at www.tombraider.com. 

N OT EVE R YO N E S EE S 

A B RI G H l,' LI G H T 

JUS T BEFO R E DY IN G . 

( L U CKY S TI FF S . 

............ (pc\ ........... . 
Play5tatlon . ~ 

1 oos ......... ·······················~ 
EIDO S I NTERACTIVE , CORE, T OMB R AIDER, LARA CROFT AND HER LIKENE SS ARE TRAD EMARK S 0 

EI DOS, PLC . ©1996 E,oo s. 
EIDOS HINT LINE 1 - 900-2 88 - 4 263 . COST OF CALL $0 . 95/MINUTE/ M UST BE 18 YEAR S 0 
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It's going to be the best RPG ever, and it's only on the PlayStation 

F or all RPG fans, the words Fina/ 
Fantasy are like a fix of goodness 
and, like any good dealer, 

Squaresoft is delivering just a taste to 
hook players even further. We just 
received the U.S. demo of Final Fantasy 
VT/that will be included with the 
release of Toba/ No. 1 (that's right, it's 
In the stores right now!). The bad news 
is that the short demo is going to have 
to hold over the RPG starved U.S. 
gamers until June. Yes, this is the ulti
mate torcher. A tease of the best RPG 
game ever made and then the long wait 
is on. 

For Sony, getting this exclusive 
deal with Square is its finest hour. Now 
Sony is the exclusive dealer of this 
role-playing epic and helpless RPG fans 
will have no longer have a choice of 

emo e- e 

systems. It's PlayStation or nothing. 
Final Fantasy VII is set to be one of the 
most important PlayStation games of 
the year. Along with Resident Evil 2, 
Final Fantasy VII will lead the strength
ening Sony line-up into '97. Once again, 
the main titles are coming from third 
parties. The wor1d of RPGs is perhaps 
the last genre Sony has managed to 
command, but with FFV/1 and our RPG 
game of the year, Suikoden, being 
PlayStation exclusive, it looks like the 
PlayStation is really taking charge. 

This latest installment of the 
beloved Final Fantasy series takes 
place in the futuristic city of Midgar, an 
underground wor1d that mixes high
tech and low-tech to a degree that 
hasn't ever been seen in a Final 
Fantasy game. The 

background. The camera automatically switch 
matte views like these; very similar to R 

One of the characters not In 
the demo that Is rumored 

to be a playable 
character Is this 
tatooed beast, Red 

13. This Scar 
lookalike Is Just 
one of many 
fearsome beasts 
found In Final 
Fantasy VIL 

1 Look, It's English! The 
translation Is underway 
and so far, the dialogue Is 
very lntrtgulng. 
2 Baffllt's big guns are a 
first for a Rnal Fantasy 
game and an 
awesome effect. 
3 Traveltng around the 
futuristic city Is a bit 
tough, but still gtves an 
unbelievable feel 
for adventure. 
4 The character automatt
calty climbs ladders and 
stairs when you press 
him In that direction. 

wor1d more closely resembles some of 
Square's other titles, like Front Mission 
and Bahumat Lagoon. The team is 
comprised of three characters. Cloud, 
the leader, comes from Final Fantasy 
VI, where he was only a child. In FF VII, 
he's a young man with a big sword and 
spiky hair. Going along with Cloud is 
Aerith, a good witch armed with a pole 
and the best magic capabilities, and 
Barret, a big, tough man with gatling 
guns for arms. Only a tiny portion of the 
game is included in the demo, but even 
In this small portion, you encounter 
several types of enemies that require 
different battle strategies. 

In most other aspects, the game 
Is very true to its Final Fantasy roots. 
Combat is the same active time battle 
system as before, meaning players 
have a certain amount of time to attack 
before the enemy does. One new fea
ture is the character's break limit bar, 
which when full will allow each char-
cter a special move. The bar gets 

filled up as the characters take dam-

1-3 All of the magic 
spells In Final Fantasy 
VII show some beaullfut 
effects and may make 
you not even want to 
ftnlsh ftghtlng. Just took 
at the different effects 
from smoke to 
lightning to nre. 
They all 
are awesome. 

age - the more damage, the faster 
the limit bar fills. 

The look of the game has been 
fastidiously rendered by over 100 
artists working on SGI workstations. 
The end result is amazing to look at 
and a believable wor1d as well. The 
goal of the programmers was to put 
the gamer right into a cinematic-type 
game that they can control. This is 
achieved best by the seamless transi
tion from cut-scenes to real-time. 
When the demo begins, it takes a few 
seconds to realize that you are now in 
control. The story is sure to be deep 
and the graphics and sound are already 
breathtaking. The only problem with 
FFVII is that it won't be out until June. 
Get the demo to tide you over, then be 
prepared for the long tedious wait. If 
the story is as deep as in previous FinaJ 
Fantasy games, and the whole wor1d 
looks as good as this demo, then Final 
Fantasy VII is going to set a new 
watermark in console RPG titles. 

Rendered Images like 
1111s one are usually 
resenred for the Intro 
scenes, but In Final 
Fantasy IIJJ, this Is how 
good the characters look 
durtng gameptay, 

1-4 The game starts out with a beaullful Intro then, as the train pulls Into the station, your characters jump out and you are seamlessly put Into the game. It's the best 
transition from Intro to game that we've ever S8MI, 

57 



T 
itles like Freak Boy will detennine 
just how good the N64 can be. 
Everyone knows that Nintendo 

first-party titles are going to be unbe-

lievable, but how will Nintendo's so
called Dream Team do? So far we've 
only seen Turok (Acclaim) and 
Shadows Of The Empire (Lucas Arts), 

and they both looked promising. But Freak 
Boy is such an odd title that it's difficult 
to decide whether we should be excited 
or scared. 

A 
lready released as 
Finalist in Japan, this 
fast-paced, 3D shooter 

is arguably one of the best 
looking PlayStation games to 
date. With its gorgeous light
ing effects, elaborate 3D 
models, and dark and moody 

The game is basically a third-person 3D 
action game that gives you control over a 
mutated alien, Freak Boy. Because you're an 
alien, you have the special ability to absorb 
weapons and uses them in your chest, head, 
and legs. Exactly how this Is going to work 
we aren't sure, but the graphics in Freak Boy 
are definitely top-notch. As more on this title 
develops, we'll let you know exactly what 
to expect. 

atmosphere, Tunnel 81 has 
the ability to get you excited 
about the game just by 
watching it in action. Also 
adding to its overall visual 
appeal is an extremely high 
frame-rate, which keeps the 
action moving very 

smoothly. Each 
level of the game 

1 The enemies are very strange, but 
the polygonal models are sharp. 
2 The textures are slmpllstlc, but 
crisp and solid. 
3 There you are - Freak Boy, a 
mutated allen (and you thought your 
IHe was tough). 
4 can Freak Boy survive against 
these Fists of Fire? 

1 Definitely a second generaUon look for 
the PlayStatlon, Tunnlll B-t Is 

very Impressive. 
2 Finding your way 
through the maze 
of tunnels Is haH 

requires the player 
to complete pri
mary mission 
objectives, as well 
as finding your 
way through the 
maze of tunnels 
and pathways 
while destroying 
the enemies that 
cross your path. 

Racing through the tunnels at high speeds Is made even mont 

enjoyable by the sllky smooth frame rate. 

the challenge. 
3 Equipped with a 
variety of weapons 
the taking out 
enemy forces Is 
sure to 
be enjoyable. 

Though Acclaim is still 
looking at the game and 
considering what kind of 
tweaks it may require for the 
US market, at the very least, 
Tunnel 81 is sure to be an 

exciting 3D shooter with 
some of the most stunning 
visual effects seen yet. 
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Finally, a third party star for the 

F irst revealed close to a year ago as 
part of a Sega effort to show 
exactly what the Saturn hardware 

could do, Amok is a 3D shooter with a 
very different look and feel. Set in a 
futuristic world, the action takes place 

1 Mon than Just simple shooting 
action, each level has some kind of 
mission c,bfectlve. 
2 The game's dark and moody set
ting cnates a nk:e back drop for 
the action. 
3 Tbe deadly forces of Amolc come 
In many dlff..rt varieties adding 
lo the general depth of play, 

both in and out of the water and the 
enemies vary accordingly. From fren
zied 3D shark attacks to the quiet, but 
deadly, sniper fire, the world of Amok 
is dark and dangerous, to say the 
least. Eager to create an action game 

with something more than mindless 
shooting, the Scavenger team is 
working to create a game that 
offers increasingly complex 
missions in each level, while 
still capturing the essence of a 
fast-paced shooter. 

Scavenger is one of the 
very few third party developers 
to have cracked the graphic 
barriers of the Saturn. In Amok, 
they demonstrate this rare tal
ent in many ways. Beyond the 
detailed 3D mechs, enemies 
and structures, Amok displays 
some nice visual techniques, 
including anti-aliasing and con
vincing explosion effects. 
Combining its graphical prowess 
with a thoughtfully conceived 
and smooth playing gameplay 
engine, Scavenger could very 
well be on its way to creating an 
'A' title for the Saturn - a feat 
not yet known to many third 
party developers. Sega is so 
impressed by the work 
Scavenger is doing with the 
Saturn, in fact, that they have 
offered to distribute its product. 

With several other equally 
impressive Saturn titles in the 

works, Scavenger could easily 

1 The visuals of Amolc are already very Impressive. 2 Amolc- a form of antl-allaslng 
to smooth out the undwwater graphics. 3 Good looking exploslon effec:ts are an BSSffl

llal part of Amok'& success. 4 Detailed environments 1111 out the game. 

become one of Sega's favorite 
Saturn developers. Other titles com
ing from Scavenger are: Into The 
Shadows, a 3D fighting/adventure 
game with some of the most 
dramatic 3D sets seen to date; 
Terminus, an epic adventure game 
that redefines the graphic limits of 
the Saturn and Scorcher, a futuristic 
racing game with all the gloss of 
Scavenger's other titles with a 
fast-paced action tempo. From what 
we've seen of Amok, there is 
certainly reason to be excited over 
the upcoming Scavenger titles for 
any platform, but perhaps especially 
for the Saturn. 

If the blood-
2 ... the deadly a 
your head off. 

on Impossible 

$62 
$64 
$64 
$72 
$69 
$66 

$64 
$66 
$72 
$62 
$69 

'NHL POWERPLAY 
96' features state of 
the art 3-D technolo
r;;, a new standard of 
artificial intell i
gence, high produc
tion, broadcast quali
ty audio and graphics 
and maximum con
trol over game play. 
The only game with a 
full selection of offen
sive and defensive 
plays! PSX $51 

'SONIC X-TREME' 
Sonic can move in 
any direction with full 
camera rotation. Evil 
genius Roootnik has 
created a Death Egg 
so huge that its gravi
tational puU is sucking 
up all 5 surrounding 
worlds. Sonic's job is 
to rescue the Mips 
from each world 
before they can be 
destroyed. SAT $46 

-~ FORCE' 
The world of 
Legendra has fallen 
prey to the frightening 
reign of M.Klurk. His 
unquenchable thirst 
for power has 
replaced tranquillity 
with terror and honor 
with treochery. Alas, 
the solitaJy hope for 
redemption has been 
reduced to 8 powerful 
warlords! SAT$48 

'ASCII VOR
TEX ANALOG 
CONTROL
LER' Analog 
controller 
with preci
sion technol
ogy, rugged 
steel control 
stick and 
base, high 
tech B button 

layout, ASS molded handgrip for an ergonom
ical fit and 7 foot cord. $52 

'DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3' New friends and 
enemies make the adventure more exciting, 
while checking out new unexplored areas fea
turing lots of hidden areas. SNES $64 

' F I N A L 
D D O M ' 
Skewered 
corpses, gut 
wrenching 
shotgun blasts 
and demonic 
backgrounds 
are some of 
the enhance

ments of Final Doom. Fluid movement that's 
free of slowdown is another feature in this 
bloodfest! Making Final Doom the best corri 
dor shooter around! PSX $52 

'MAOOEN 'Jl' l.egendaJy tested games come to lije_ 
Over 100 current teams to choose from. Learn how 
to build a winning game plan at Madden University. 
GEN $54 PSX $54 SAT $54 SNES $56 

'ULTIMATE MORTAL KDMBAT 3' Shao Kahn 
has entered the earth realm to punish humans 
and wrench their souls. 
GENESIS $69 SATURN $54 SNES $71 

Choose your favorite Maniel characters and bat
tle Thanos, the most dangerous villain in the 
Maniel Universe! PSX $52 SAT $52 SNES $54 

'SUPER MARIO 64' Mario goes 64-bit! His updated 
look is a rendered 3D image with texture ~ 
polygons. He's now able to slide and hang on 
as he explores new landscapes. NIN 64 $62 

'NAM 1975' 
On the cam
ouflged boat 
ready for 
action , the 
smell of the 
morning 
grass made 
them momen
tarily forget 

the war. The sounds of the enemies rifles 
reminds them that they are at war. The men 
running up to the deck had a hunch, the night
mare was starting again. NED GEO CD $46 

'X-MEN: CHILDREN 
OF THE ATOM' The 
most popular X
Men train for head 
to head combat by 
using Professor X's 
invention of the 
"Danger Room." 
There, the X-Men 
spar against each 
other or face phan-
tasms of their 
most infamous 
enemies. PSX $50 

l@iWi•jtHi •UitihM1i IAHt#O(l]1■ IUttihiM1i lllm.1BIII lllm.1BIII m 
Siar Wars Shad Empire $72 30 Ullra Pinball $46 Duke Nukem 30 $52 
Street Fighter $64 4x4 Gears & Guts $51 F1 Raclng:Post Season $52 
Super Mario 64 $62 71h Guest 2 I llh Hour $50 FIFA Soccer '97 $49 
Super Mario Kart R $69 ABC Monday Nighl FB $54 Anal Doom $52 
Tetrisphere $45 AD&D iron & Blood $50 Flnal Fantasy 4 $69 
Top Gear Rally $72 ASCII F111hter Slick $44 Formula 1 Wr1d Champ $52 
Top Gun $66 Allied General $50 Game Shark $56 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter $69 Andretti Racing '97 $49 Ghost in the Shell $52 
Ullra Combat $69 Art the Lad $52 Golden Nugget $44 
Ultra Descent $66 Area 51 $51 Heart of Darkness $54 
Vegas Slots $69 Beyond the Beyond $50 Here's Adventure $52 
War Gods $69 Big Bass Wrtd Champ $51 Hexen $52 
Wave Race $62 Birthright $46 Hyperslam:Pro Wrsllng $46 
Wayne Grelzl<y Hcky 2 $76 Blast Chamber $49 104:lndependence Day $52 

I Blazing Dragons $50 
Bogey Dead 6 $52 

Impact Racing $50 
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Breath of Are 3 $52 lronman/XO $50 
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PGA Tour '97 $50 
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The Dark Kni ht is 

1 What good would a 
Batman game be with
out his et1me fighting 
buddy, Robin? 
2 A constant now of 
bad guys keeps the 
game hopping. 

R 
eleased in the arcades on Sega's 
ST-V board, Batman Forever is the 
latest installment in the Batman 

'brawler' series. Offering more action 
than any of the previous Batman titles, 
the 32-bit platforms allow for a signifi
cant increase in enemies and special 

weapon attacks without any of that 
pesky slow down. Also added to the 
mix is a more complex combo system 
that allows the player to get deeper into 
the action than ever before. Combine 
this extra horsepower and new combo 
system with some good, old-fashioned 

1-2 Adding an extra 
dimension to the 
game, enemies can 
attack from the 
foreground and 
the background. 
3 Flashy signs and 
bonuses constantly 
Inter the scrMn, 

4 Spec:lal post round 
bonuses give 
the game extra 
replay value. 

beat 'em up action 
and Batman Forever 
could be the best 
32-bit brawler 
since Sega's 
Guardian Heroes. 

Though Batman 
Forever is far from 
the most innovative 
title we're likely to 
see this year, there 
are some new 
twists in the works. 
With a new power-
up system, the 
game allows a 

player to actually 
enhance his already 

impressive Bat-Powers. The game is 
also filled with interactive backgrounds 
which allow for swinging, climbing and 
throwing action galore. In the end, 

1-2 Elaborata and col
orful backgrounds give 

Gotham City a 
whole new look 

and feel. 
3 .Justtryto 

deny the power 
that Is 'Evil'. 

4 Danger 
comes In 

manyfonns 
In Batman 

Fonwsr. Most 

bent on sending 
Batman to that Bat 

Cave In the sky. 

e . . 

though, Batman Forever is not meant to 
be ground-breaking, just fun. It may 
very well end up being just that. Very 
similar on both the Saturn and the 
PlayStation, the 32-bit Batman Forever 
is sure to remind gamers exactly where 
they came from. Plus, with all the 
enhancements, such as deluxe com
bos, weapons and extra processing 
power, Batman Forever is on its way 
to being a nice blend of the past with 
the present. 

give this game a 
last couple of Ba 

L 



More news from the house of pain! 

Easily the 
most antici
pated 

PlayStation 
title of 
1997, 
Resident 
Evil 2 is com-
ing along nicely. 
We've now been 
able to see some 
screenshots of the 
new heroine, Elza, 
doing battle with a 
variety of zombified 
cops. Everything in 
the demo of the 
game takes place 
in the Raccoon City 
Police Station, but 
in one of the 
offices, there is a 
model of the entire 
city on a desk. Just 
imagine the possibili
ties of an entire city 
crawling with zom
bies. Let's hope that 
this becomes a reality. 

Other than the 
location change, RE2 
offers some notable 
upgrades from the origi
nal, like the amount of 
zombies on-screen 
at one time and 
the unique clothing 

change for the main characters. As you 
can see in these new screenshots, 
there are as many as seven zombies 
on-screen at one time! In Resident 
Evil, it was rare to get three or four. 
And while the first video tape 

showed only zombies in police 
uniforms, these new shots 
show off some plain-clothes 
zombies. Because of the 
increased number of zom
bies in the game, capcom 
has given the player much 
more ammo, meaning that RE 
2will be weighted much more 
on the action side. However, 
the puzzle elements and strat
egy have not gone away. This 
time around, the backgrounds 
are going to be much more 
interactive, allowing you to 
close and shut shutters and 
doors. Whether these doors 
and shutters are open or 

llent's Elza, modellng the 
latest In Kevlar body-· 
While some may think she 
Isn't as stylish as Lara CnJtt, 
from TombRaldtlr, you have 
to consider the adversaries. 
Afl8r all, flesh-eating 
zombies are a whole kit 
nastier than bats or wolves. 

1-4 you re or , arengnyfflCN9 , 
much fflCN9 of an action game. You've got to wonder about the 
2. Why put a bunch of zombies In a pollce station? Maybe the deslg 
,_ too many parlllng lldults. 

closed can greatly effect what 
happens during play. That's just 
one example of the new interac
tive backgrounds, but capcom is 
promising that there is going to 
be much more. 

As for the costume change 
system in RE 2, the character's 
condition and fashion sense 
change along with the story. A 
great example of this is the bul
let-proof jacket. When you pick 
up this item, the character actu
ally puts on the jacket. Not only 

1-3 Some dm-t areas 
In the PoHce Station 
were revealed, llke the 
chief's office, a visitor's 
room, and another 
office. Just check out 
the model of Raccoon 
City and dream about n 
being IUled with zom.. 
bias (cross yo..- fingers). 
4 'Hey baby, what's a 
fine IIVlng thing llke you 
doing In a place llkll this 
(thud, zombies eye falls 
out as he tr1es to 
wink)?'. Elza has to beat 
the sleazy slngle zom
bies off with sticks (or 
shotguns, as n wwe). 

1-3 It's the~ craze 
that's sweeping the 
nation, and now even the 
zombie-cops In RE 2 are 
doing the Macarenal First, 
you put the light hand out, 
then the left hand out, and 
then the left arm falls off. 
Then you p1c:1< n up and 
start all over again! 
'Hey, Macarana'. 
4 The ammo supply wlll be 
much greater In the 
beginning of the game. Of 

course, that makes - . 
since you start off In a 
police station. 

Now try to remember that the policeman Is 
yol8' frtend ... He probably just wants to sell you 
a couple of tickets to the Policeman's Ball. 1-2 lbese MW shots si- off some,_ 8INlll1les, Hke the zombllled pol and 

lh t, but it affects the play as well , since your defense 
I vel goes up and you're also able to carry more items 
I ause of the jacket's extra pockets. Now that's 
11 tail! The final effect of the clothing change system 
111 y have nothing to do with gameplay, but could eas
ily be the best feature of all. As your character goes 
through the zombie-filled hallways, his/her clothes 
t rt to get tattered and bloody from battle. So, next 

1 me you're ready to pull out the shotgun and take off 
11 1ombie's head at close range, you'll have your 

plain-clothes zombies. 3-4 One of the few problems wtth ll6sldent Ed- the stiff 
control. Hopefully, RE 2 has addressed that problem, so that you can flee from the 
zombie homlr easDy. 

clothes to think about (as of yet there is no word on a 
laundromat, but who knows). 

In 1997, it looks like the PlayStation is once 
again going to be spearheaded by third-party titles, 
with the two biggest games being Final Fantasy VII 
and RE 2. However, there is talk of RE 2coming to 
both the Saturn and PC. One Sega official actually 
guaranteed that RE 2 would be on the Saturn this 
year. There is no official word from Gapcom, but 
according to our sources, they are definitely looking 

into making a Saturn version if the system can handle 
the nature of the game. One thing Capcom did say is 
that if it makes a Saturn RE 2, it will be different from 
the PlayStation, and it will play to the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Saturn. The PC version will also be 
different and is definitely on the way. So this time 
around, Resident Evil may not be Sony exclusive, but 
if you've got a PlayStation you still get to play this hor
rifying game. We'll keep passing on the info as we get 
it, because this is THE title of the spring. 

4 

1-2 WHh cheery ,_ settings, llke the morgue and the squad room, Resldtlnt Elf#/ 2 ls sure ID bKome the bl1ght spot In -,one's gaming llne-apl 3 We a- that the 

crew from the first ll6sldent Eltll needed a llttle break, Since a- Is the 1-' zmnble ftght8r on the scene. 4 And, of-, who can forget Elza? 



they show the same kind of 
ey have with all their other 

(Wipeout, Destruction Derby, 
e Tenka), league Of Pain is 

going to be a game worth checking out. 
The game is a four-on-four, futuristic 

sports game that features a floating hoop in 
the middle of the enclosed arena. The goal is 
to put the ball in the hoop, but it isn't that 
easy, because each team Is equipped with a 
variety of violent hits and checks into the 
walls. The players are humans donning full 
body armor, which they are going to need. It's 
a bit like basketball the way Dennis Rodman 
would really like to play. The game is eight
player compatible and features all of the 
traditional sporting game options, like a sea
son mode and stat-tracking. Definitely an 
interesting title that we are going to keep you 
up to date on. 

Normally, news of 
another movie-to
game translation 

would be less than excit
ing, but considering the 
quality of Die Hard Trilogy 
(Fox lnteractive's first 
game) and the fact that 
ID4 is just dying to be a 
video game, this is defi
nitely a game to keep an 
eye on. 

The game is going to 
feature arcade-style flight 
missions with air and 
ground enemies. You get 
a choice of ten different 
fighter jets, with every-

1 Multlple camera angles let you go up c:lole to 
- the delllH In the players. 
2 The lpeclal llffecta - amazing, but 111111 Is to ba 
IIIQNlc:t9d from the FX muten, Psygnosls. 
3 Getting llglrt plllyen going In - gama Is dell
nltaly - of the hlgllllghb of '-1/W Of l'aln. 
4 The double-tum Is a very affllcllve tactic, -
•lnthefutlnl 

thing from FA-18 Hornets to 
A-1 O Thunderbolts. Your 
missions include flights over 
massive 30 environments 
like New York, Las 
Vegas, London, 
Tokyo, Paris and 
Moscow. The great
est thing about 
flying over these 
cities is that you 
have freedom of 
movement and 
EVERYTHING blows 
up real nice. The 
developers have 
included a split 
screen, head-to-

orders and take out the allens - a city at 
2 Give 11w the • 11n the Space Shuttle--• on again ... 
NI J01W llghta and the !Wt of the Big Appia. 

lievable. If Fox can add 
depth to the gameplay, then 
ID4 will make the same big -
splash it did at the movies. 



lil1at 's next a f i nded in 

M 
aking its debut in the Japanese 
arcades, Taito's Psychic Force 
could only be described as a 

30 fighting game with a twist Played 

inside an invisible box, the fighters in 
Psychic Force all have the ability to 
hover in the air. The game, therefore, is 
actually played well above the ring. 

With dramatic 
backgrounds, 

such as the 
'burning bulld

lng' level, the 
graphics help 

to bulld the 
excltan-1 

level of 
the game. 

1-2 Once they have 
passed by each other, 
they return to the 
same 2D plane. 
3-4 Fought on a 2D 
plane to avoid 
'dlmenslonal 
confusion' (consider 
that phrase coined), 
the only llme the char
acter can break free of 
the plane Is when they 

Taking this 
approach results 
in some pretty 
unusual dynam
ics, making this 
game very differ
ent from anything 
you've ever 
played before. 
The most signifi
cant effect of this 
bizarre formula is 
that the players 
are often very far 
away from each 
other and are 
forced to use pro
jectiles much 

more often than in 
a traditional 30 

fighter. When the characters draw in 
closer, a more familiar gameplay 
emerges with punches and kicks, but 
it's not necessary to ever get close 
enough for this to happen. 

1-2 lttakesa 
bizarre cast of 

characters to 1811 
the pnmlse of 

Psyr:lllc Fon:& .. 
3 .. .and here they 
are, In all of their 

sky-floating, 
pnljectlle

tosslng glory! 

What Psychic Force does not 
offer as opposed to most 30 fighting 
games of late is very much freedom in 
the Z-axis (moving in and out of the 
screen). The game is played on a flat 

20 plane broken only 
when the players 

try to pass 
over each 
other, at 
which point 
one character 
simply side
steps around 
the other. 
This limited 
freedom to 
move in and 

D7D UI.TRA._GAMEel.A YERS 

1 Since most of the fighting Is done from a 
distance, projectlles are the weapon 

of choice. 
2 When the characters come close 

together, a more tradltlonal ftgh11ng style 
takes over. 

out of the screen is, of course, 
compensated for by being able to 
move up and down at will, but it 
does require the player to think 
about the game in a new way. It 
is this kind of innovation that 
keeps Psychic Force out of 
the 'Me, too' pile. 
Certainly one to 
watch - this 
game could 
be interesting. 



Not 
Available 
in stores: ,., ,:,,,,.,... .,,,,,. ,,,. ,. 

••run la••' 

Well, if Nights is a TV series, then 
Christmas Nights Is the half-hour 
reunion special. Sega's Sonic Team 

brings Claris, Eliot, and Nights back together 
again for a grand yuletide adventure, only 
available from unn s.n. ,,,,,,_. and 
Next Generation. 

The beauty behind Christmas Nights is 
that it's time dependent. At any other time of 
the year, Christmas Nights is only Nights:Short 

Version - a one level, one boss demonstration version 
of Yuji Naka's dreamlike masterpiece. You play Claris' 
Spring Valley course and that's it. A great teaser, but 
nothing special for those who've already experienced 
the first version. But when winter rolls around ... 

Ah, winter. All of a sudden, Winter Nights, (with 
new music and splash screens) shows up, and Spring 
Valley transforms Into a landscape of snow and gum
drops. They've given it a totally different look, with 
bells replacing stars, rings becoming wreaths, and 

Sonic Team elec:tlld fur a total Cbrlstnia 
A1lac:k mode 1111s JIIU practice precblon llghL 

SYfflJIS: SATI.RN 
l'I.B.ISIO: SEGA 
llEWJ..OPEIC ONIC EAM 
REI.EASE :M'IC CEMOCR 

Less than four months after the American 
debutcomes the sequel - sort of. .. 

ldeya Captures are now 
giant Christmas trees. 
At Christmastime, 
Nights becomes 
Christmas Nights, com
plete with his own 
Santa suit (By the way, 

if you can't wait 
until 
Christmas 
morning to 

open your 
presents, 
just set 

your 
Saturn's clock 

to December 24). 
When Sonic Team cre
ated Christmas Nights, 
they didn't do it by half 
measures. New storylines, 

new introduction and end-
ing sequences, a totally new 
graphics set, and a Chistmasy soundtrack all get 
added to this special version, making it more of a 
complete, self-contained game than a mere demo. 
'Jingle Bells' and an a capella version of the Nights 
theme capture the strange Christmas ambiance Yujl 
Naka and company have thrown around CN. 

While the basic graphics engine is still intact, 
with polygon popup and all, it's been tweaked enough 
that it feels like what the original Nights should have 
been. Environmental effects have been added, and 
snow will drift down through the playfield. Level 
objects are also more Interactive now. The bumpers 
blow confetti and the ldeya Palace spins when you fly 

1'-"9111119-.....,_......, .. ............... 
......... '-CIIIW ........ ._ .. ...., ......... z...._. ...... .,_ r..-..._.., ..... ..,_ .... ........ 3,_ .......... '1111 ......... ,. ... . 
...... • 7 

"-",...---4.....,_.,._ --'----............... ............ ...,.. ...., ........... 

hy. At the same time, the 
h kground reacts to the 
I me you play, with the 
un In the sky during the 

1l11y, and the moon at night. 

1 Everythlng's Interactive. 
The carousel spins as 
Nights flies by. 
2 Watdl the party horn. It 
blows confetti when you 
hltlt. 
3 That's a lot of presents. 
Even with perfect 
matches, you'll play 
through at least five times 
before getting all of them. 
4 Guess who? 

Christmas Nights 
comes with a saek 

full of presents for 
all good gamers. 

I , nted, these are minor improve
Ill nts, but the overall effect is 

including a whole mess of goodies in the 
form of presents. After finishing a level, 
you're treated to a little pair-matching 
game, where players get a chance to pick 
pairs of icons. When you match a pair, the 
resulting present unlocks certain features 
on the disk. You get great little gifts, like a 
gallery of UI ter than the sum of its 

11n , and CN'S state of completion 
111 kes one wonder where Sonic Team"s headed next. 
I v n a graphic makeover won't keep Christmas 
NI hts novel enough for experienced Nights players . 
llowever, the game's only half the fun. Sega has 

high-resolution image art, a strange 
Nightopian melody maker, techno and Disney-esque 
music videos, four alternative methods to play (you 
can play as a certain blue rodent with an attitude ... ), 
and more. Since you can only pick a maximum of five 

1 You can only get Sonic as a Chrtstmas present, and 
Sega's paeklng In a few surprises for him ... 2 The baek
grounds keep traek of your system clOck. You'll only 
see the sun during real daylight hours. 3 Those aren't 
purple blobs. They're snowflakes, OK? 4 All you need Is 

a flreplace, some mistletoe, and you're all set ... 

at a time, it's a great way for Sega to get you playing 
the same level of the same game over and over again. 

'Where can I get a free Christmas Nights disc?' 
you ask. Well, you won't find It In any store. In fact, 

the only place you'll be able to find It Is right here, In 
the January issue of UL11IA s.n. l'lllyenl 

1 kleya Captures are now giant Chttstmas trees. ni-'s something perverse about blowing them up, 2 The new lntroduc:tlon sequences feature lush graphics that really 

capture the Clu1stmas feel. 3 The character select sc,-, looks llke a big .,._,ii 4 this Melody Bo11 Is another cool Nights Chrtstmas present. 
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Welcome to the most comprehensive reviews section anyu,ere. 
, I ou know, every month we get a whole bunch of ,_ games sent to us T by developers all over the wCN1d. We know, you're thinking 'I wish those 
developers would send me all those cool games!'. Well, we're here to tell ya, H 
they sent you all those cool games Instead of us, you'd be stuck here In this 

office until midnight, cranking out these reviews and we'd be sitting at home, 
Just taking It easy. So dig In to this Review Section and, whlle you're checking 
out all the latest stuff, Just spare a moment to reflect on Just how good you got 
It, OK? Meanwhile, we're gonna order In some pizza and try to stay awake. .. 

Ii.hen a game makes it throug, 
our r;rueling review system and 
still comes out with at least 
a 9.0, it eams our LLTRA 
Auarcf. This is our guarantee 
that you'll love these games, 
so don•t miss •em! 



If the game cbesn't blow you akay.., she just miif,t 

s with most great games, the 
cat was let out of the bag on 
Tomb Raider many months 

ago, and as the 
very first 
few screen 
shots 
began to 
surface, 

every
one 
knew 
'this one 

was going 
to be 

spe
cial.' 

1 Though the camera angle Is han
dled automallcally, the game stlll 
offers you the opportunity to take 

ov• tor a custom look around. 

2 Mutual of Omaha doesn't know 
the meaning of WIid IC/ngdom untll 
they've played this game. 

Several months later, we 
finally have a reviewable 
copy of the game that gives 
new meaning to the phrase 
'walk softly and carry two 
fully loaded magnums, and a 
shotgun, strapped to your 
back' and things simply 
couldn't be better. What's 
most impressive about Tomb 
Raider, however, is the fact 
that the game engine was a 
sure hit from the start and a 
more 'fiscally cautious' pub
lisher might have rushed the 
product in an effort to cash in 
on the novelty factor, but this 
was not the case. The devel
opers at Core took what was 
a great game design (pistol
packing heroine charges 
through elaborate tombs, 
killing off wolves, bats and 
dinosaurs!) and went the extra 
mile. In creating a fantasy wor1d for 
their deadly temptress of a main 
character, the development team for 
Tomb Raider dreamed big and often, 
resulting in one of the most fantastic 
3D worlds ever in any game and 
some of the most challenging game
play available. 

While Lara is evidently the star 
of Tomb Raider, just a few minutes 
with the game is all you'll need 
before you realize the real star is the 
environment in which Lara walks, 
runs, jumps, climbs and generally 
plays around. The term 'big adven
ture' is hopelessly linked to Tomb 
Raider and the idea of just picking up 
the controller to hop around and blast 
a few wolves is almost impossible to 
consider, once you know what the 
game is all about. After the first few 

secrets have been uncovered, in fact, 
hopping around and killing wild ani
mals is one of the least interesting 
parts of the game. What then 
becomes the focus of the game is 
cracking the increasingly difficult 
puzzles and working your way deeper 
and deeper into the most immense 
and altogether impressive 3D struc
tures you've ever seen. At that point, 
the action elements of the game are 
just enough to keep you constantly on 
edge as your brain works overtime to 
solve the devilish mysteries found in 
every one of the 15 enormous levels. 

Solving puzzles in Tomb Raider 
is much the same as in any adventure 
game requiring one part experimen
tation, one part wit and one part good 
fortune. The satisfaction from decod
ing some of the tougher puzzles is 

ere I come, 
ornotl And 

nd of packing 
lot of heat, 

I 

even greater than that of dropping the 
giant Tyrannosaurus rex or exploding 
the bloodied mummy dogs of the later 
levels and the variety of challenges is 
just enough to keep you guessing the 
whole way. As a further reward for 
working your way through the game's 
mysteries the storyline continues to 
unravel throughout with important 
characters popping in and out of the 
action and revealing the game's 
sinister plot. In creating a game 
where the player actually has a part 
in developing the storyline, Eidos has 
given us something with a true 
cinematic feel without losing any of 
the control. 

Though it would be untrue to 
suggest that Tomb Raider solves all 
the inherent problems in controlling a 
character in a true 3D environment, 

1 Whether It's In her walk. .. 2 ... or maybe In that elegant llltle back-flip With two guns blazing that she's always doing ... 3 ... Tomb Raider has some of the smoothest animation In 

any game of this generation. 4 Cracking the codes of ancient races Is a big part of the challenge, 

1 Take nothing for granted - this 
game Is chock full of secrets. 

2 With a wide vertety of abilities, Lara 
can Interact With the detalled 3D envi
ronment In many ways. 

after just a few minutes you'll be 
interacting with the highly varied 
terrain in ways never before seen in a 
3D action game. Whether scaling the 
side of a rocky mountain or swimming 
through claustrophobically tight 
passages on your way to a secret 
pool, there is practically nothing in the 

1◄ llle...-o1n.,,,,.,,,.,. 
1s1n .................. ,1s 
adllllllllllllialswllllwhlc:lt ,__.....,9-. 
......... -.'Clllllglorallny 

apenlng In Ille --.
watars or lieldlng 1111 wtlll ,-. 
!Inger tips alNlft a pll at Ions, 

game which can not be 
climbed, pushed, pulled or 
hung from. It's exactly this 
kind of amazing attention to 
detail that creates an 
undeniable need to simply 
see what's next. And while 
progressing through the 
game can at times be 
frustratingly difficult, 'what's 
next' is always worth the 
effort. Without question, one 
of the very best games 
available for the PlayStation, 
Saturn and PC CD-ROM, 
Tomb Raider is a must-have 
for any system. 

lnt of heart', Tomb Raldertends ID be a llltle vicious. 2 ot llkely ID be a big hit at ASPCA, 

that all the anhnals In the game ara bad. 3 So!Mwhere, the ghosts of the many anlmals you've 

a good laugh at this sc:ene. 4 Danm chemlcal bonds, I Just wanted the oxygen. 
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Can you top the genius of Command & 

m an! It's three in the 
morning and your base is 
under attack! That's the 

addictive nature of Command & 
Conquer: Red Alert. you'll play it all 
night, every night, and get up and 

REQUIREMENTS FOR DOS 
e DB..-SPEED (])..ROM DRIVE 
• 46bl>X/33 
e 8 tll IW1 

FOR WINDOWS 195 
e DB..-SPEEI> ( ])..ROM DRIVE 
• PENl'IlJ'1 . ~ 
e 8 tll lWI 

play it some more. If you were 
hooked on the original, get 
ready to get hooked again. If 
you never played Command & 
Conquer, check out what 
you've been missing. 

The C&C games, like the 
WarCraft games, are real-time 
strategy games. That means 
you start off with a handful of 
units, build a base, send guys 
out to gather resources, and 
meanwhile desperately fight 
off enemy attacks until you 
build up enough forces to 
knock the enemy off the map . 
There's no turns or waiting 
around, everything happens at 
once, and you can be fighting 
several battles all over the 
map. It's fast, it's furious and 
it's fun , and it"s why the 
original C&Csold over a 
million copies. 

But C&C: Red Alert isn't just 
more of the same. The graphics are 
now SuperVGA, meaning they're just 
that more detailed. New units have 
been added for air and sea battles, 
meaning you not only have to watch 
the mountain passes, but the coasts 
as well. 

Infantry attack with 
flamethrowers, rockets or grenades, 
while tanks, artillery and rocket 
trucks blast away at each other. 
Huge Tesla Coils and Flame Towers 
stand guard over the bases, inciner-

ating enemy units at will, while over
head, helicopters and jet fighters rain 
death and destruction on the hapless 
bases. Even atomic bombs can be 
dropped on the foe, devastating his 
base and destroying his armies. 

But you can't rely on brute force 
alone. Spies, thieves and commandos 
can sneak into a base and wreak 
havoc. Monstrous machines out of 
science fiction can hide your units, 
make them invulnerable, or teleport 
them across the map. This is a game 
where you have to think fast. 

. nes r at sea. 3 A flock of 

contend wllll whole schools of Soviet subma.._. 5 The story begins In Trtnlty, New Mexico ... 8 The mighty Gap Generator masks 
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For extras, Westwood's setting 
up a free Internet server to let you 
play head-to-head with gamers 
across the country. 

No question about it, this is a 
game you have to play. 

ALTERNATIVES 

e 
In the hellish world · 

ofWarhammer, .q 

powerful armies 
clash in cataclysmic 
battles. Ore hordes 
batter at the gates of the 
Empire, mighty bastion 
of humanity. As the leader of 
the infamous Grudgebringers, 
mand your mercenary 
anny to stop this 
tide of evil. 

Now for play on the 
PlayStation'" game console, 
WARHAMMER: SHADOW OF 

1liE HORNED RAT has 
everything you'd expect in 
a fantastic wargame: 

■ More than 40 amazing 3D 
battles include gorgeous visuals 
and challenging strategies. 

Stunning animated sequences and 
detailed mission briefings provide 
in-depth backgrounds. 

Command a mercenary anny, 
choosing your forces from over 
25 troop types. 

Battles are linked together 
by a detailed story line. 

TO ORDER: Vtsit your retailer 
or call 1-800-60 I-PLAY with 
Visa/MC (North America only). 

.. A11wor11andimaoe,y C 1996GamesWor1<sh01>l1d. 
~ 7 All riQhls IISIMd. Prooram C 1996 llindscape, Inc. 

• ' • ' Allrigh1s"'""'9d.TheSSlloQois 

l:v a regislered trademark ol Strategic i]' 
S,muiat,ons, Inc .. a M111dscape Colllt)anY, W.rllammer and !he Games · · 
Wo,kshop loO<J are r,oistered trademaits and Shadow of !he Homed I 
Rat~ a lrademafi< of Games Wor1<sllo!> lid. PlaySlabOO and"" 
P1iyS1111lon logos are trademartcs of Sony Computer EntertaiMienl Inc. 
C 111·800·771 -3772 for informatiOCl 011 Game Ratings • , 

war. 





A ccxnfortable fit with nice, new packaging 

- or a while, it seemed as 
- though the platform genre 
■ would die with the end of 16-
bil With games such as Mario, Crash 
and C/ockWork Knight, however, it is 
clear that the genre has not died, but 
rather evolved. The latest example of 
next generation platformers is a mys
tical game called Pandemonium from 
Crystal Dynamics. Set in a 30 world, 
but played on a 20 track, 
Pandemonium takes the player 
through a colorful and mysterious 
world filled with humorous characters 
of all shapes and sizes. The camera 
angle is controlled automatically 

(although the player can 
zoom in on the action at any 
point) and dances around 
the character to provide the 
best angle for each scene. 
The player has a choice of 
two characters to play with 
- Fargus, the Court Jester 
and Nikki, his easily influ
enced playmate. Each 
character has slightly differ
ent abilities and is better 
suited for some levels. In 
the tradition of all the great 
platform games, there is 
plenty of hidden treasure to 
find and collect throughout 
the game. 

With the camera being 
automatically controlled, the 
game's designers have 
done a good job in not only 
providing the best view for 
playing, but also in providing 
the most dramatic angle of the 
30 scenery. The scenery itself is 
extremely well done and the world, 
which is typically limited to a thin 
path and its surroundings, is convinc
ing as a mystical medieval 
environment. There is also a good bit 
of graphic variety from the deep
wooded forest levels to the depths of 
the dark and spooky caves. Beyond 
the game's artwork, there is also nice 
use of the PlayStation's special 
effects capabilities. Great lighting 
effects and other visual treats are 
strewn through every level, adding to 

the game's overall visual appeal. 
The gameplay is based on a 

very traditional model, but not without 
its own interpretation of the formula. 
Anyone who has played one of the 
16-bit platform games will be able to 
pick up Pandemonium and know 
exactly what to do, even with the 
action meandering through the 30 
space. It's this kind of familiarity that 
makes the game instantly likable, but 
it's also this reliance on past game
play models that keeps this game 
from being more than it is. In the end, 

• I I • 

val1ed camera angles give Ute game a fresh feel. 5 Occasional route choices add to Ute game's replay value. 6 Nlee visual effects I 

THE LINE 
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realized 3D 
, shown from 

11ghtcamwa 
, help to sell 

I 

Pandemonium is a very enjoyable 
action/platform game with some 
interesting twists and very nice pre
sentation, but it's more tried and true 
than it is innovative. 

~ l'lr.l.o l:,lf 10 
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The first f ig1ter on the N&4 is nothing new - or is it? 

S ooner or later, it was 
bound to happen. Midway 
has taken the next step in 

a trend that Capcom started. They 
made an upgrade instead of a sequel. 
And even though the Mortal Kombat 
games have appeared on the flourish
ing 32 bit platforms, fans still haven't 
seen a perfect arcade port. Mortal 
Kombat Trilogy for the Nintendo 64 
may noi be arcade perfect, but it is 
the clo~est version to date. 

Williams has pulled out all the 
stops tor this newest upgrade. Gone 
are the _ridiculous loading times and 

annoying Shang Tsung morphs that 
plagued the 32 bit versions. Rounds 
load immediately and Shang Tsung 
can morph into any of the 28 charac
ters without hesitation. All of the 
characters and stages from previous 
MKincamations are selectable. 

The gameplay consists of stan
dard Mortal Kombat fare, with kick, 
punch and Juggling combos Included. 
The directional button or analog con
troller can be used for combat, but be 
warned, it's really tough playing in 
analog. A new feature to gameplay is 
the 'Aggressor' meter. This meter 

--.. ..,,,,, 
MID ...... 

grows every time a player initiates an 
attack. Once the Aggressor meter is 
filled, the player's agility and attack 
damage is increased. This new fea
ture looks cool, but it doesn't add 
much to the existing gameplay. 

New fatalities and brutalities 
have been added in addition to the old 
animalities, friendships, and pit fatali
ties. Four characters have been 
hidden throughout the game. Three of 
them are familiar faces, while the 
fourth is a new character. Johnny 
Cage, who was absent for MK3, is 
back, with a new actor playing his 

role. And finally, all the bosses 
are here and selectable via 

code. There are a few 
things that do hurt this 
game. When squeezing 
this huge game onto a 
small cartridge, Midway 
had to cut out about 15% 
on the animation. While 
this doesn't hurt the eyes 
too much, it is noticeable. 

Another thing is the 
sound. The N64 version 
sounds less ambient than 
earlier versions, almost to 
the point where the music 
kind of hurts. 

It's hard to get excited 
about another MK3 game, 
but this one does the trick. 
Maybe it's the bells and 
whistles, or maybe it's 
because all the nostalgia is 

2 'Get over herel' 

in one place. If you're looking for a 
good fighter for your N64, this one 
works well. But if you're looking for 
something new, play VF3. 

1 The Aggressor Meter gives players enhanced agility. 2 Relive the action In Goro's Lair. 3 Those new Brutalllles sure do hurt. 4 Johnny Cage Is back, even though anott.
actor Is paying his Screen Actors Gulld dues. 
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It doesn't get mud1 stranger than this 

- asily one of the most bizarre 
- games to come across this 
- editor's desk in a long time, 
Mr. Bones is nothing short of weird. 
The premise of the game is based on 
controlling a skeleton named Mr. 
Bones whose main goal in 'death' is 
to be able to play blues guitar and 
keep the other 'bad' skeletons from 
stealing his bones. If that doesn't 
sound unusual, just wait until you see 
Mr. Bones hopping around on his 
backbone, looking for his legs, or until 
you see the freakish scene of an extra 

arm bone connected to the end of his 
leg, or until you see him electrocute 
another skeleton with some inexplic
able magic power. It's in the game's 
ability to go right over the edge with
out looking back that a certain charm 
is born in Mr. Bones. It's not an easy 
charm to appreciate, but it"s there 
just the same. 

Once you've accepted the 
strangeness, it's pretty easy to see 
where the gameplay model comes 
from. Though there are some artfully 
designed 3D graphics, including Mr. 
Bones himself, the gameplay is 

Allold 
Mr. Bones wants to 
do IS play the bf.
- why can't those 
bad skeletons let 

mostly 2D with some 3D touches 
thrown in from time to time. Mostly 
side-scrolling action by nature, the 
game does manage to mix up the 
action from level to level by creating 
different objectives, such as collect
ing your lost bones or playing a guitar 
solo (which is easily one of the most 
creative a11d enjoyable parts of the 
game). Though each level offers a 
slightly different challenge and differ
ent style of play, the game's 
designers have done a nice job of 
creating a common feel throughout 
the game. The game also offers a 

variety of action without hav
ing to learn more than a few 
control techniques. While 

some levels are far more 
successful than others, 
there"s always a spark 
that keeps the 
game interesting. 

Though Mr. Bones is 
definitely a game worth 
remembering (and difficult 
to forget), it would be hard 
to suggest the game pos
sesses any real genius. 
The gameplay is 
interesting, but has a 
tendency to be a little 
slow. The variety is nice, 
but most of the concepts 
are borrowed from past 
games. In the end, Mr. 
Bones is still more of a 

2 When Mr, Bones loses his bones, It's up 
to you to help him get them back. 

curiosity than anything else and has a 
very 'independent film' gualitv to it. 

1 Offeltng a nice vat1eti, In gameplai,, each level asks sometltlng new of the player. 2 FIDed wllll secrets and bonuses, there's no telling what the skeleton wlll get Into next. 
3 Given as rewards for finishing levels, Mr. Bones Is IIHed wllll some realli, funny FMV cut1cet111S. 4 H you love fnlaklsh games - this just mar be the one you're looking for. 
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More proof that great games cbn't have to be technological 

- here isn't a person out 

I there who bought their 32-
bit, polygon-pushing 

PlayStation for a better class of 
puzzle games, but just pop Puzzle 
Fighter into your PlayStation and 
watch all those technological won
ders sit on the shelf and collect dust. 

Anyone who has ever played 
Tetris knows just how addicting 
puzzle games can be, but Puzzle 
Fighter is much more than another 
'poor man's' Tetris. The key differ
ence between Puzzle Fighter and 
other puzzle games on the market is 
the fighting game approach that 

Capcom has used. In the one
player game, you choose from 
among the familiar Street 
Fighter characters and battle 
your way through the computer 
controlled characters. You 
maneuver colored blocks on 
the screen, setting up clusters 
which you can bust up with the 
flashing circles and, much like 
a game of Street Fighter, you 
can play with several different 
strategies. You can continually 
jab (clear the colors whenever 
you can) or you can set up 
massive chain combos that can 
send your opponent down in 
one fell swoop. And this is all 

displayed in the middle of 
the screen as the Street 

Fighter kids pound 
away on each other. 

This feature doesn't really 
help gameplay much, but it 

does add some interesting 
graphics to the usually plain
looking puzzle games. 

Additionally, each character has 
a different counter move, meaning 
certain color clusters, when struck at 
the right time, do more damage 
(i.e. send more blocks to your 
opponent). Adding this individuality to 
each character really extends the life 
of Puzzle Fighter. Just like in a fight
ing game, people are going to have 
certain characters they are more pro
ficient with, which adds dramatically 

to the two-player game as well. 
As a one-player game, Puzzle 

Fighter can keep you playing for 
hours, but the real fun is definitely in 
the perfectly balanced two-player 
game. I actually spent more time 
playing Puzzle Fighterthan I did 
playing the disappointing PlayStation 
version of SFA 2. The excitement 
comes when you're just about out of 
room, then you finally set off the 
massive four chain combo, which 
sends more blocks than your 
opponent can handle. It's amazing 

how well Puzzle Fighter captures the 
feeling of delivering the knockout 
blow. It's our puzzle game of the year 
and a game every PlayStation owner 
will enjoy. 

1 Eadl cllarac:t8r has their own COlalter ..-, which really adds ID their lndlvlduallty. 2 Leaving your opponent bloodled and out cold Is a great payoff 11W the win. 3-4 RIiing 
your SCl'8MI up with layered clusters Is dangerous, but wt.. the right black C01MS up, n dellvws a crushing blow that - victory. 
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Konami gets back into RPGs in a big 14.ay 

s- ince the beginning of the 
32-bit age, Konami has 
strived to become the 'King 

of Sports.' Instead of giving players 
loads of new action games, Konami 
has made some promising sports 
games like In The Zone 2, but that's 
not what gave Konami its good name. 
With Suikoden, Konami has ventured 
back into the realm they once 
excelled at and has created the best 
32-bit RPG to date. 

The story starts out with you 
being the son of the powerful General 
Teo. Your father leaves to fight a bat-

tie up north, leaving a few of 
his trusted allies to take 
care of you. Soon after, you 
come to realize that you and 
your father have been serv
ing on the wrong side. 
Something has warped the 
Emperor's mind and his 
generals into evil, pillaging 
men. Knowing this, you join 
the Liberation Army. When 
their leader is assassinated, 
you are chosen as leader. 
It's up to you to recruit 
thousands of men for your 
legion and restore peace to 
the country. 

Suikoden is chock full 
of beautiful backdrops, not 
to mention astounding 
effects for magic spells. The 
music is brilliant, rivaling 
some of Squaresoft's epic 
Final Fantasy games. Some 
of the sound effects used in 
spells are reminiscent of those taken 
off old He-Man episodes, which oddly 
enough sounds terrific. 

Intricate plot twists and an 
inspiring storyline constantly push 
this game forward. In addition, there 
are points in the game where you 
strategically control your army (com
prised of thousands of men) in a 
Shining Force-type mini-war. A big 
twist to this mini-war is that you can 
actually lose your main characters in 
the heat of the battle. And once 

they're dead, they're gone for good! If 
you manage to win this mini-war, it's 
a battle to the death with the enemy 
general. With this type of variety, 
Suikoden is able to stay fresh 
throughout the long period of time it 
takes to finish the game. 

Suikoden is one of the finest 
RPGs made since Chrono Trigger. All 
the role playing elements that make 
games like the Final Fantasy series an 
epic are here. This isn't a short game, 
either. Suikoden is long and it doesn't 

5 Dragon bosses .. abundant lhnlugl1out the adventure. 8 It's a duel to the death. can you survive? 

THE LINE 
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get boring, not for a second. This is 
one of Konami's finest hours. You 
won't regret it 
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Is it a ball or is it the pits - (ouch!) 

- uturistic sports games have 

r been around for ages. Often 
they are tons of fun and 

Pilball happens to be no exception. 
Pilba/1 is sort of a cross 

between hockey, basketball, football 
and Toshinden. Each of the teams has 
its own special strengths and weak
nesses. Some are faster or stronger, 
or have better abilities than other 
teams under certain circumstances. 
On each team, each player has differ
ent abilities, so picking the right 
players against the right teams 
involves a lot of strategy. 

Gameplay consists of a two-on
two setup, where players participate 
in a pit containing goals on opposite 
sides. The referee robot drops the ball 
in the middle of the four players. You 
must pick up the ball, and put it in the 
opposing goal. Sound simple? Well, 
it's much harder than it sounds. 

Each player has a weak attack, 
strong attack, jump, pass and block 
button. Players also have special 
attacks and defenses that vary from 
team to team. The difficult feat is just 
putting the ball in the goal. The goals 
themselves are quite small and 

requires some practice before you 
can do it consistently. Luckily, 
Accolade has thought to include a 
practice mode. You can bank shots 
off walls, or take them from angles, 
but the easiest shot to successfully 
make is from straight on. But if you 
shoot hard enough and you miss your 
shot, it will very likely rebound off and 
go into your own goal. 

Once you've mastered putting it 
in the goal, you need to begin work
ing on style. Unlike basketball, a dunk 
is worth more than a regular shot. 
Depending upon how 'cool' it is, a 

dunk can be worth two or even 
three points. 

Pilball has several dif
ferent play modes: one 
player, two player or four 
player and a one player 
season mode. In the non-
season mode, you just 
grab some friends, pick a 
team and go to it. In the 
season mode, things get 
far more complicated. You 
can either manage the 
team, play the team or 
both. You can pick up free 
agents, sell your existing 
members, buy equipment, 
gamble on other games, 
and more. The season 
mode is excellent addition 
and it adds loads of replay 
value. Four player games 
are also outstanding fun, 

1 Each taan has Its own home arena 
where n has a sllghtly bett8I" advantage. 

2 lbe radar -- In the bottom mlddle 
of the -- lets you see where yo&r 
opponents and yo&r l8ammat8 are. 

and are a great reason to pick up a 
multi-ta if ou don't have one. 

1 n.... an ttne din-rt ca,nm-a angles to~ from. 2 Special attacks like 1111s - can leaV9 al of yo&r opponents lltllng on their butts. 3 Every player has his own 
SCGrtng celeaallon. 4 lbe sa■son mode lets you manage ■ 11111111 and offers al sorts of WHCllon aspec:ts In addition to the regular game. 
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T o Cllebrall lbe releae al this year's holt8st 16-lllt game, 
Doimy Kong cauntry 3: Dixie Kong's Double Trouble! , 

we've decided 1D have I contastl TIiis conl8st Is called MONKEY 

SUPER NINTENDll 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

BUSINESS and, In ordlr 1D win, you've got to 11111 us - on I poslcard, al C01118 - Ille IIIIIWll'I 1D Ille 
followlng .......,_ 

------•-.. _...., ,_,,,.,,, .,,..., . ...,,,, 
-----•- .,.,, ,,, .. _,,._, ,,,,,_,,,,..,,"""" ..... ,M..,,,, 

1111T.,,,,..,. llil1 ,-------•-...... ,.,,,,,,.,,., ,. ,,..,,, """".,,..,., 
. ,------•- ,,, ,,_...,,,,,..,,"""" "°'1lrlr;-..,., .,., ,,.,, ,.., ..., ,,_,,,,,..,,""""' 

----•- .,,.,., n.,,,.,,.. ...... ,,,,..,, """",... ,___ 
_, lllddT ~ _,. z. MIT do,___,._, • ..,,,, 

'Say what?', you ask. 'Are we in school?', you whine.' Hey, this isn't very 
wacky!', you point out Well, we know all that, but this is ULTRA Game Players 
and we can do whatever we want, so there. Put your correct answers 
(here's a clue: these questions are so simple, 
you don't need any clues!) on a postcard 
and mail itto: ---------

Now, we realize that this contest is pretty 
serious, so we're giving away some 
serious prizes. Check this out 

THE LEGAL STUFF 

-..-1111cr.i,.IJttll.--:=:-..r==-::.-..:::=~-:.:.111111== 
=--~mallll .. P.O.=--M--.. =---•=tar• -•--~Ai--•-.. --~ 1111 ___ .,_..__ =.·..:.·.::::=-.::.:=r":.."T:':....t .. i:..-1111-:--.::.-::::i:i,;~.:: 
Two - ... - .. .,...prlll(lj.41---•-.. 1hlplll0oprlll(lj. No-•-ct .... ,,.__M,... .. lll _ _,__(1111 __ _, __ ,t -ct-tnc.1111 ...... ._...,tnc., __ llll __ nlllll ..... lll-.lllll-llllllljlcllllll .--...-. .... 1111--,r..-,llll.-tclana.MIIIW-.t-,_,,..,,tar._ ----· .. 1.:::.=-.., ......... 1111-. ..... -..-...... ._... .... 1111 _.,_ .... _.,, ................... _....._., ......... 111-....----• .. -ct __ ~------~,t -1111.-.. et .... __ .,_ .... .,..., .. -. ...... =-· ..... ..,___ - _ ... _,., .. prlll(lj..-..-.-
To_, ______ ,......,, ......... - ........... ,.0.11111 __ _ 

==1=:..~==-i:~r:-----llll•°"""'lfantlllanyl:llldl"""' FIISTPIIZf:41---.. -•Dnlflfantlllanyl:llldl"""' ___ _ -----ILSJl.-=::.-::.:....~=,.~• .... -:,:::....--CA-



Yes, it1s fast, and you won't need any insurance 

lJ ntil now, the single most 
important detail lacking in 
most PC racing games, espe

cially when compared to their console 
brethren, has been a decent framer
ate. Screamer 2, from Virgin, is the 
first PC game in a long time to give a 
decent impression of speed. 

The game has several different 
play modes, however, players can not 
attempt the higher level courses until 
reaching high enough point totals in 
the beginner courses. Arcade mode 
allows you to play one of the three 
main tracks; however, the control of 
your car is considerably more forgiv-

ing and, as you would expect, has 
more of an 'arcade feel'. In this mode, 
Screamer 2 will give Sega Rally a run 
for its money in terms of level of 
detail, speed and control. 

There are four different car 
models, including a Porche 911 , 
Acura NSX, Toyota Celica and Mazda 
Miata. The names of the cars have 
obviously been modified as Virgin has 
not purchased the rights to them, 
however the distinctive body styles 
and obvious elements (such as 4WD 
on the Acura) give them away. 

Screamer 2 also allows you to 
modify your car. Modifications are 

REQUIREMENTS 
e Dable-speed Cl)..ROM crive 
• 48J)X2/bb 
e 8"11 RAM 

RECCOMENDED 
• SUpported Scu,d Card 
e Pentiun la:J or better 
e u./'13RAM 

available in each of the modes except 
for arcade mode, which has its own 
set parameters. 

The music within the game is 
exceptionally well composed techno 
and fits very nicely within the context 

of the race. If you don't like 
the soundtrack, there's no 
problem, as Virgin has 
thought to include a 'CD 
Player' within the car that 
you can use to change the 
track on the disc. 

There are a number of 
different tracks each with 
its own surfaces and 
weather conditions. Some 
of the tracks include races 
through the English coun
tryside, the Egyptian 
desert and Finnish moun
tains. As with most racing 
games, there are multiple 
camera angles from which 
to view the action. After 
the race, a replay is also 
available, but the player 
controls which cars are 
being viewed and from 

1 We're off to see the pharaohs .... oh, 
wait. .. that's not rtght, Is It? 

2 This Is the San Francisco track, but 
where's all the fog? 

what camera angle. 
This is one of the most fun rac

ing games to hit the PC in a while and 
is likely to satisfy many players. 

1 We've heanl Flnland Is nice this time of year. Maybe we'll get to rac:e Santa and his eight Uny relndem'. 2 The Peruvian track has an lndlan motn. 3 Just a quiet drive In the 
Engllsh countryside. 4 The In-car view should only be used by drtvlng game aftclandos. 
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Some guys have nightmares when they're awake. The lucky just get a bloodshot eyeful of severe puck 

I. ® www.easports.com 
EA SPORTS, the EA SPORTS logo and Ultimate Judge are trademarks of and " If it's fn the game, It's in the game.· is a registered trademo 

~::~~~~~ ~~eNu~ ~:~~:erta~~~lc~:gtff~~ ~~ P:1~!h~f f~~=f~~~~™r_~~,~~~ ~":!!~P:s 

\I'\ the 
' ~ {): 

;.~~ ~'?(I) 
' the fiercest blade-to-ice contact ever hammered into 3 periods. This is the Ultimate Judge'." Carve your name in the cup. ;" ; . 

,,,_ ....... ~ ~ 
1f00ic Arts. All rights reserved. Natk>nal Hockey League, NHL, the NHL shield and Stanley Cup name and logo are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League and are used under license by 

11 ond may not be reproduced without the prior written consent of NHL Enterprises, L.P. 0 1996 NHL. NHLPA. National Hockey League Players' Association and the logo of the NHLPA are trademarks of 
11 the PlayStatlon logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sega Satum is a trademark of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Feature sets vary among platforms. Dent twine. 
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Is £1.Jbsy the cat's meow, or is this feline for the birds? 

:I 
ack in the heyday of 16-bit 
systems, it seemed like 
every company had its own 

mascot and platform game, but the 
only third-party mascot to make the 
leap to 32-bit is Bubsy. So how does 
this cat compare to the big three of 
Mario, Crash, and Sonic? Well, much 
like the 16-bit games, Bubsy just 
can"t compete with that company. 

The makers of Bubsy con
sciously decided to go for a very 
barren Warner Bros. look, with sim
ple, colored polygons and no detailed 
texture-maps. While this leaves the 
game very simple looking, it does 
allow Bubsy to run in high resolution 

mode, making for a much 
clearer picture. The only other 
game that runs in the 
PlayStation high res mode is 
Square"s Tobal No. 1, and both 
these games show that simple 
isn't always bad. Some people 
in the office were not 
impressed with Bubsy's simple 
graphic look, but in my opin
ion, Bubsy's look is not the 
problem at all. In fact, there is 
only one problem with Bubsy 
and that is a crucial control 
problem. In order to navigate 
Bubsy through his real 3D 
worlds, you have to go through 
great pains to get him moving 
in the proper direction. The 
game controls very similar to 
Resident Evil - you tum 
Bubsy around until he"s facing 
the right direction, then you 
press forward to make him move. In 
a slow-paced game, like Resident 
Evil, it's rarely a problem, but the pre
cise control needed for a platform 
game isn't here. Every other problem 
in Bubsystems from this one over
sight. 

The only other true 3D platform 
game is Mario 64, and to compare 
Bubsy 30 to the greatest videogame 
ever made seems unfair, but the 
comparison must be made. The rea
son Mario works so well is due to the 
analog controller and the impeccable 
control the player has over Mario. If 

Mario controlled like Bubsy, then it 
too would be nothing more than an 
average game. In order to create a 3D 
platform game, you absolutely must 
have complete control over the char
acter, something Bubsy 30 just 
doesn't do. 

Dnce you get used to the con
trol , Bubsy is a playable game, but 
almost every time I died, it was 
because of problems with the control 
or the camera. There is nothing more 
frustrating than dying purely because 
the character didn't do what you 
wanted. The two-player game is basi-

get this cat to do anylhlng you want ain't easy. 4 5'-tlng atoms Is an entertaining way of taking enemies out. 5 The two-pla 
- who Is controUlng Bubsy. It's Ille best part of Ille game. I Lots of seem areas and plenty of levels make Bubs, plenty deep 
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cally like a game of tag and is easily 
the most enjoyable part of the game. 
All-in-all, Bubsy has only one flaw. 
It's just a shame that this flaw ruins 
what was obviously a very well 
thought out game that took a great 
deal of hard work to put together. 

. c 
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You won't walk for this Machinehead -r 
irst person shooters have 
become the mainstay of 
every console's software 

lineup. Every developer is trying to 
create the next Doom or Quake. 
However well Core scores in the 
graphics category, it still manages to 
miss the mark with Machineheadfor 
the Saturn. 

Machinehead places you in 
control of a female character who 
rides a vehicular bomb. Yes, your 
character actually rides a nuclear 
weapon. Then ask yourself, 'What 
nuclear weapon would be complete 

with out its own armament and 
propulsion system?' Why, none, of 
course, so the fellas at Core have 
allowed you to have twin mounted 
cannons in addition to a healthy allot
ment of regular and homing missiles. 

The format of the game is fairly 
traditional in the sense that the puz
zles take the form of finding 'unreality 
and reality keys'. By altering reality, it 
is possible to open up sections of the 
level that were previously inaccessi
ble. Reality keys do the same thing 
but generally just open doors. 

Graphically, the game is among 

the best-looking for the Saturn. For 
those critics of the Saturn's inability 
to pull off quality transparency 
effects, Core has a beautiful HUD. No 
dithering here. Plus, explosions and 
glare from shining lights also make 
use of the effect very nicely. 

The soundtrack of the game is 
very well composed techno, with 
sound effects also being very well 
done. Missile launching samples and 
the resulting explosions are two of the 
excellent examples of the amazing 
sound effects in Machinehead. 

Machinehead is broken into 
multiple missions, each with various 

objectives and prefaced by 
some prerendered FMV. The 
gameplay is very linear and 
lacks replay value. 

Control is a bit mushy and 
the default controller setup 
takes serious adjustment 
before becoming proficient. 
Frustration level with hitting 
the wrong buttons can 
reach new heights, as you 
fire your last homing mis
sile, when you really meant 
to just strafe to the right. 

If you are looking for a 
title that shows that the 
Saturn can compete graphi
cally with the PlayStation or 
Nintendo 64, then this is a 
game for you. If you are 
looking for a title that will 
hold your interest for more 
than ten hours without leav-

s s ny yellow thing Is an unrea lty tarmlnal. Use It to alter the landscapes. 2 A bomb's purpose Is to explode. HBrB's the resu 

are constJVcted of polygons. These spiders are animated beautifully. 4 Gun tumits have the nasty habit of showing up where they a 

GAUDIO & VIJ>£0 8 6A/£PLAY 8 SP£CIAL 
GRAPHICS 1□ INTERACTION 6 EXTRAS 5 

MUSIC 9 BALANCE 5 PRESENTATION 7 

SOUND EFFECTS 9 DEPTH 5 INNOVATION 6 

htto: / / www.ult r a qp. com 

1 One of the objectives on a level Is to 
destroy all of the pods hanging from 
the towers. 

2 No, those howitzers aren't sweet and 
cuddly and worse yet, they don't want 
you to get Inside. 

ing you frustrated, then you may want 
to look elsewhere. 

ALTERNATIVES 
Alien Trilogy 9.1 

Krazy Ivc11 8.1 
Ghen Wars 8.1 

I 
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■ ust last year, Kon mi's In 1 he 

J Zone 5howcd ju t how good 
polygonal players could look m a 

ba ketball game, this year the focus 
went into strengthening the game
play and sim value of the title, not lo 
mention making the players look 
even better. 

Some huge improvements in 
the title make In The Zone 2 the b
ball game to beat this year. The fast 
arcade-style garneplay is accompa
nied by complete rosters, 
slat-tracking, and a season mode, 
elements that were sorely missed in 
the first game. While the sim options 

an arc;;dc ,m,v 111, I d !lo 11, 
hu\'e n~ .. , lht: deplh o an lvbM Ln e. 
Howevc1 lJCCJUbe lhe pi i IS S ,asl 
and inlu1t1\0 J , In I ho Zone 15 JUbl 
plain enJ0 able lo play 11 sl1I , r.:.v,11 
bles a highlight I l. I but c. at1 .. 
tho e highlights 1s wha: it's ull aboul. 

To talk about this gamc :: .d ol 
mention the cy -popping graph1 
would just b w, ong. Ev;;rything fro 
the unifo1 ms to the playc(s fa ...... • 1s 
amazing (You can actually tell who 
the players arc by their mugs). A ,d 
the game looks cve11 better wlie1, ,l s 
in mol1011, ·1 1111 Jome :imaz11 y fade 

a:. ys :i::..: ~- ·: Jrful dunk,. While it's 
,u, . , 011 , ,..H, ,; ...,v,1 , 1oi... 1.1lrcddy seer. 
enou!J , or d11b game ,u .._110,1 1l s the 
be,, iayStal1011 o- all gan e avail
db! and, .1111 . sc.ne .:,aak,ng before 
Liiv ... ,10wabl1,, .cfblOO, 1t could i>e 
\..,..,11 ouub . . 

'Nl.i:. /:; Tiu Zone 2 1~ fa1 from 
~. ~ !, LII ZL ...... -· : • .,) Leo, u bas

kelbc1il a ... v La, ,.a, ... .ip,ured lhe 
xc, m ,,v.,vL "' I ... NBA better. 

A.,v,,, ... , JL .. ~. lb ,cab, 1ty lo cdll 
numb,;,• -,,, j .. di •v~, wh ich gives 
I lhe llt:s r.'.1~:1a I .Jordan yet. I' ll 
1 ,;~1ew thlb .int: 11exl n;onll . 

l:J 
ell, ii you·re a long-time 
reader of Sportsline, you 
know that I chose NBA 

Live '96 as my basketball game of 

n e paint, 
what's going on, 
es whether yaur 
k or shoot. 3 With 
the s n, 
ed. 

the year, despite it's poor, sprite
based graphics. This year, EA has 
added polygons in an effort to seal 
up the title again. Unfortunately, 
the gameplay has suffered quite a 
bit in the process, with some of the 
slowest gameplay in the series his
tory (remember NBA Showdown?). 

The polygonal players look 
incredible and the graphics are a 
huge improvement over last year, 
but b-ball fans know that a nice 
package doesn't always mean a 
great game (see NBA Shoot Out). 
All the usual options and slats are 
here, with an exhaustive playback, 
complete rosters (even rookies), a 
near perfect stat engine, and the 
'create a player' is back again. This 
all sounds great to fans of the 
series, but once I popped the CD in 
my PlayStation, I couldn 't believe 
the slow and poorly controlled game
play. After playing In The Zone 2 for a 
couple of days, playing NBA Live '97 
was like playing basketball underwa
ter. On top of the slow gameplay is 
the disturbing control, with sliding 
players of years past getting worse. 

There's no doubt that the Mitch 
Ritchmond motion-capture looks 
incredible, but the inherent problem 
with motion-capture is the lack of 
control. Instead of you making the 
player move, you press a button and 
watch his motion-pattern - hardly 
interactive. In. The Zone 2 does a 
much better job of instantaneous 
control and, until EA can get that kind 

usu aro a back - one of the w ves or 11 97. 2 Crea 
e best parts of last v. s Ille f .;hot. 1b s r, 

back? 

of response, they are better off using 
sprites for the players. 

If you can get past the poor 
control and slow play, NBA Live '9 is 
extremely deep and beautiful lo 
watch. Unfortunately, it's just not fun 
like it used to be. I could easily give 
this game another 8.6, but I'm per
sonally not satisfied with the state of 
baskelball g mes on the market and 
my scores a c going to show it. So if 
NBA Action '97 con cs up short, it' ll 
get the same laugh trealm.:nl. I 
applaud EA's attempt to bring the 
polygons and its standard gameplay 
together, but I think it's high ume 

OGA/'t.PLA Y e SPl:.'C.lAL ----
EXiRAS 7 

that the slanda J of g- m~ lay Is 
ro d up ll, 111.::,tt:au o; 1u.:u l e 

g ,i" graphics. 
he ba IC fact Is u l NBA Live 

lost its playal.Ji ity. , h two
player g me an te en r,o,n r to 
In The Zone 2 and lh or.e-player 
game, while deep, is Jll , tco slow, 
I've pe o ally b en a ;ong-l11ne ran 
of lhc NBA Lives rli;s, because of 
their c mnulmenl lo L~I y a sl ula 
lion, but this gan c .11;~.;~ ;o yet ilack 
Urn fun 1l , c nad. 



If it's fast gameplay you're looking for, look no ftrther. 

1 The crushing check$ sUII aren't as 
good as l'owerl'la,'a big hits, but 
sending a plara, flipping onto the Ice 
sUII has a bit of satisfaction. 
2 Faking the shot and bl1nglng the 
goalie to his pads It one way to scon,. 

3 Check out those beautiful reftec:tlons 
on the lcel It's almost like being there. 

l:J hile the competition, 
like EA, was spending 
its time creating polyg

onal players, Sony was busy fine 
tuning the gameplay in NHL Face
Offto make the best possible 
playing experience. While it still isn't 
perfect, it is much better than last 
year's version and the best hockey 
game on the PlayStation. 

The graphics, which were 
impressive last year, are actually 
the weak point of this year's title. 
The sprite-based players aren't up 
to the standards of PowerPlay and 
NHL '97, but once you take to the 
ice, NHL Face-Off is clearly the 
smoothest of the bunch. Perhaps 
the biggest improvement in the 
game is the lightning fast front 
end, which allows you to play 
through a season with speed that 
the 32-bit systems have sorely 
lacked. Remember the days when 
you would sit down with your 
Genesis for a couple hours and 
play through 20 games of NHL 

'95?Trying to do that with the CD
based systems required five or six 
hours and more patience than I 
have, however, in NHL Face Off 
'97, I found myself getting through 
a season in no time at all. 

The biggest additions to the 
gameplay of '97 are the icon-pass
ing, improved Al, and new strategy 
settings. The icon-passing plays 
much like a football game - each 

player is designated by a button. 
When you press that button, the pass 
goes towards them. This allows for 
some high-speed passing and sets 
up some great plays. Unfortunately, 
this also leads to one of the flaws in 
Face Off, because once you get used 
to the icon-passing, it actually 
becomes too precise, making it 
extremely easy to score. However, 
the highest difficulty level is still a 
challenge. In the two-player game, 
your opponent can pick off your sur
geon-like passes with relative ease. 
The new strategy settings and 
improved Al actually go hand-in-hand 
- with the strategy settings, you 

can set your offense into different 
styles, while the Al has the players 
going in the right places. Unlike NHL 
'97, a power play is an advantage. 

Overall, NHL Face Off '97 is a 
great effort. The quick, easy-to-get
into gameplay makes playing a 
season fun again. As a matter of fact, 
I think I'm going to start my second 
season right now. 

It's too bad we can't mix 
games together, because the graph
ics and motion-capture of NHL '97 
coupled with the tight gameplay of 
Face Off would be the perfect hockey 
game. Until that happens, you have 
to choose one or the other. 

1-3 Once you leam Icon-passing, pulling off the one-timer~ almost too easy. 4 Once the goalie goes down, It's Ume to Jam It In for• score. 

8 GAl£PLAY 8 SP£CIAL 
INTERACT! ON 

hunger, EA has made the switch to 
polygon players and, for the most 
part, it is a huge success. 

The players are large and 

detailed, with some real smooth 
motions, although they still can't 
compare to those in NHL PowerPlay 
or EA's own PC version of NHL '97. All 

1 Zooming In for the face off shows off the smooth polygonal ftgures. 2 Crunching checks like this are really felt 3 The standanl 
way of scoring Is Intact In NHL '91, but with the control not being as smooth, It It harder to pull off. 

8 GAM£PLAY 8 SP£CIAL 
INTERACTION EXTRAS 

S orry to say that, in the case 
of MLB Pennant Race, the 
game is ' too little, too 

late'. If this game had made it out for 

the beginning of the season, it 
would've been a viable alternative to 
Triple Play '97, but at this late date, 
only the baseball-starved should 

"I 

bother with this one. 
If the game had blown away 

the competition like WSB /1, then I 
wouldn't have cared when it came 

the EA usuals are present, with slats, 
options, creating players, and the 
standard gameplay we've all come to 
love. However the only thing that 
keeps NHL '97from being more 
enjoyable than Face Off is some con
trol problems that have never been 
present in the past. You're skating 
towards the comer and you spot the 
center for the one-timer, but the tim
ing just isn't as crisp as on the 
Genesis. On it's own, NHL '97is a 
great looking and playing game, but 
the tight control of its Genesis prede
cessor is sorely missed. 

Some may still prefer NHL '97 
over any other hockey game, but I 
found the speedy play of Face Off to 
be more to my liking. However, it was 
very close. 

out, but MLB Pennant Race offers up 
a solid game that is deep, but 
unspectacular. The graphics don't 
match up with its competitors and 
the play is directly copied from World 
Series '95 for the Genesis. It plays 
smooth and the batting cursor is 
done well, but the amount of time it 
takes to play a game is unforgivable 
- way too much loading time and 
not near enough playing time. 

With all the stats and options, 
MLB Pennant Race is a solid effort, 
but the slow play makes getting 
through a season a very tiring 
process, so much so that you will 
probably want to consider WSB/1 as 
the serious contender for your 
gaming dollar. 

1 111e ....... _ .. ..., ... .., ....... _______ .. n.-.,,,,,,,., ... &2n......,_ .................. _____ .... 

.... 3 n.11111 ...... 111 ................ ...., ..... ...,._ .. _.. ... ., ...... 
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A soccer game as sports game of the year ... have I gone mad?!? 

, I ou know, it doesn't matter if 

I you think the soccer 
highlights on ESPN are the 

perfect time to get a beer or if you 
often wonder why those crazy 
Europeans kick around that volley
ball , Worldwide Soccer '97has to be 
recognized as one of the best sports 
games of all time. 

Everything in the game, from 
the perfectly crafted players to the 
skillful handling of the ball, to the 
amazing highlights, is done to near 
perfection. If our office is any exam
ple of the addictive nature of WWS 
'97, then the rest of the working 
world is in trouble when this game 

gets released. Each preview version 
that came in backed up work for 
weeks, as we played to see who 
would own the pitch (of course, it 
was me, as if you had any doubts). 
Finally, the reviewable version came 
and to my amazement, it got even 
better. The only flaw in this game is 
the lack of any kind of player or 
league license - getting a chance to 
pound Manchester United in an 
English Premier League game 
would've been a real joy. However, 
since I'm not a soccer fanatic, I got a 
chance to look at this game purely 
from the point of how it plays, and 
that is where WWS '97 rules. Every 

meraglves 
look of 

, yet you're 
enough to 

tome 

other sports game should stand up 
and take notice of the perfectly 
designed engine that allows for cre
ativity in play, while holding you to 
soccer standard-type plays. No game 
has ever captured the one-on-one 
confrontation in a sports game better 
than WWS '97. It's the full arsenal of 
moves at your disposal, combined 
with the flawless control , that make 
this game so dam special. 

The polygonal players not only 
look amazing, but they have the best 
motions and shadows of any sports 
game. Give me Madden '98 with 
these characters in football pads and 
we're talking about football. Even a 
soccer novice can pick up some of 
the basic soccer strategies that are 
necessary for play. The cross, the 
header, the bicycle kick, the back 
heal, the long ball , and the dummy 
(if you don't know what these are, 
call somebody in England, they'll 
know) are all in here and you make 
them happen. It's possible to play a 
season, a world cup or a tournament, 
but no matter which mode you're 
playing, the key is the gameplay. If 
they had some kind of player's 
license this game could've gotten a 
perfect score, but as it is, WWS '97 is 
the best recreation of any sport avail
able and a game you must check out. 

If you think I'm done telling you 
how incredible this game is, you are 
completely wrong. The control is 

8 6A/1£PLAY 8 SP£CIAL 
I NTERACTION EXTRAS 

1-3 The shadows change whether 
you're playing under the stadium lights 
or In the 1unllght. H'• the great atten
tion to detail that World Wide Soccer 
'97 exhlbHI that Hb H apart from the 
pack enough to be declared our 'Sporta 
Game Of The Yearl 

done to perfection and the game 
plays more like soccer than any other 
game has. FIFA used to be king, but 
lookout, because there's a new king 
in the house and it is Worldwide 
Soccer '97. If you receive your copy 
of ULTRA Game Player.; a couple 
weeks late, that means we couldn't 
stop playing this game. Even with all 
the new N64 software, WWS '97is 
the game we've been playing the 
most and one you must own. 



W 
ithout a doubt, a fan of all sports 
is better off with a PlayStation, 
even though the Saturn has the 

best baseball, soccer, and hockey games -
the reason being the overall general quality in 
all sports. 

Whether it be football, basketball, base
ball, hockey, soccer, or golf, the PlayStation 
has a variety of 

I've already mlbbad 1h11 belt lle1!kebl,. 
of the,_., 11111 once ,ou • 111tamoall 

palygona In mollDn, -·-----· 
'lbent .... mMJtlawalntlla _ol_ 
1111118, but by nlld,.... .... ,,, .,,,..,,.. 

wll surelyamctat.._aomeOI...._ 

I IIIMn't88111aiylbingant111a•,et, bul 
111t de\alopen•bllngcoacllld by .. U.S. 

11111'11 ID lllllce 111'8_. ofthe bugs• 
Wlllfced out. Now, If tl-r Clll taklttollle oflbe 

mo1aaees out of lb8 lllffl8IIIIIY, n codd -r 
well .... t, .,,_~Z•lbe bllthaapl 
game avalllllle. K8IP ,aur • on 1h11 one. 

Unrur1unataly, thle tllle Wllll't 1lnlllled 
enough by PA118 tlmeto glV91any ..... 

butlb8naw......,llllnlnlaandR911 
belllrgrapblcsllmalt ...... lballtd 

•--lllltfaolllll ... anlle.,..._ 
llolileM', .., ........ ._ ... 
oulaaaln,lwllbetlmefar ..._,.11111 

QBC WID lllllce thalrrunl • WIit. 

titles competing for each sport. Not only does 
this competition give us a choice, it also gives 
us an assurance that each year there will be a 
continued pressure to make better and better 
games. And let's not overestimate the ability to 
choose your type of sports game. If you're a 
Madden fan, the PlayStation has it, but if 
you're looking for a college game, there's 
Gamebreakeror if you're looking for a more 
arcade style game, you can get Gameday. 

We've now seen at least the first-gener
ation in every sport and, although the great 
graphics have been impressive, I'm still wait

ing for someone to really capture the game 
at a new level in play. Until then, there 

just isn't any place better to get your 
sports games than the PlayStation. 



I couldn't even name a game that deserves to 
be mentioned. Pebble Beach Golf Links 
launched wtth the Saturn, but It was miserable 
and is now two years old. Golf fans shouldn't 
even bother wtth a Saturn or, for that matter, 
anything but a PC. After all, PC's are easily the 
best place to get In your video golf. 

- he Saturn owners sports cry must be 

I 'quality, not quantity'. After all, it is 
home to the best baseball, hockey, 

and soccer games available. The problem is 
that, after those three titles, the Saturn offers 
virtually nothing in the way of sports games. 
Compounding that problem is the fact that the 
future looks even bleaker. With almost no 
third-party 

Sega Is once again attempting to put out a 
football game for Saturn, but what we've seen 

on this title doesn't look good. The version I 
have Is 90% done and not very playable. 

Perhaps, with some time, the developers can 
make this a title to compete wtth the big guns. 

However, my money Isn't betting on It 

I've dug Into the PlayStatlon version of EA's 
classic series, but perhaps the Saturn version 

will alleviate some of the slow gameplay 
problems, if It comes out We haven't seen 

anything running on the Saturn yet, but It is on 
the release schedule. It would also give the 

Saturn another choice for B-ball fans. 

This somewhat disappointing title did 
do enough In Its first release to give It some 

hope for the future. The fade-aways, leaners, 
and dunks were all done nicely. Cleaner 

graphics and tighter gameplay could easily 
make NBA Action an A title. The question is: 

can Sega do It? 

support, Sega has to depend on first-party 
games to round out its sports line-up. Other 
than the amazing development team in Japan, 
there isn't much hope. The U.S. development 
has turned out NBA Action and NHL All-Star 
Hockey, neither of which were solid titles. 

Things could be worse for Saturn own
ers, but the Saturn is host to the two absolute 
best sports games available: WSB II and WWS 
'97 Unfortunately, if you want a football orb
ball game, you're better off going down to the 

park, 'cuz there ain't much here. 
All hope isn't lost for Saturn own

ers, but I'd say a PlayStation is easily 
the wisest choice for sports games. 

Unless, of course, your two favorite 
sports are baseball and soccer. 

- he PC has always been good at cover- craving that fast EA sports action. What the PC 
needs to do to is to get faster-playing, better
looking titles, and still include the deep 
simulation options that PC sports games are 
known for. The ideal marriage of simulation 
and arcade action is the ultimate sports game 
and the PC isn't any closer than the consoles 
to reaching that goal, but in the past year the 
PC has proven that it can handle fast-action 
sports games and that's a step forward. 

I ing the serious side of the sports 
market with detailed stats, user 

leagues, and that kind of thing, but they've 
been rightfully criticized for bad graphics and 
tepid gameplay, at least compared to console 
titles. But the times, they are a-changing. 
Arcade action has gotten much better on the 
PC this year, particularly with the newest EA 
Sports titles - Triple Play '97, NHL '97, and 
Madden NFL '97. These games, and some oth
ers still in development, will give the console 
games some serious competition. This is also 
the year of EA Sports: they've managed to 
win every category except golf and syn
chronized swimming. This just goes 
to show how much PC players are 

If 11'8111818, lalgllll8 and ffexlblllty you'r9 aflllr, 
the Fmntl'/lflBSporlll: Foolb8I Pro--• 
the way 18 go.11'1 got all that and dacent 
mcad8 plarablllty as wall, and we're C8l'llfnly 
loolclng forwanl 1D next yaar'a IINBnllllo11. 

Too 1818 tor mtaw, but loolclng qule lllrong, la 
N84 Ful CauttA'llss. 250dlfflrmt inollon
capbnd mllmallol• brlngthe .-.,.to llfe, 
... llllWod<auppoltlalB uptDelglttlluddlae 
take the court atonca. WIii ........... 
tlons up 1D 1280 X 1024, ll'a fllll1heioob nl 
the moves to be a conllndar. 

Empire lnlllracllve'I So/Id loe HocltBy la about 
the only competlllon for NII. Wlhlll ye■'. 
BesldeB the action on the toe, It pnimlaea to 
offer far IIIOl'8 CU8IDmlzlng of ---... 
leagues then the EA gai-= you cm even en-
ale yoll"lllam'I logo 11111 unlbms. For next 
year, we're anllclpallllg fA'I NII. Z 



1 ~'t even name a game that deserves to 
be mllfllk>ned. Pebble Beach Golf links 
laund18" with the Saturn, but It was miserable 
and iS now two years old. Golf fans shouldn't 
even l)Other with a Saturn or, for that matter, 
an~ but a PC. After all, PC's are easily the 
best piace to get In your video golf. 

- he Saturn owners sports cry must be 

I 'quality, not quantity'. After all, it is 
home to the best baseball, hockey, 

and soccer games available. The problem is 
that, after those three titles, the Saturn offers 
virtually nothing in the way of sports games. 
Compounding that problem is the fact that the 
future looks even bleaker. With almost no 
third-party 

Sega is once again attempting to put out a 
football game for Saturn, but what we've seen 

on this title doesn't look good. The version I 
have Is 90% done and not very playable. 

Perhaps, with some time, the developers can 
make this a title to compete with the big guns. 

However, my money isn't betting on It 

I've dug Into the PlayStatlon version of EA's 
classic series, but perhaps the Saturn version 

will alleviate some of the slow gameplay 
problems, If It comes out. We haven't seen 

anything running on the Saturn yet, but It Is on 
the release schedule. It would also give the 

Saturn another choice for B-ball fans. 

This somewhat disappointing title did 
do enough In Its first release to give It some 

hope for the future. The fade-aways, leaners, 
and dunks were all done nicely. Cleaner 

graphics and tighter gameplay could easily 
make NBA Action an A title. The question Is: 

can Sega do It? 

support, Sega has to depend on first-party 
games to round out its sports line-up. Other 
than the amazing development team in Japan, 
there isn't much hope. The U.S. development 
has turned out NBA Action and NHL A/I-Star 
Hockey, neither of which were solid titles. 

Things could be worse for Saturn own
ers, but the Saturn is host to the two absolute 
best sports games available: WSB II and WWS 
'97Unfortunately, if you want a football orb
ball game, you're better off going down to the 

park, 'cuz there ain't much here. 
All hope isn't lost for Saturn own

ers, but I'd say a PlayStation is easily 
the wisest choice for sports games. 

Unless, of course, your two favorite 
sports are baseball and soccer. 

- he PC has always been good at cover- craving that fast EA sports action. What the PC 
needs to do to is to get faster-playing, better
looking titles, and still include the deep 
simulation options that PC sports games are 
known for. The ideal marriage of simulation 
and arcade action is the ultimate sports game 
and the PC isn't any closer than the consoles 
to reaching that goal, but in the past year the 
PC has proven that it can handle fast-action 
sports games and that's a step forward. 

I ing the serious side of the sports 
market with detailed slats, user 

leagues, and that kind of thing, but they've 
been rightfully criticized for bad graphics and 
tepid gameplay, at least compared to console 
titles. But the times, they are a-changing. 
Arcade action has gotten much better on the 
PC this year, particularly with the newest EA 
Sports titles - Triple Play '97, NHL '97, and 
Madden NFL '97. These games, and some oth
ers still in development, will give the console 
games some serious competition. This is also 
the year of EA Sports: they've managed to 
win every category except golf and syn
chronized swimming. This just goes 
to show how much PC players are 

If It's ....., leagues and ff8ldblllly ,ou'r9 alter, 
the Fmnt-s,»,fl:FoolbBIIPnl88111sls 
1118 way 1D go. It's got 81 llat and decent 
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leagues than the EA game: you can even cre-
818 yourlllam's logo and tlllftlnns. For next 
yw, we'r9 ~ EA's NHL 'Sil 
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NCRR GRIIE BREAKERS 
SONY CE e PLAYSTATION 

1 To access the secret password --• hlgb
llgllt Option on the main fflMII -- and 
press L1, R1, L2, R2. 2 When the Easter Egg 

--- up, enter the fallowlng pass
words to -ble special c:i.ats. (Note: 

Tackles ... ... . .... Better Tackling 
Rock Em ...... . .. . Harder Hits 
llllllrcepllcNis ..... . More Interceptions 
Fumbles . . . . ... .. . More Fumbles 
Big Ann . . . ........ QB Throws Farther 
Ullle Ann .. . ...... QB Throws Shorter 

Swim Down . .. . .. . Harder To Swim 
Slow CPU . .... . .... Computer Slower 
Hands . .. ......... Easier To Catch 
Flash .... . .. . .. . . . Extra Turbo Power 
Hurricane . .... . ... Harder Rain 
Bizzard . ....... . . . More Snow 

Passwords must utlDze both upper and 
lowen:ase letlllrs.) Big Foot . ... .. ... . . Punter/Kicker Kicks Farther Tornado . . . . ... . ... Harder Wind 

Ullle Foot . ... . .... Punter/Kicker Kicks Shorter 
Caimi ........... QB Has Stronger Arm All Star Team■: 

Giants .... ... .. ... Players Are Bigger ND All Stars 

Mldgels . ... .. ... . . Players Are Smaller 
Healthy ...... . .... Always Healthy 
Bloddng Up .... .. . Offensive Line Blocks Better 

USC All Stars 
EMU All Stars 
Neb All Stars 
Mich Ail Stars Bloddng Down ... . . Offensive Line Blocks Worse 

Swim Up . . .. .. .... Better Swim Power 

BLRCKDRWN 
VIRGIN INTERACTIVE e PLAYSTATION 

Cheat Cade■ 
1-2 To Initiate U- chut codes, pause the 
game and enter SELEcr, L2, SELEcr, R2. 
Then, enter - of the following c:i.at coda: 

Max Fuel and Armor ... . . Triangle, Triangle, 
Triangle, Circle 

Get Max Weapons . . . ... . l1 , L2, R1 , R2 
Cycle Gun Modes . ..... . . SELECT, SELECT, SELECT 
5umnal Wingman .. ... . Square, Square, 

Square, Circle 
Pa- wtlhaut Menu .. . . DOWN, R1, R2 
Mission Complele .. . . . . . Triangle, Triangle, 

Triangle, Down, 
Down, Down 

Upgrade CUrrent Weapon. L 1, L 1, R1 , R1 

MICROPROSE e PLAYSTATION 

Invulnerability Cade 

••• - ..... 
••• • •• 

1 · 2 Altar receiving yo..- mission orders, start the game and, at the loadlng SCl'NII, hold the 
L1+R1+L2+R2 buttons. When the mission starts, you wNI - 'Cheat' In the comer and yo..
chopper wlU be lnvu"-8ble. 

TIIIE 
COIIIIRNDD 

ACTIVISION e PLAYSTATION 

Level Pa■■ward■ 
1-3 TWPe any of a-.,..__ at the 'Code' menu 
of nm. Commando to play the ages In Easy Mode, 

l'ltllllstDltr: (Start the game) 
Roman Empire . ....... .. TUHOUEFY 
......- . . . . ..... . .... AOSAZGLY 
European Mlddlll .... ... ZJFKYGLZ 
Conquistadors . ......... EBELPWNF 
WN18m ....... . ....... EVXGPWNN 
Modern W.-. . . . ........ ENQOEQHJ 
Fu1un1 .. .......... .. ... NDWMHGEC 
Be,and Time . . . . . . .. ... XEMJBDFS 

IRON 
STORM 

SATURN 

Campaign Cheat■ 
1 To take control of opposing 

forces or play a multi-player game In 
Campaign Mode, first start a Campaign Mode 
game. Then, press A twice to open the con.
mand window and go to the system flies. 2 
Entar the sound __, and set the BMG to 5 
and play nay sound effect (lhere's a lot) for a 
couple seconds each, using the II-pad and 
button C. 3 When finished, extt the sound 
-- and you wlll be able to access the pre-

viously lnaccesslble options -· 

••••• ..... - ... ,. 
••• •• 

To view all the FMVs, hold 
the Right Shift button 
whlle the game Is boot· 
Ing. A video player wlll 

appear which you can use 
to view all the movte cllps. 

Hidden Team■ 
1·2 To access all the Hidden Teams, go to the 
User Records SCl'NII and enter 'Tiburon' as a 
user/player name. Go back to the teams 
select -- after doing this, where you wlll 
flnd the MW teams (An All-Time Madden 

Team and 

PILOT WINGS 
NINTENDO e NINTENDO 64 

Mon Bin/man, Watfo, and HQ - The followtng are the 
locallons of all the Blnlman Stars In P//ofWJngs 64. 
Note: n Is best to use the Jet pack when trying to get 
the Blnlman stars. 
1-2 Hal/day Island • Under the natural bridge, 
3-5 Crescent Island• Follow 
the shoreline around the 
Island untll you come to a 
cave In a seaskle cllff. The 
star Is In the back of the 
cave. 
6-7 Little States • In Central 
Park In N- York. (Just fly 
over New Yark wllh the top 
down view and you sllould 

-"-> 
8-10 EIIIJf'•Frostlsland · Theni are 2 water falls In 
this level, - that goes straight down, and - wllh 
a bunch of dlffannt caves. The elaborate - with all 
the caves Is the - you need to find. Fly Into the 
s-.i hlgMst cave and go an the way to the back 
(this Is the only cave you can go In since the others 
have boulders blocklng the way), The star Is In a hole 
In the floor at the back 
of the cave. 
11-13 And Mt. 
Rushmore on Lfttle 
States Island. Using the 
Gyrocoptar, shoot 

Marto's face lhr8e -
wllh yo..- gun. On the 
third blast Maria's face 
wlll change to the face 
of Wm1o. Maria's face 
wll ranaln that of 
Wm1o as long as the 
system Is on. You can 
also get Warlo by 
si-tlngMartoand 
hitting the stone 
Maria's nose during 
the eannon1111n 
bonus rounds. 
14-17 Fly to Seattle on Lfttle Stata I 
the rath you can fly Inside and It wlll 
N 

FIGHTING 
VIPERS ~ 
SEGA e SATURN 

Dptian■ Plu■ 
1 Beat the game once, using any person In IQfflal dH

flculty, to access an addltlonal options 
SCl'NII, 2-5 The O.,U- Plus sc:rNt1 

wlll let you select stages, tum off 
damage, and let you access a slide 
show of the charactars In the game 
(heh, heh). What are the question 

marks for? Stay tuned. 



TDBRL ND.1 -Mov11 List 
SONY CE 9 PLAYSTATION 

Chuji Wu 
Nlfu Hasen . ...... . . . . . . H, H, H 
High Mid low . .......... H, M, L 
Kokal ..... . ........ ... . 0 +M 
Back Hand . ... . . ... . . . . 0 +H 
Spinning Back Hand . . ... O +H or O +H 
Foot 5weep .... .. .. .... 0 +L, M 
After Back Hand ........ H, H, H or M 
Affer FaHed Foot SWeep .. H, H, Hor M 

or 0 +M 
Break Dance Foot Sweep. 0 +L 
Chuu 1 .. Kyaku . .. . . . . . 0 +M 
Ferwanl Chuu Ten Kyaku 00+M 
Jumping Side Kick . . . . .. 00+M 

Basii:Moves 
H High Attack 
M Middle Attack 
L Lower Attack 
B Block 
J Jump 
00 Dash Forward 
00 Dash Retreat 
0 Press Towards Opponent 
0 Press Away From Opponent 

Jumping Flip Kick . . . . . .. L+J or 0 +L+J or 0 +L+J 

Epon 
Triple High . . . . . .... .. . . H, H, H 
High Mid Follow . . ... . .. H, H, M or H, H, M, M 
High Mid low . .... . . . . . . H, M, L 
Aun1ra Rain .. . .. ....... 00+M 
Aun1ra San . . . ...... . ... 0 +M or O +M or O +M 
Foot 5weep . ..... . . .. .. 00+L 
Jump Kick .. . . .... ..... O +H 
Doullle Jump Kick . ...... 0 0 +H 
Rainbow Fo1ow .. . ..... 00+L, H 
Upper cut ... .. ... . ..... 0 0 +M 
Round House . . . .. . . .... O +M 
KMe Bash .... . .... .. .. 0 +H 
Ankle Punc:tl . ..... . .. . .. O+L 
Jumping Round House . .. 0 0 +H or OO+H or OO+H 
Spinning Round House . .. O O+M or OO+M 

Dliem• 
Doullle High ... .... . .... H, H 
High Mid Round ... . . .. . . H, M 
High Mid Follow .. .... .. H, H, M 
Cutler Hook . . . . . ....... O +H 
Snipe se-t .... .. ...... 0 0 +M 
Tiger T1lnlst . ...... . . . . . O +M, M 
Gazelle Upper . .. ... .... 0 +M, M or 0 +M, 

M, M,M 
Machine Gun Knuckle ... 0+H, H, H, H, H, H 
Wide 5wlng ... .. ...... . 0 0+M 
Back Hand . . . .. . . ..... . 00+H 
R- Back Hand . . . . . . 00+H 
Triple Back Hand . . ... ... 0 0 +H, H, H 
Back Hand Mid Attack . . . 00+H, M, M 
High low Back Hand ... . 00+H, L 
Hook Mid low . .. . . ..... O +H, M, L 
Mid Body T1lnlst . . ...... 0 +M 
~ Mid . .. . .. . . . . . OO+M or OO+M 
Fierce Follow . . ..... . ... 0 +H, H, H, H, L 

Mari• lvon•kaya 
High Mid low ......... .. H, M, L 
Drop Kick . . ... .. . . . .... 00+H 
Knuckle Bomb . .. ....... O +M 
Russian Lariat ........ . . 0 +M 
Full Russian Lariat . .... . 00+M 
Tornado Hamm.- ....... M while Running 
Punc:tl & Sweep . ........ 0 +H, L 
Trtple Ankle Kick . . ... .. . O +L, L, L 
Ankle & Rib . . . . .. ...... O +L, M, M 
Ankle Rib Face . ......... O +L, M, H 
Double Back Hand . . .. ... 0 +H, M 
Leg S1Dmp . ...... ...... 00+M 

Hom 
High Mid low . . ... . . . . . . H, M, L 
Triple High .... .. . . ..... H, H, H 
Dou111e Mid . . ........... M, M 
Mid High .. .......... .. . M, H 
Mid High low . . . . ... . ... M, H, L 
High Mid Follow ...... . . H, M, M 
Double High Mid Follow . . H, H, M, M 
Nanlwa Kick . . ......... 0 +M, M 
Something Else . .... . ... 0+M, M, H, M, H, M 
HI Ho HI Ho ...... .. ... . . O +L, L 
Closing Move . . . ........ O +L, M 
Spinning Round House . .. 00+H 
Fujlyama Kick .. .. .. . ... 0 +M 
Fuflyama Kick Upper .... 0 +M, M 
Fujlyama Kick SWeep . . . . 0 +M, L 
P- Off . . .. . ......... O +J+B 
low Kick Flip ... . . . . . ... L, L, L, M 

FeiPasu 
Triple High .......... .. . H, H, H 
Double High Mid .... .. .. H, H, M 
High Mid low . . . . ... .... H, M, L 
Hougeld .. ............. 0 +M 
Double Kick ..... . . . . .. . 00+M, M or 00+M, M, M or 

00+M, M, L 
Tenshln SOU Kyaku . .... . 0 +1, L 
Foot lbrust . . . . ....... .. 00+L, M 
Light Foot Tbnlst . ... . .. . 00+M 
Round House . . . . . .. .... 00+H 
Hien .. . . . . . . .. ... . . .. .. 00+M or 00+M, L, L 
Jumping Round House . .. 0 +H or 0 +H, M 
Side Kick . .... .. . .... . . O +L, L or O +L, M 
Fierce Hougel(I ......... 0 +M, M, M, M 
Railing Amis ..... . .. . .. O +H, M, M 

ILL 
Wld Rush . . . .... . . . .... H, H, H 
DneTWo . ...... . . . ..... H, M 
Bad Form .. . ... .. . .... . H, M, H 
Punch & Kick .. . . . . . .. .. H, M, Lor 0 +M, L 
Mad Dog . ...... .. . . .... H, L, H or H, L, L, H or H, L, L, L, H 
Mad Puppy ............. L, M, M, M 
Mad Testar . . . . ... . . . . . . O +L, M, M or O +M, L, M, M 
Teslllr SUH Mad . .. . . . . .. O+L, H, M or O +M, L, H, M 
Triple Head Butt ..... . . . 00+H, H, H 
Head Butt Kick . .. .. . . ... 00+H, H, Lor 00+H, L 
Splmlng Tai Strike . .... 0 +H 

Gren Kut 
Dne TWo n.ee . . .. . . .... H, H, H 
T1wee Htt . .. .. . ... .. . . . . H, H, M 
Strong ThrN Htt . . . . . ... H, M, M 
Punch & 5weep . . ....... H, H, L 
Doullle Punc:t1 & Kick ... . H, H, H, M 
Punch & Sweep TWo . .... H, M, L 
Foot Sweep . . . .... ..... O+L or 00+L 
Light Blustllr . .......... O +M 
casual Kick ...... . ..... O+H 
Royal Rolls . . . . . . ....... 00+M or 00+M, Mor 

00+M, L, M 
Round House ... ....... . 00+M 
Gut Buster ... . .. . ..... . 0 +M or 0 +M, M or 0 +M, L 
Gut Smasher ........ .. . 0 +M, 0 
Giant Gut Smasher . . . .. . 0 +M, 0 
Goodbye Head .. . . . ... .. OO+M, M or OO+M, M 
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PINCH ..... W PRESS ....... K BLAST ...... A WRECK ..... D 
BREAK ...... z PUNCH ..... S SPRAY .... .. C TURBO ...... V 
STOMP ... .. T STAND .... .. R PRESS ....... E DREAM .... O 
CRUSH ..... .. I SCORE .. .. . H SLANT ..... . L CHASE .. .. .. P 

MYSllRY WORD CLUE; 
WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONllST Yml HAVE IT 

Yes! 

Wr••• 

Ell1'EII ■E TODAY, HERE'S ■Y EN1RY FEE1 
□ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
□ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
D ($.1.00) Media Rig Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

Clly State Zip 
~ SEND CASH, M.D., DR CHECK TD1 

PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 28247 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55428-0247 

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY OEADUNE: POSTMAIU(EO BY FEB. 15TH, 1997 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Only ont enoy per person. You must be undef 30 years old to win. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are 
ineligible. Judtlts decisions 1<e final. n judges are in 11101 lhe sponso( s liability is limited to entry fees paid. Not responsible 
lo< loll 01 delayed mal Open to re.- al die U.S. and Canada. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing 
Pandemonium, Inc. 7llM Washington lwa. S, Eden Prairie, MN 55344. Merchendise names and models are trademarks of their 
respecliva comparies who, along with this magazine, have no affiliation with this contest ~ 1996 Pandemonium, Inc. 
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Ch■at Cade■ 
Enter the following Passwords for some special effects. 

dnallen .. . .. Gives You A Message 
dnbata . ..... Yet Another Message 
dncashman . . Throws Money When You Hit Use Key 
dncllp . . .... Walk Through Walls 
..._. . ... Shows Your Coordinates 
dncollmo . ... Another Message 
dnhyper . .... Steroids Effect 
d111ln1111111D1 '/ . All Power Ups 
dnllams .... . Gives You All Items 
..,.,. . . . . . AIIKeys 
dnkroz . .. . . . Same As Comholio, But Easier To Type 
dnkroz . ..... God Mode and Unlimited Jetpack 
dncomDlo ... God Mode and Unlimited Jetpack 
dnnDISlllls . Toggles The Monsters Off 
dnrata . . . ... Displays Frame Rate 
dnsc:otty## . . Level Warp (Enter Level Number) 
dnsMwnlap . Shows Entire Map 
dnsldll# . .... changes skill level to # 
dnstuff . . . ... All Weapons, Keys, and Power Ups 
dnvlew ..... Behind Duke View 
dnweapons . . All Weapons and Full Ammo 

EDITORIAL CDRRECTIDN 

~ Fi9htin9 Vip•r• 
SEGA 9 SATURN 

Last month's strategy on Fighting Vipers contained an error on Pg. 146 where a 
section of body text was repeated inadvertently. The correct text regarding 
Flipout Recovery Moves is reprinted below. UL11IA GP regrets this error and any 
inconvenience it may have caused. 
Flipaut Recavery Mave■ 
An effective way to avoid serious damage and set up various attacks 
Another altogeth(:r original feature in Fighting Vipers is the recovery option. After 
being hit, a player can recover in the air by simply pressing all three buttons 
simultaneously. This will not only soften your landing, but will land you in the 
ready position. Of course, this feature would be a little too perfect, if it didn't 
come with an enormous risk attached. While the recovery move allows you to 
avoid the impact of the ground, it also floats you high in the sky, where an 
aggressive opponent is sure to have his/her way with you. 

The key to using this feature is to not overuse it. It is also particularly 
important to avoid overusing this feature near the wall, as the combination of 
'Flipout' recovery moves and bouncing off the wall makes you a prime candidate 
for being smashed over and over again by even the most amateurish button
masher. This is not to say that the 'Flipout' recovery move is never useful. One of 
the most effective uses of this feature is to end with a drop kick. This is a great 
way to defend against charging opponents. 

GRMESHRRK 
CDDES 
B•yond th• B•yond ~ 
SONY CE 9 PLAYSTATION ~ 
lnflnlbt cash . . .. . ... . ...... . . . . . .. . 80103884 FFFF 
Quick Level Gain Pia.,.- One . . . . ..... . 801149FO FFFF 
Quick Level Gain Pia.,.- Annie . ....... 80114A78 FFFF 
Quick Level Gain Pla'/W Percy . . . . . . .. 80114B00 FFFF 
Quick Level Gain Pla'/W Sa- . . . . . . 80114B88 FFFF 
Quick Level Gain Pia.,.- Edward ...... 80114C98 FFFF 
Quick Level Gain Pla'/W Toni . . . .. .. . . 80114C98 FFFF 

Ca•p•r 
INTERPLAY G LAYSTATION 
lnflnlbt lleallh . . ................... . 8007F01 C 0064 

8007F02C 0064 
Brau Ker ..... ... . ... .... . ... .... . 8007EA28 0001 
Iran Ker . . . . ... . ............... . . . . 8007EA2C 0001 

Fina/Doom 
WILLIAMS G PLAYSTATION 
Map .. ................ .. ... . .... .. 800AB34C 0001 
Rapid Fire . ............... .. ... . . .. 800AB3F8 0001 
Sllolgull .. . ......... . ..... .. .. . . . . . 800AB388 0001 
Sllolgull Shells ... . ... .. . ... . . . . ... . 800AB3A8 03E7 
Super Sllolgull .. . . . . . ....... ....... 800AB38C 0001 
Rocbt Launc1a ............... . . .. 800AB394 0001 
Roc:lulls .. .... ... . .... . . . .... . ... . . 800AB3B0 03E7 

Kin9 of Fi9ht•r• •95 
NEOGEO 9 PLAYSTATION 
lnflnlbt Heallh Pla'/W One . . .. ... . . . .. 8008B454 OOCF 

800BCFAO OOCF 
lnflnlta Heallh Pla'/W TWo . .. .. . .. . .. 8008B5B8 OOCF 

800BCFAZ OOCF 

Proj•ct Ov11rkill 
KONAMI 9 PLAYSTATION 
lnflnlbt Heallh Pla'/W One .... . ..... . . 800997B6 0164 

800997DA 0064 
lnflnlbt Heallh Pla'/W TWo .. . ... . . . .. 800997DC 6464 

800997DE 0064 
Brass Ker . ...... . . . ... . . .. . . . . ... . 8005BDAO 0001 
Iran Ke'/ . .... . .. ... .... .. . . . ....... 8005BDAO 0001 

SEGA 9 SATURN ~ 
MASTBI CODE .... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . F6000914 C305 

B6002800 0000 
lnflnlbt lleallh Pla'/W One ......... . . . 160377FO 0064 
lnflnlta lleaJlh Pia.,.- TWo ... . ... ... . 160378F8 0064 

Flobopit 
TH*Q 9 SATURN 
MASTBI CODE . ....... ... ... .. . .. . .. F6000914 C305 

B6002800 0000 
1nt1n11a Health Pla'/W One . ........... 16090698 0090 

160906E8 0090 
lnftnlllt lleallh Pla'/W TWo . . .. ... . ... 160A09E4 0090 

160AA7EA 0090 
No Health Pia.,.- TWo .... .... ... ... . 160A09E4 0000 

160AA7EA 0000 

Thr•• Dirty Dwarv•• 
SEGASOFT 9 SATURN 
MASTER CODE . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . ... F6000914 C305 

B6002800 0000 
lnflnlta Sldlls . .. .. .... .. ..... . .. .... 1604B85E 0007 
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SUPER IIRRID li4 
NINTENDO 8 NINTENDO 64 

BEYOND 120 STARS 

S o, you've found all 120 stars, beaten 
Bowser, rescued the Princess, and are 

now going through Mario withdrawal. The 
game is just so damn addictive that you 
can't put the controller down, even though 
there's nothing left for you to do. That's 

Lei's start Just after you've gotten all of the 
stars and beaten Bowser. Most people think 
lhat the ending doesn't change, but H does, 
Just a lltlle. Bowser notk:es your abundant 
number of stars and confesses that even he 
didn't ID.w there were so many! H's a small 

Ya•hi! 

where we come in. While most of the 
game's secrets are now classic videogame 
legend, we bet there's a few items that you 
still don't know abou1. Unfortunately, none 
of the following tricks will open up a whole 
new world to explore, or give you a 'second 

thing, but this at least contlnns that there are 
no more •super-secret hidden stars' to be 
found. Also, during the credHs, scxne of the 
level delMs may have changed since you last 
beat the game, depending on certain stars that 
you found. 

1-2 Perhaps the wwst kept secret In the Mushroom Kingdom 
Is that Marlo gets to IM9t Yoshi after you've gottan all 120 
stars. Just to recap, a cannon wlU open up next to the pond 
outside the castle. Hop In and blast yourself up on top of the 
castle, where you'll llnd a few handy 1-ups, a wing cap, and 
lovable ol' Yoshi. He has a message for you from the Marlo 64 
developnatt team, as well as 100 extra lives. 

Ca•tl•Fun 
Fa/ I Through th• Ca•tl• 

-0 1-5 Same of the more blzaml tricks In this 
game are focused on areas with bad colHslon 
detection. To see what we mean, grab the wing 
cap from the castle roof, then fly back down to 
the cannon. Une up with the mlddle tower In 
the center, and aim for the 
top of the cloud above. 
use the analog stick to 
pull back and maintain 
your altltude so lhat you 
reach the smal roof 
secllon near the mlddle 
of the tower. Then 11111 

around to the left side. 
Get up a good bit of 
speed, and you'll either 
run right up the wall (In 
which case you'll 1'1118d to 
try again), or you'■ pass rlgllt through the wall 
and fall through the mlddle of the castle, land
Ing In a dar1I zone behind the front door. The 
weird thing Is that when you try to walk 

0 
through the door back to the outside-• 
you'U end up going In reverse, entartng the 
Inside of the castle - and you•n sfflt be 
trapped behind the wan. You can go back and 

" •::, I• 1-3 Speaking of bad colllslon detection, fire yourself back 
onto the roof of the castle and go to either of the two back 
towers. Now walk up to them -
and through them! You can 
stand Inside either of them and 
look around as If they _,there. 
Useless, but 
the view 
Is bnlathtaklng. 

are, then you'll want 
complete all of the fol 
lowing tricks to call yo 
a true 'Marlo Master'. 

forth ..._, but wt.. you're rudy to get out, 
Just wall through the wan to the left of the 
lnSld8 door. 

:s: .•. 
II I I I 

Endl••• 
I-Up• an 
Ca•tl• 
Ground• 
There are many ways to get 
extra llves In the area outside 
the castle, and the best part Is 
lhat once you've gotten them, 
you can enter the castle, then 
ult again to make them an 
reappear. You can keep getting 

them - and - again, for 
as many llves as you want! 
1 The first 1-Up Is hidden In a 

tree outside of the castle, -
the waterfal. Just do a hand
stand on top of It. 2-4 The next 

- you get for grabbing both of 
the coins ~ the bridge- usa the 
wal Jump to nab them. IHI Also, once you've 
entered the castle, you can play the Prtncess' 

P•nguinFun 
" "ti I 

1 
1 SI/dB Shortcut: For U- of you who 11111 
haven't figured this out, there Is a secret 
shortcut In the penguin slide race. Just look 
for the llne of coins that - to point Into 
the wall - follow Hs path to pass through 
the wan and Into the shortcut. This Is an 
-Y way to get the sllde's first star, but If 
you do this while racing the penguin, he 
won't give you the .-Ill star for cllutlng. 

'" ..... ... 

2 Fat Penguin: Go back and race the pen
guin again after you've found an 120 stars 
and you'■ naUce a llttle ~ - the 
penguin has put on a few extra pounds! This 
doesn't really give you anything oa. than a 
good laugh, i-, the race Is hanler, 
since the bigger penguin Is harder to pass 
and avoid. 

3 UI' Penguin Ttfcks: First, bl1ng both of the 
penguin babies to momma penguin, Illa ._.. 
mal. Now try this: get a running start, then 

do a belly sllde - the babies - the,'■ 
mimic you! Now pick up Ma penguin's kid 
and start to run away - she gets super
p!IIIINIII and C01MS running attar you! 

4 Penguin Head Ttfp: Here's a super--, 
way to get across the --•• windy Ice 
bridge: lnstaad of waldng In front of the 
penguin, do a double Jump up onto his head 
and rtde across In style • 

Jump up through 
•tair• glitch 
Okay, so this Is a ,-■y lame trick as tricks 
go, but years from - this might Just win 
you a Marlo 64 tmla contnt. In the hallway 
blllmd the door at the top of the stairs from 
the first-, you can do • double Jump 
next to the left waU to Jump thnJugll the 
floor. Uke we said, kind of usaless, but stll 
kind of cool. 

s-wt Sllde - and -for - more extra 
llves. One 1-up you get wlllle on the sllde, -
you get for sliding under the box with the star 



1 Pole Coins: Instead or stomping down the 
poles, run around them In tight, fast dn:les -
.._. or them w11 give you extra go1c1 co1ns tor 
Ibis, which II a handy bonus when trying to 
get the eluslve 100 coin Stan In each level. 

2 Bows8r's Puzz/6: Stand at a safe spot 

-rt,y Bowser's sllde puzzle In the lava stage, 
then rush In and stand at the mlddle the seo
ond the puzzle II completlld - bonus coins 
WIN appear! 

3 Goomba's Blue Coln: Ill the giant -111, do a 
butt-stomp on the Goombu lnst8ad or a 111111-
lar Jump - you'll be rewarded wtlh a valuable 
blue colnl 

4 Extra Bloclc Coins: Cllmb to wt... you 
_... the block guys, and when they fall 

-• slmplJ hop on their back Instead of 
stomping on n - a coin wll appear. You can 
do this a few times before he runs out of coins, 
then you can stomp on him llke nonnal to get 

an those coins - again. 

LookB•/or• 
YouL•ap 

1 Course 11: Depending on MW high you leap 
lntD the plctln, the water WIii start out at 
thrN d'"-11 levels: low, medium, IN' high. 
11NI high ac:tually Ills the ,_.., and maklls 
gelllng to the underwatar town a dnc:111 

2 Coursa 14: llefant you Jump lntD the clock, 

llllul • IIDl-.t and notice what time the clock 
l'll8ds - depending on when JOU enter the 
coine, n WI■ wa1c dllf8rwtly. For example, If 
the m1nut11 hand II on 12 when you enter, an or 
the moving and spinning gears and sucll Inside 

the clock wll be tnmn, making things much 
..... If you enter when the mlnut8 hand Is on 
six, then the gears wlll stop and start ra• 
domly. If the minute hand II on lllnle, the gears 
-, but ... slow. If the minute hand II on 
..... the a-s -fast. 

•ird Hat Trick 
1-5 Go to the -. - coine, dlmb up to the Ice bridge 

and get your hat blown off and do not - n. Now find -
or the level'• two--.,"- (they're both at ground level) and 

stand Ill their shadow to warp from - to the oa.. Warp back 
and forth a few times - each time, a 'copy' of your hat II made 
and ~ wtlh the orlglnal. Do this many times and then 
go to wt... your hat first landed. Zoom In and look close -

there are mani, hats stack8d on top or each oa.. 
wa• towards them slowlJ, and 

stop as - as Marlo picks up a 
hat and puts non. He's ,_ 3 -11111 his hat agalll, but the 
rest or the stack Is stlll 
U..I Now walk up and 
touch the stack - n disap-
pears, and Marlo wlR take 
his hat off and cani, nt You 
CM -Ill up to a bad 1111J 
and give him a nasty 'hat 

slap'! This II dellnll8IJ -
of the weirdest b1cks -· 

ERR 
NINTENDO 8 NINTENDO 64 

W ell, last month, it was on our cover 
and this month, WaveRace 64 won 

racing game of the year! Since we know 
you're already on your way to the store to 

11111 buy this incredible game, we've packed 
••••• ... ·•· ••••• 

T,rn K•y• To 
K••P Your H•ad 
lfbov• Wat•r 

1 To get to max power on your start, 
wan until Just after the a-near says 
'One', then gun n. 
2 On the first track, and on any track, 
missing buoys II not always a bad thing. 
Ill fact, the best way to gain some 

ground on competitors Is to purposely 
sldp buoys In order to save time 
(remember, miss five and the race Is 

- • so choose wlsely). 
3 Another kei, to any track wtlh Jumps, 
especlally this Jump here on Track Two, 
II to tum your Jet ski In the air to the 
r1ght angle for the next buoy. n saves 
Ume and headaches. 
4 Instead of messing with thosa pesky 
buoys, going out of the course and 
angling back In after the start llne Is a 
Shortcut lllat makes Track Two an 
easy win. 
5 The toughest part of Track Three Is 
getUng through these posts, but If JOU 
enter at this angle, you'll make -, 
buoy and be able to go In a straight Hne 
wtlhout nailing any posts. 

6 Track Four gives JOU another 
opportuntty to go outside the course to 
save some Ume. Cut out here and you 

miss - buoy, several obstacles, and 
galll some valuable Ume on your 
befuddled opponents. 
7 The kei, to Track Five II taking this 
tunnel. The best way to do n II to focus 
on keeping your Jet ski In the mlddle of 
the tunnel and turning Just before the 
oncoming turn. 
8 Track Six star1s r1ght off wtlh a short
cutl Go off the ramp, then push down on 
the controller to duck under the bridge. 
It's a beautlful thing and the only way to 
win on this track. This also WIN'ks on 
Track Eight In the begloolng. 
9 The kei, to Icy Track Seven Is getting 
through this corlW' wtlhout wiping out. 

Once you hn the Ice, n•s - • so be 
careful to keep your Jet ski on water at 
•• times, then tum as usual. 
10 The duck In the beginning of Track 
Eight II rtsky, but n can give you a good 

start. Another -Y to make up time Is bi, 
skipping a buoy and going left here (this 
only WIN'ks after the Ude has gone out) 
to cut the corlW'. 

together some crucial hints that should help 
in beating the hard mode. We're assuming 
that you were able to get through the easy 
and medium difficulties on your own, but if 
not, most of these tips work on all levels. 

Ten may seem like a small number of 
tips, but once you learn how to handle the 
bike, this is all it takes to finish on top. Of 
course, that's assuming you don't make 
any mistakes. 

.. 
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ZSTRRTEGY 
VIRGIN INTERACTIVE 9 PC 

where they can move quickly to reinforce 
several areas of the map. 

Dv•ral I Strat•9y 
Tip• 
1. Give orders to capture your half of the 
available territories as soon as possible so 
that your manufacturing speed matches 
the Computer. 

a. Give appropriate orders to units as soon 
as they are manufactured. 

2. Note the position of uncaptured hardware 
and send appropriate units to 

Common Strat•9y 
Error• 

those territories. 
1. Rushing across the map to capture terri
tories too early. 

3. When you capture territories containing 
factories, remember to specify what you 
want to build. 

2. Sending units to attack without consider
ing the units they are attacking. 

4. It is often better to build cheaper units 
initially and then change to building more 
powerful units after you have 

3. Grouping units together. Sending more 
units than needed to complete a task is 
wasteful and leaves territories unprotected. 

established yourself. lfdvanc•d 
T•chniqu•• 

II. Watch what the Computer does with its 
resources and situate your forces to provide 
an adequate line of defense. 
6. Do not move into contested territories 
too early. 
7. Always have some back up units available 
and consider placing units in positions 

1. If you are about to lose a territory contain
ing a factory, change the unit being 
manufactured to the weakest possible to 
prevent the Computer from benefiting from 

STARTER LEVELS 

L11v11/ t - Vir,ain Saldi•r• 
Capture jeeps and group units together to make assaults 
up both sides of the map. Do not allow jeeps to become 
separated from their accompanying robot units or the dri-
vers may be shot and the jeeps taken. 

Move the robot from the front of your fort straight 
up towards the central territory flag - they will pick up 
the grenades and blast their way through the 
wall automatically. 

Outnumber Computer-controlled jeeps and 
shoot the drivers to capture them for yourself. 

Position your group south of the road (Point 1) 
directly below the Computer's fort entrance. Rush the 
entrance with all your units, as the gatling gun will not 
be able to pick them all off. Or use two or more groups 
to take out the galling gun with a pincer movement. 

L11v11/ Z - P■ycha■ 
Send a robot unit to capture the flag (Point 1) and they will 
pick up.the grenades and get into the tank automatically. 
Note: Use single orders to save time. 

Send a unit to get into the gatling gun behind the 
cliffs (Point 2) and they will collect the grenades and cap
ture the jeep automatically. 

► 

Send a unit diagonally towards the galling gun by the 
flag controlling the one-star tank factory (Point 3). Set up 
the factory to produce a light tank and then send the 
remainder of the robot unit on to the central territory (Point 
4) where they can join forces with the jeep from the right to 
attack the computer forces defending the vehicle factory. 

~? 
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the time you spent manufacturing. 
2. Even if you cannot hold a territory, try 
capturing the flag just before a factory com
pletes its manufacturing. 
3. Remember that robots run towards flags 
and uncaptured hardware. This is important 
as a robot running to take a flag will not 
return fire. 
4. Use a series of small movement orders to 
maneuver vehicles with precision. 
11. Artillery units can often be placed in a 
position where they can bombard the enemy 
fort without being in range of the 
defending guns. 
I. Tanks and guns can fire over buildings to 
take out robots with rifles or machine guns. 
7. Units can be ambushed as they emerge 
from factories - target the entrance of the 
factory a second or two before the 
unit emerges. 
8. Destroying a bridge while units are going 
across will take out the units as well. 

L11v•I 3-
D•ath Vall•y 
Provide plenty of protection for the flag 
controlling your left hand vehicle factory 
(Point 1). 

Try to poach the computer's two-star 
robot factory just before the units are manu
factured (Point 2). 

Watch out for light tank raids down the 
right hand side of the map as the gatling gun 
defending the bottom right territory will offer 
little resistance. 

Build psychos immediately in your 
two-star robot factory. Use these robots to 
take out the galling gun defenses inside the 
rocks below the Computer's fort (Point 3). 

You can slow down the computer's 
production of vehicles in the factory (Point 4) 
by using grenades against it. 

Use 

E//11ctiv11 
Match-ups 

Against 

Psychos . . .. . ..... Jeeps 

Tough Robots .... . . Snipers, 

Psychos, and 

Troops in APCs 

Jeeps . . . . . . . . . . . . Tough Robots 

Multiple Psychos, 

Snipers or Lasers . . Tanks 

Heavy Tank .. . . .... Medium Tank 

Missile Launcher ... Heavy Tank 

Snipers, Lasers .. . .. Static Guns 

(especially light 

Guns and 

Gatling Guns) 

Heavy Tanks . .. . .. . Static Guns, 

Pyros or Toughs 

inAPCs 
Tough Robots .. .. . . Snipers 

Pyros (in APCs) ... . . Mobile 

Missile Launchers 

Two or more 

light Tanks ... . .. . Howitzers 

L11v11/ 4 - Desert Islands 
Capture the light tank on the left and move it up to take the 
flag controlling the tank factory and to defend the road junc
tion (Point 1 ). From this location it can be easily moved to the 
center if required. 

Try to take and hold the central territory (Point 2). Build 
some psychos to take the right hand central territory later. 

Make sure you give the gatling gun on the right (Point 3) 
some support, rather than leaving it on its own to defend that 
side of the map. Note: The Computer often mounts its main 
attack on the right if you control the center. 

L11v11/ 5 - Hat Nuts 
Capture the light tanks north and south of your fort. Get a light tank 
to defend the top center (Point 1 ). Send the other tank and a unit of 
robots to the bottom center (Point 2) as quickly as possible. Note: 
The robot factory at the bottom is very important, as it can make 
tough robots. 

Poach the central territory (Point 3) if the Computer moves his 
defenses away. Even if this is only temporary, your buildings will 
work faster for that time. 

The Computer often leaves the territory south of his fort (Point 
4) poorly defended and this provides a good extra territory to grab. 

L11v11/ S - Saaty Bait■ 
Move your light tank and tough robots straight up to take the 
territory above your fort (Point 1 ). 

Blow your way through the rocks on the right (Point 2) 
using the grenades to get your tank factory working. 

Capture the light tank on the left and then send it with 
the remaining robots up to the second row left hand territory 
(Point 3) and then hold it. Note: It is dangerous to try and 
capture the Computer's two-star tank factory too early. 

Build sniper robots to take the territory in the center 
(Point 4) and to sneak around to take the center right terri
tory which the computer often leaves undefended (Point 5). 

L11v11/ 7- Pyra Technic■ 
Blast your way through towards the flag in the center left territory (Point 1) and pick up the 
uncaptured light tank. 

You can use your medium tank to effectively defend the road just below the 
central territory. 

Take your tough robots through the rocks to the right and then use the land bridges 
(Point 2) from the right hand side into the center to capture the radar station territory. 

Be careful not to spread your resources too thinly. Take either the left or right hand 
side of the map in addition to attacking up the central road. 

L11v11/ B- Maiten Kambat 
Try to get the central territory first and capture the gun which can defend both the flag and 
the bridge below it (Point 1 ). This can be used to destroy the bridge if necessary to prevent 
the Computer from moving into the center. 

Bring your medium tank up the left hand side (Point 2) and destroy the bridge as the 
Computer medium tank comes over it. You can try to leave the bridge intact, but by destroy
ing it, you leave your medium tank free to reinforce the center of the map. 

Build up a large force in the center and use snipers to get past the gun defenses south 
of the Computer's fort (Point 3) and the guns on the fort itself. Alternatively, bombard the 
Computer's fort with artillery and tough robots. 



TDMBRRIDER -PAAT DNE 
PLAYSTATI ON e SATURN e PC 

E•capin9 with your Li/• 

Dne of the most challenging games to 
hit the Saturn, PlayStation or PC in 

years, Tomb Raider offers the kind of replay 
value found only in a handful of titles. It's in 
discovering all the game's secrets and spe-

T ECHNI QUES TO P RACTICE 

In Level One, it's important to master all 
Lara's basic commands. Practice running, 
walking, climbing and jumping. Try to jump 
and climb on everything - it's important to 
understand how Lara interacts with her 
environment. There won't be many tests of 
her advanced abilities in this level; just work 
on getting a good feel for her basic control. 

As you enter the cave, your first 

City of Vllcabama 
T ECHNIQUES To PRACTICE 

Though there were a few wild animals to 
deal with in the first level, the City of 
Vilcabamba is where the animals really start 
getting restless. From bats to bears, the sec
ond level is where you'll have to start 
developing advanced shooting skills. As you 
go through this level, work on moving 
around and doing flips (both back and side) 
while shooting. In improving your agility, 
you'll not only be able to take out tough ene
mies, but you'll take less damage while 
doing it. 

At the beginning of the level go left 

1 Tinw the swllch In the 
main ,_ to open the 
door. 2 l'usll the block out 
of yola' _,_ 3 Collecl the 

Key and Gold Idol. 4 11N 
lhe lley to open the locud 
door. Go In througll the 
door CNI the far left. 

I Work yola' _, up the 

stairs to find • swllch at 
top then drop down . • 
Repeat the pracen to open 
the thlnl (mlddle) dam'. 7 
llnsa1 the Gold Idol Into the 
lock box. 8 Go back through 
the pool and then put the 
swlldl. Exit thnJuilh the 
gated door. 

cial techniques that the player can truly start 
to appreciate the magnitude of this game. 
Whether exploring the depths of the darkest 
hidden lake or deciphering the combination 
of a hopelessly locked door, cracking the 

danger will be with the poison darts. Move 
quickly through this section and find your 
way to the room with the double bridges. 
Work your way around the perimeter of the 
room, crossing each of the bridges and then 
exiting to the right of the room. Find your 
way into the room with the canal and find 
the switch to open the big doors at the end 
of the ravine. Pull the switch and exit 

into a large room and find the switch with a 
door just beside it. Once inside the room 
you'll need to move a large block to make 
your way back to a room that contains a hid
den Gold Idol and a Silver Key. Back in the 
main room check out the pool and then use 
the key to open the door with the lock box 
beside it and go in. At the end of the hallway 
go into the door on the far left. Work your 
way over to the first main exit above the 
pool. At the top of the stairs pull the switch 
and jump down on top of the temple. Repeat 
this process to open the middle door. Go in 

secrets of this game is not always an easy 
affair. In this strategy, we tear apart the first 
two worlds of this massive adventure, offer
ing level solving techniques to get you 
through the game. 

through the large doors to complete 
the level. 

1 Move quk:ldy and In a slnllgllt llne to get 
past the darts. 2 Tinw the tint swtlch to open 
the door ltght bealde you. 3 Wlwl you find the 

- with the brtdges, follow the path out to 
the right. 4 Find the next swlldl to open the 
large doors at the mine. 11 Exit through the 
...... doors to tlnlsh the level. 

through the middle door watching out for the 
swinging blades. At the end of the hall pull 
the switch and prepare to go swimming. 
Come out of the pool and pull the switch at 
the top of the stairs. Drop back to the pool 
level and insert the Gold Idol into the lock 
box then jump back into the pool and swim 
into the newly opened passageway. Climb 
out of the water and pull the switch to open 
the gated door. Then head back through the 
pool to the final exit. 

---·= i···" 
Tomb of Qualop•c 
TECHNIQUES To PRACTICE 

Agility is once again an issue in this level. In 
the Tomb of Qualopec, you'll be using your 
light-footed ways to avoid boulders and 
deadly swinging blades. This is also one of 
the first levels to really push the puzzle 
aspect of the game, so you'll need to let your 
brain do a little more of the work to get 
through this level. This level does move at a 
slightly slower pace than some of the others, 
so take the opportunity to real perfect some 
control skills. 

Start this level by tricking the boulder 
into rolling down the far ramp without crush
ing you. Once the boulder is out of the way, 
you will be able to see the Scion, but you 
won't be able to get to it just yet. Pull the 
switch in the main room to open the next 
door. You will then have three choices as to 
where to go. Each choice leads to a different 
puzzle which will eventually open three parts 
of the gate blocking the final pathway from 
the main room. The first puzzle requires only 
moving some blocks and hopping over a pit 
of spikes. The second puzzle will require 
moving two giant columns with key switches 
to put them in the right position to get to an 
elevated passageway. At the end of the 
passageway, there is a switch that opens the 
second part of the gate. The third puzzle 
merely requires that you move a block out of 
the way to throw a switch after falling down 
into a pit of wolves. 

Once all three puzzles have been 
solved, you'll go through the newly opened 
passageway and collect your Scion. To exit 
the level, head back to the waterfall level 
where you will have a gunfight with another 
character named Larsen. Defeat him and you 
will be rewarded by moving on to the 
next level. 

1 First, trldl the boulder Into rolllng out of the 

-, so you can - the Scion. 
2 PUii the swlldl In the main ,- and en18r 
the opened door. 
3 a- any of lhnle dlnlctlons to complele 
e■cll part of llB 111-fold puzzle. 
4-5 The tint puzzle wlll require wor111ng yola' 

_, around a cmlral roam by pulling 
SwltcMs to move the columns Into the ■ppro
prt■ta spots. 

&-1 The -«11111 puzz1e s1mp1y requns fight

Ing - wolves, then moving • block out of 
the _, to get to the hidden swllch. 
8-10 The llllrd puzzle niquns moving two 
bloc:ks out of the way, then canifuly hopping 

- • pit of..,... to get to the lln■I swlldl. 
11 Once the gate Is open, enl8r the lln■I tun
nel and collect the Scion. 
12 Exit llnugh the main cave door and Jump 
Into the pool. 
13 Defeat Lanen In ■ gun tight and 1110W1 CN1 

to the next wmtd. 
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Lo•t Vall11y 
TECHNIQUES TO PRACTICE 

In the third level, you'll have to work on your 
climbing and precision jumping techniques. 
To get to some of the secret areas in this 
level, you'll have to make some tricky jumps 
that end in hanging by your fingertips and 
shimmying across some tough spots in this 
unforgiving underground level. You'll also 
have to hone your combat skills in order to 
fight the mighty Tyrannosaurus rex and 
other dinosaur foes. 

Start the level by dropping into the 
river and going over the waterfall. Pull your
self out of the water and head over the far 
wall into the green valley area where you 
will face the dinosaurs. In this area, you will 
need to find three Cogs to rebuild a piece of 
machinery near the beginning of the level. 
Explore the caves and waterfalls, checking 

St. Franci•• Folly 
TE HNIQUE TO PRACTIC 

Level Five is a fairly gentle doorway into the 
advanced levels, though this is the level 
where the game stops treating you like a 
beginner. At this point, you should already be 

1 Move tha block to cover each of 
the Omega squares. 2 Enter the door 
on the ground level and pull both 
switches. 3 Use the columnS to go 
through the door above the archway, 
4-7 WOl1< your way to the bottom of 
the tall ,room, throwing four switches 
as you go. 

the base of each waterfall for a secret 
pool until you have each of the three 
Cogs. Then, head back up river to 
where you began the level. Work 
your way further upstream by jump
ing back and forth across the water 
until you find the machinery that 
needs the missing cogs. Insert the 
Cogs and pull the switch. This will 
flood a new area. Swim through the 
new tunnel and exit through the ceil
ing at the end of the cave. Then 
make your way back down to where 
the original waterfall was and exit the 
level through the secret door behind 
the point where the waterfall once 
met the pool. 

pretty good at battling wild creatures, but in 
this level you'll need to combine your battle 
skills with the other two main gameplay 
aspects of Tomb Raider: puzzle solving and 

At the beglmlng of the level, Jump In the 
rtvw and hang on for the rtde. 

1 Cross over the tall granite wan with your 
guns at tha n,ady. 2 In tha green valley, drop 
straight down tha face of tha waterfall Into tha 
hidden pool dlrectly below. 3 Cllmb the wall 
rtght beside the pool and, at the top, you'll find 
your first of three cogs. 4 Climb up the well-ltt 
tunnel and get to tha and of the broken brtdge, 
II At the OU- and of the brtdge, you'll find the 
~ of tine cogs. 8 Inside of the bulldlng at 
the and of the cave, lhere IS a waterfall. Find 
the last cog at tha bottom of the secret pool 
beMath the waterfaH, 7 Head back to the 
machine with tha missing cogs and put them 
back In place. Then pull tha lever. 8 SWlm back 
to wl..e the waterfall used to ,,-t the water 
and climb Into the hidden door to end the level. 

negotiating the increasingly complex 
30 terrain. 

Start the level by moving the block on 
the right side of the level over each of the 

Room by room, 
--your way 
back upto 
the top. 

Omega signs to open the 
two doors in the room. 
Go through the door and 
pull both switches to 
open the door above the 
archway. Use the 
columns to get up above 
the archway and go 
through the doorway. 
You'll then find yourself 
at the top of a very tall 
room. Work your way 
down the platfonns, 
pulling a total of four 

switches (including one on the ground 
level) to open four different doors posi
tioned throughout the room. Each door 
leads to a different trial, at the end of 
which you will be rewarded with a key to 
use on the main door at the bottom of the 
level which will lead to the exit. 

The first room (DAMOCLES) will 

force you to dodge giant swords as 
they fall from the ceiling. The second 
room (THOR), you will have to trip a 
giant hammer trap, then climb and 
jump to a very distant ledge to get the 
key inside a hidden room. The third 
room (ATLAS) will require dodging a 
boulder by hopping into a pit and letting 
it roll over you. And the final room 
(NEPTUNE) will require you to swim to 
the bottom of a very deep well, find a 
switch to pull and then collect a hidden 
key. Once all the keys have been 
collected, go to 
the bottom and 
exit through the 
main door. 

1-3 1118 0--- room Is easy going In, but on your 
way out you wll hne to avoid the giant falllng ...... 
Tty to lrtck then! by IMVlllg In way short spurts, then 
standing s1II untll Nell - fals. 
4-6 After malclng n through the llghtnlng part of the 
TI.- room, lrtck the hanmw Into fallng, but get out of 
the way at the last--'· Use the fallen block ID get 
to the hlgl..t point In the room, then malce a nnmg 
Jump to the far ledge 
to collect your key. 
7-9 To dodge the boul
• In the Alla room, 
11111arww 
..... up the 
ramp, then 
tum qulclcly 
and drop 
down Into the 
pit with your 
back ... Inst 
the wal until 
ttrollsover 
yourM8d, 
Tl-.collect 
the key from 
the loflto 
theloflof 
the ramp. 
10-12 In the ...... 

- you wll find • 
small well. Dive In and 
prepare to get sucked 
down to the balllllm. 
At the botlllm, .-di 

for. -· opening lhat wlll lead to • 
......Pulthe ..... 
and then go to collect 
the key. 

After collect
Ing .. the 
uys,go 
back to the 
graund floor 
and open the 
door to ult. 



1 S1art br Jumping In Ille pool and conag out Ille Cllllel' llde. 2 Cllmb 1111 Ille tDp of Ille llulldlng and find Ille secnt door an Ille side of Ille cave. 3 Ilse ,_.._.....~ID get-- Ille p11. 4 Drop down lnlD Ille main - of lhe Caloaalm and enm lhraugh Ille door an the left. II Pul two 
lwfll:Ms and then hNd 1111 Ille door OR Ille rtght side. 

The Colosseum level is a very wide open 
level, filled with dangers in the f0m1 of 
spiked pits and wild animals galore. To get 
through this level, you'll need to really mas
ter your running and jumping skills to crack 
some of the timing-based puzzles. This 
level will also require some precision jump
ing, so you'll need to practice your angles 
and maximum length techniques, such as 
Jumping from the very end of a platform by 
first lining up with the edge and then 
backing up. 
Start the level by going into the water, then 
climb out on the other side of the room. 

1-2 Cllmb 1111 Ille 
tDp of Ille racks 
andmaluta 
giant leap 1111 
lheblllcony. 

Climb up to the second level of the large 
building in front of you and enter the cavern 
to find the colosseum. The colosseum Is so 
huge you will not be able to view it all at 
once, but it is possible to explore it all, so 
take your time. Drop down into the main 
area and go through the entrance on the 
left Head down the slope and pull the two 
switches. Go back to the main area and go 
through the opened gate on the right side. 
In this area, you will need to be very quick 
and clever to get all the switches thrown, as 
there are some briskly timed doors and 
switches to deal with. When you solve the 

timed puzzle, go through the opened metal 
door and come up through the rocks. Then, 
make a long jump to the balcony of the 
colosseum structure. Find the hidden switch 
in this area and use it to open the three 
doors set back In the comer of the stands. 
Make your way through each of these 
rooms (each one opening the next} and 
finally collect a silver key. Use this key to 
return to the balcony room and then exit the 
level through the gated door and 
secret pool. 

..... 
••••• 

Pa/ac• Afida• 
T ECHNIQUES To PRACTICE 

This level will take more brain power and 
knowledge of Greek Mythology than any
thing else. Finding the right pieces to the 
puzzle and knowing what to do with them 
are your two biggest challenges in this level. 
You'll also do well to start working on any 
navigational shortcuts you can master in 
this stage, as there is quite a bit of ground to 
cover and a little bit of going back and forth. 
This level begins in the water and so you'll 
start by climbing out of the water into a 

main hall. When you come out of the water 
at the far end, go around the back wall and 
to the right. Go up the stairs Into a large 
room and use the columns to get on top of 
the main structure inside the room. Once 
you're on top, there is a set of five switches. 
The switches need to coincide with the 
combinations posted above each of the four 
doors within the room. Each room contains 
a pretty tough trial, at the end of which you 
will receive lead bars. There are a total of 

1 Climb out of Ille watar In Ille Cllllel' part of Ille - 2 Nollce Ille 
main stnlcbn, then adJust Ille swltcha 1111 open Ille doors - at a time. 

:15 I• 

botlDm ID open Ille door 1111 Ille -In structure. 

1-3 (Up, Down, Down, Down, Down) TIie 1"st 
btal wlll require you Jump across a sates of 
burning columns. As you appn,acll Ille 1"st col
umn, Ille flalMS wHI lle out, bu1 only for 8 
llmHed Ume. The only way ID do this Is ID do a 
running Jump for the 1"st column and then keep 
yo«.- finger INI Ille jump bu1IDn 8S you lllmDSt 
'stew' yourself lhraugh eacll of Ille ---

1-4lbe-. 
room (Up, Up, 
Down, Down, 
Up) lmlolv. 
creating a sand 
avalanche and 
gaining access 
toa 
secret room. 

1-4 TIie third 
room (Up, Up, 
Down,Up, 
Down) niquhs 
-canful 
navigation of 
deadly spikes. 

1 Placeyoi.

lead bars In the 
band of Midas 
and cany them 
back as 
gold bars. 
2 Place the 
gold bars In the 
aHarand exH 
the level. 

three lead bars and when you've collected 
them all, take them back through the main 
room and down the hallway that leads to the 
crumbled statue of Midas. Place the lead 
bars in the hand of Midas one at a time and 
they will each tum to gold. Once you have 
three gold bars, you will be able to use them 
at an altar In the fourth door of the room 
with the combination switches to open 
the exit. 



TECHNIQUES T o P RACTICE 

The Cistern level is a puzzling affair, to say 
the least. This level doesn't require much in 
the way of manual skills, except for some 
tight swimming requirements. Mostly, you'll 
just need to concentrate on solving the puz
zles. There are also some challenging jumps 
to make throughout the level, but nothing 
that hasn't been tougher somewhere else. 
Once you've filled the room with water, you 
can just have fun swimming around. 

To get started in this level, you will 
first need to find a way to get to the switch 
high on the wall and then pull it to drop out 
a large section of the floor. Once this is 
done, you can drop down and enter a very 
large room filled with an elaborate catwalks 
and numerous doors, some locked and 
some unlocked. Your first mission will be to 
find two rusty keys to open the two doors on 
the far wall of the room. Either key is good 
for either door, but you'll need both to get 
them both open. 

Once you've found the first key, open 
the left door first. Beyond that door, you'll 
find a silver key. Then find the room with 
the switch that floods the room and use the 
second rusty key to open the door on the 
right. Beyond that door, you will find a Gold 
Key. Collect a second Silver Key there and 

1-3 The first Rusty 

Key can be found 
on tlNt catwalk 
al!OfttlNthMd 
cnllllce on tlNt 
pertmetar of tlNt 
main-. 

use both Silver 
Keys to open 
the two doors 
at the end of 
the level. The 
Gold Key can 
then be used to 
exit the level. 

1-5 Byuslngt1Nt 
two Rusty Keys, you 
-•allle1Dpkl 

-•llolh 
--Ka,sandtlNt 
Gold Key. 

1-3 Once you 
haveallhr'N 

keys, - them 1D 
extt tlNt level. 
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Tomb of Tihocan 
TECHNIQUES TO PRACTICE 

The Tomb of Tihocan is a mixed bag of chal
lenges. In this level, you'll face everything 
from vicious sewer rats to giant bloodied 
dog creatures. A little more spread out and 
random than most levels, at this point you 
should and will need to be pretty good at 
everything. One skill that will have to be 
especially sharp is that of perceptive sight. 
In this level, more than any other, before 
you will be forced to find many secret areas. 

Start the level by swimming to the 
bottom of the well and finding the lever (not 
the switch) to lower the water level. Get out 
of the water and go to the first big room. 
Since this is the final level of the second 
world, you will be dogged throughout the 
level by Pierre, another of NATLA's soldiers. 
This is the first room in which you will 
encounter him. Work your way through this 
area by climbing to the top of the room and 
pulling a switch. You will then find your way 
through another underwater area and 
through a very long underwater tunnel. 

When you get to the top of the next 
room, jump past the blade, then swing by 
your hands past the concrete blockade to 
the next tunnel. After pulling the switch, the 
water level will rise again and you will get in 
the water again to find a secret ledge that 
will lead to yet another secret underwater 
tunnel. At the end of this tunnel you'll find a 
room with a loft. Find your way behind the 

main wall and pull the switch, then return to 
the main room. Kill the gorillas and go up to 
the loft. Then, jump up to the next room and 
collect a Gold Key. Take the Gold Key 
through the hallway in the back of the room 
and use it on the lock box to raise the plat
forms in the water. Cross the water and go 
into the next room, where you will have to 
move a block around on certain spots on the 
floor to open each door in the room. 

In the fourth room, you'll find a Rusty 
Key and then move a block under the door 
in the main room to collect your other Rusty 
Key. Then return to the main room and open 
the door with both keys. Slide down the 
ramp and into the pool. Climb out on the 
ledge and make your way to the switch at 
the other end. Pull it, then jump in the water 
and find your way to the Tomb. Find the hid
den underwater tunnel that leads to a secret 
room with a switch to open the door in the 
Tomb. When you've got the door open, 
return to the Tomb, but beware of the statue 
on the left. In the Tomb you will have to 
defeat Pierre in a gun fight, then collect the 
Scion and a key from his dead body. Use the 
key to exit the level. 

1 Start the level In the water to find the seavt lever. 
2 At the top of this room, you'll need to ftnd a switch that raises the 

water level again. That will allow you to go through a new tunnel. 
3 Pull the seavt levw to get the cumint flowing and then allow yowself 

to be propelled down the very long tunnel Into anot!Mr big room . 

1-4 Jump past the blade at the top of the room, then swing by your hands past the concrete blockade to the next tunnel. Pull a swHch to raise the 

water level again. 5 Drop off Into the water below and ftnd a secret ledga that will laad to yet another seavt underwater tunnel. 6 At the end of the 
tunnel, find your way behind the main wan and pull the switch. Then return to the main room. 7 KIii the gortllas and collect the Gold Key. 

••••• ... . .. 
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1-2 Use the Gold Key to 
raise the platforms In 
the water and cross on 
top of them. 

1 Pulll the block on top of eacl1 of the mal1uld spots on the floor to open the dowl. 2 The last door wll offw a 
Rusty Kay. 3 Collect the other Rusty Kay by -"Ill the block under the raised dOor In the main room. 4 Use the 
Kays to open the dOor and then slide down the ramp Into the pool. 

1-2 Swim to the 
ledtl8 and throw the 
switch at the end of 
the pathway. 

Use the key to 
,,, •- I ■■ .-. ••• ••• • •• 





I'm a proud Saturn owner, but I 
am becoming a bit concerned 
about its future. I've read 
rumors in ULTRA GP about 
Saturn 2 already being ready. 
Does this mean that the infant 
Saturn is already dead? And 
why can't third party develop
ers make decent Saturn 
games? It seems like only 
Sega knows how to program 
its beloved machine. Why is 
this? Just look at the 

Shiny 
Entertainment's 
Response: 

11HI Salum Is harder lo,.. 
gram for. It takes a betttlr 
class of programmer. It Is 
by no means dead. TIie 
Sega tams keep pror/ng 
this. n,/r,I party dewllapers 
are only beginning lo /eam 

Psygnosis titles 
on Saturn and 
then PlayStation. 
There isn't any 
comparison. I 
still love my 

You ask the 
how lo really 
push the hard-

questions, the ware. Our new 
experts answer. game, WIid 911

' 
has EVERY lrlclc 

Saturn because the PlayStation 
doesn't get Sega Rally, VF2, or 
World Series Baseball, but I 
want some more big third
party titles. On top of that, I'm 
concerned that Sega isn't 
going to translate its latest 
arcade games (VF3) for the 
Saturn, but instead it will do it 
for Saturn 2. I don't have the 
money or patience with Sega 
to invest in another upgrade. 
I've already fallen for every 
Sega trick (Sega CD and 32X 
being my most embarassing 
moments in gaming). I just 
want some third-party devel
oper to answer my questions, 
because there are a lot of 
Saturn owners like myself 
that want their games on 
our system. 

Thanks for your time, 

Shawn Werner 
Police Officer and avid gamer 
Pontiac, Michigan 

In the book, 
stuff Sega has not,,,,.,, got 
going yet. (But It's not 
easy/) If Sega Just g/wls the 
thlnl-partles the same 
tools, funding and adllflrlls
lng, then It's 16/or,es Off/'. 
Sega needs lo glllfl away 
ALL Its lnfonnallon {wllk:11 
It Is doing this month), then 
glllfl the dtwe/opBrs some 
time lo use wllat they han 
been glllfln. I guarantee 
that Sega games will Just 
keep getting more and 
more Impressive. 

My dream has always been 
that I could play REAL 
arcade games at home. At 
this time, the Saturn Is 
paring the way with contin
uous new arcade conl/fll'• 

slons that keep getting bet
ter and will be coming far 
the Salum this year. 

DanPeny 
l'resldent of Shiny 
Entflttalnment and 
arid gamer 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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. Drawing to b 
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ame CJYe Club! 
Free Membership! Just fill out the form below, _. In and receive ... 
• Automatic Regiatraton To Our Gra•O)lnlag Drawing 
• $10 OFF Mail-Jn Coupon (towards next purchase) 
• Game Cave Pre-paid Phone 0ml 
• Game Ccrte Catalog And Mudl More 
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Around the office here, all any
one can talk about is Tomb 
Raider. Frankly, I've got just one 
question. What's all the hoopla 
going on about this Tomb Raider 
game? As I understand it, you're 
this former woman Olympian 
who walks through this dark, 

rescue you. Simple, right? It was 
also a very scary game, if every
one got into it. It worked espe
cially good on nights when there 
were thunderstorms. Let me tell 
you about such a night... Heh, 
heh, heh ... 

It was a dark and stormy 
night (oops, sorry ... ) and it was 
my turn to be the Spider. Being 
really clever and somewhat 
skinnier than I am now (the 
famous Beergut hadn't been 
established yet), I managed to 
hide in the tiny closet that held 
the air conditioning unit. My 
nephews, Nick and Ben, were 

underground maze 
and shoots at the 
usual assortment 
of wolves, bats and 
dinosaurs, right? 
Geez, what will 
these game wiz

Malicious 
ramblings from 
the man who's 

played it all 

leading the search 
party through the 
darkened house. 
Just as they got 
next to the closet 
door, a huge bolt of 
lightening split the 

ards come up with next? The 
reason I'm just a little upset, fel
low jaders, is that this game is 
damn near a perfect copy of a 
game we used to play as kids 
- a game we made up our
selves! No, not the game where 
we ran around blindfolded, hold
ing the scissors out in front of 
us. This game was called Spider 
and it was cool. One guy would 
be the Spider and he would go 
hide somewhere in the house. Of 
course, all the lights were turned 
off. Next, all the other players 
form a search party and try to 
find the Spider's Web without 
being captured by the Spider. If 
you got caught, the Spider would 
hide you in his Web and the 
other players tried to find and 

night sky, followed by an 
immense thunderclap. I lunged 
out of the closet and grabbed 
Nick around the neck. 'I am the 
Spider!' I roared! Nick responded 
by fainting out cold and dropping 
to the floor. Ben jumped straight 
up about three feet, turned in 
mid-air while screaming, and ran 
for the front room. I didn't find 
out how badly Ben had been 
scared until the next day, when 
my sister called and asked what 
the hell we'd been doing, since 
Ben had, uh ... a skidmark in his 
shorts the size of a grapefruit. 
Now, let me ask you, does Tomb 
Raider have the kind of spooky 
action that's gonna make you 
faint dead away after leaving 
terror-induced skidmarks in your 
shorts? I don't think so! 

So now you all understand 
why Tomb Raider ain't all that 
special, right? By the way, this 
story is true! It really happened! 

If you don't believe me, just 
ask my nephew, Nick. He 
hangs out in the ULTRA 
GI' Palace site all the 
time. His user name is 
Nick Giles and now, he'll 
never talk to me again. 
Right, Nick? Nick? 

..,_..., .............. lllllt • ....._ .... _ ..... .... ........... ...-.. 

Orbital 
http://echo.echo.com/--omital 
Created by Michael Johanson 
and Michael Johnson, Orbital is 
one fan site that gets down to 
business. The bandwidth is low 
enough so that a 9600 modem 
would have no problem loading 
Orbital's graphics. The Oribtal 
logo convinces many visitors 
that this is a professional site. 

The editors strive to get 
their news first. Every month, 
the editors of Orbital create a 
new feature for their 'Spotlight 
Section.' This section focuses on 
one genre or game and exposes 
it to its fullest. Of course, what 
is a fan site without previews, 
reviews, and an editorial sec
tion? Orbital has all these sec
tions streamlined so it won't 

hurt your eyes. The final section 
is the 'Sky Twister Press' sec
tion. This section contains all 
sorts of specials, from editorials 
to interviews with Tommy 
Talerico. So, go check Orbital 
out. Its professional attitude and 
in-depth news rank it as one of 
the top websites on the web and 
ULTRA GP'S Site of the Month. 

c:::art::.tall . ,,., .. ,, ...... . 
~~-=- -•.~s

- SPOTllGMT -

Orbltal's logo Is arguably one 
of the best In -' memory. 

TIie dai,'S hOtt8St ,_ can be TIie Edltol1al staff's talents 
found here. really shine In the 

Edltol1als are updatlld every 
week on frtdai,. 

Spotlight section. 

,. . .... . w. 
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Reviews cover the Salum, 
PSX, and N64 Platforms. 
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PLAYSTATION PLAYSTATION SNES SATURN GENESIS 
Title: Now/UMd 

_, 
NowlVMd 

_, 
NowlVMd 

_, 
N,wNsed 

_, 
N,w/VNd 

PlaystaUon Core $210/150 Steel Hart>lnger $48/38 Street Aght• Npha 2 S02/50 Saturn Core Unit $2101140 Eternal Charrf>lons $38114 
PlaystaUon Street Fight• Alpha 2 $52/42 Soper Bases Loaded S50/II Saturn W/Vlf1ua Fighter $230/Cal FIFA Soccer '97 

w/Toshlnden S2401Call Supenonlc Raoers 546'35 Soper Battle tank ,,.,,. 
SatumwfSeoaRally $240/Call Gokl Edition $56142 Analog Joystick 564/Coll Syndicate Wen $53143 Soper Mario AN Stan S35118 30Control Pad $30/CaJI FatalFury 535114 

Game Gun c,a1 TecmoSuperbowt $54/40 Super Mario RPG S68/S2 -- $65'Call Garfleld:Caught In The ActSS8128 
Game Pad 8 By STD S23/catl Tekken 2 $47137 SuperMariOWorld S24/6 BacitUp RamCartridge $46/Catl GoldenA>e 522/1 1 
GomeShari< 559/Call Thund«TruckRatty $61/40 SuperMetroid S24113 GamoSha<k 559/call Incredible Hulk $34118 
Link cable """"' Top Gun:Flre At WIii 552/40 SoperRBI 8aHball S54/28 Memory Card Plus S40ICaJI Joe Montana 2 531/5 
Mad catz Arcade Tr1plePlay '97 $53140 SUperS1•Wen 535114 MlslklnStldl 565/Call John Madden NFL 115 $3119 

Steering Wheel 562/Coll Twisted Metal 2 S51/<tO SUperStreet~t•2 RFUnlt S29/Cal1 John Madden NFL '97 556142 

""""""""' S28/Coi1 VRGoH 552/40 T\Mbo 532/12 Salum ControN.- $351Call Judgeo..dd S-118 
Memory card Plus 545/C,jl VR ProPlnball 552/e0 Uttlmate Mortal Kombat 3 566156 Travel Master Hard C&N $3!il'Calt JuraWC Park $41/14 
PSX Controller S261cal1 V1Suooo 548138 UrbanStr1ke S58128 30 Baseball '95 S52/40 Kid Chamefeon S41/14 
RFU Unit By Sony $34/Coll WIiiiams Arcade's 547/37 Wwtock S51/18 AD&D Iron & Blood S52/40 lightening Force S2819 Travel Master Hard case S351· Wlpeout XL $51140 Waterwork:I S58139 AerialS1riker 552/40 I.loo KJng 547122 Travel Master Soft case $30/· Work:I Circuit Racing 5w.l6 Whlu $51/34 AllenTrilogy 552/38 MLBPA Baseoa.'I 53619 2-Xtreme $51/40 x-com 535125 

,_ 545128 
- • 1 552/40 Maximum C8mage 532/16 

AO&Olron&Blood $52/42 X-M~ C.O.T.A. 552/40 Annod $51/40 Mlg-29 Fighter Pilol: 544122 
Allen Striker 552/40 

Free Battle Arena Toahlnden 552/35 Mortal Kombal 544/12 
AllenTrllogy $51/41 For A Black Dawn 562/36 Mortal Kombat 2 $32/20 
Altled General SS2/40 SNES Blast Charrber SS0/3S Mortal Komblll 3 566/40 
Alone In The Oru1< $52/36 CRAVE Catalog, Blazing Heroes (Mystaria) $59145 Mutant League Hockey $45134 
Alphastorm $51/40 Bralndead 13 $51 /24 NBA Actlon '94 $51/4 
Andrettl Racing $51/40 Title: Now/Ueed Call Us At: Bum: Cycle 548135 NBAActlon '95 S54/18 Area 51 552/eo SNES Core Unit 599/EO "- $47124 NBA Hangtlme 566/5S BallblazerCha,rc,lons Coll SNES System (612) 942-9920 Command & Conquer 552/36 NBA Jam 534/1S Battle Arena Toshlnden 2 $48138 W/t<M!GriNay Jr 5130/Call Cmne Patrol 545135 NBALl'Ye '95 533/20 .... ,.,..., 545136 Act-Raisef 2 52611' Fax Us At: Cybenled 562/38 NBA Live '97 S56142 
Beyond The Beyond S51/40 Addams Famlly 535123 

(612) 942-5341 Da1<Soo $52/28 NFL 9S 554n2 Big BassWork:I Ad'venturH Of BatmM Da1<net $51 /40 NFL Ouarterback Club '96 $62/18 
Championship SS3/e0 & Robin 534132 

Or Email Us At: Dawn Of 0arkneu 548138 NHL '97 S56142 Black Dawn $52/42 Af1 Of Flghllng $-110 Domon .,,,,., 548138 NHL94 $31112 Blad•OfRao-, Coll Batman Aeloms $30/18 CRAVE2RB@ 0..HataTt11o(N $51/40 NHLPA Hockey 93 53,n 
Blasl Chamber SS0/3S Breath Of Fire 2 558138 Oragon's lalr 2 561134 Pha'ltasySt.ar4 snI« 
Blaz1ng Dragon& $52/42 Brutat Paws Of Fu,y 558114 AOL.COM Doagonhea,I 54513S -- S59/28 Burning Road 548135 8ubay2 .,., 

DfetwnlaamBukecball $52/40 Prime Time NFL 558114 
Cheesy 548135 Butls Va Blazen: 545/7 CRAVE Will Meet Or F-1 Challenge 548138 Prince Of Pel'&la 2 548138 Chtonlcles 01 The Sword $51141 Chrono Trigger 5681S2 Fighting Vipers 547135 ,.,..,, 545132 Clly Of Lost Chlldren $51/40 College Slam 562/42 Beat Any Fox Hunt $53128 Ro.x1Rash 2 S39/29 Crash B.indlcoot S51/ 40 Demon's Crest S25115 Grand Slam '97 $52/40 Samurai ShoWdoWn SS0/28 
Deadly Skies 552/eo Donkey Kong Country 562/28 Mail Order Grand ThettAuto $51/40 Shaq-Fu S23110 DeothC.U..... Coll Donkey Kong Country 2 $61/48 GridRI.D\ef 547135 Sonic: & Knuckles $54128 
Death Race Coll Donkey Kong Country 3 562/SO Competitor's Prices! "" $47137 Sonk: 30 Blast $52/40 De-Dm,e, 5411135 Doom 566138 lncNdlble Hulk 561136 Sonk: The Hedgehog 2 $4218 
Oeceplion 554140 Earthwom,Jlm 558140 J,jamM, $61/40 Sonic: The Hedgehog 3 S58138 Destruction Dertiy 2 $51/40 FIFA Soccer '97 

We Now Carry _, $47135 SUb-Terranla S2816 Dle Han:1 Trilogy $51140 Gold Edition 5581'5 John Madden '97 554/44 SUper S1ree1 Fighter 2 S../18 Disruptor 552/40 Fatal Fury 2 $30/1' 

Japanese LJoacy or Kain 552/40 TMNT Tournament Fight SS5f18 
Oragonhaart 545135 Frankenstein $52/14 - $52/42 T- 534/18 Cream 18 Goll 548135 Geartieads 54813S MLBPA: Bottom Of Tecmo Super Hocilay $56116 
Oreamteam Basketball $52/42 Gradlus3 52"7 Imports! Call The Ninth $47/28 Thunder Fon:e 2 $37/8 Family Feud $47/37 llusion OI Gala $39120 MachlneHM:I SS1136 Toe Jam& Earl $-138 Fomwo $51 /41 lncantallon 551/38 For More Mue0eotouc1lon 552/40 Tony L..annsa Baseball $32/8 GT Sports Football $51/40 Indiana Jone&: MaxlmumSUl'Q8 552/38 Toy Story 561 /42 
GT Sport• Basketball $51/40 Greatesi AdYenturn ...,,. 

Information. Mortal Kombat 1 & 2 Duo $34/20 TrlpM; Play96 S59/42 Gott: The Flrnil Round 545136 John Madden NFL '93 $38/7 NFL Full Contact $47/37 Ulllmate Mor1al Kombat 3 S66152 Grand Slam '97 552/40 John Madden NFL '94 $39111 NFL Quarterback Qub '97 552/40 UMeCessary Roughness SS0/9 Grand Theft Au1o $51/40 John Madden NFL '97 558145 NHLPowerplay W $52/40 WWF Raw S59128 HlghVeloclty 552/40 Judge Otecld S59118 Night• w/30 Control P.:I $61 /50 WWF Royal~ $24/14 
Hlve2 $47/37 Jurassic Park S35119 PGA Toor '97 SS0/40 Williams Arc.:le's G.H. 541/20 Impact Racing $45141 JurusicPllfk2 568132 3D0 ,_._,. 545135 Wood Series Baseball 551117 Jajaman, S51/40 Justk:e League $62/24 Return Fire S51/28 World S«1es Baseball '95 565132 
John Madden '97 554/40 KenGrffleyJrBaseball $47/28 S.T.O.R.M. S51140 World Serles Baseball '96 $52/42 Jumping Flash 2 S51/40 28344 Ken Grfffey Jr: Title: New/Used Space Hulk Vengeance SS0/36 X-Men 2: Qone Wars S51125 K-1 super Kick Boxer 552/40 Winning Run 561/ 34 300 Olgllal Video Module Splde< 551/40 
King Of Fighters '95 $51/40 KJller lnstlnct 568135 W/Total Recall $170/c.ll Starflghter 545135 
Klng'aFleld 2 $51/40 tong Arthur's World 52411 7 300Goldsta, Strff'I Aghler Alpha 2 552/42 
Legacy Of Kain 562/42 ~-"' S82/50 W/Shockw- & FIFA S199/Call -w- 547/30 
MLB Pennant Race $51/40 leg""' S·/12 300 Pa,aonic w/Gex $185/Call Tanktlca $51 /40 
MVP College FootbaH '96 $52/40 Legend OI Zelda: Controller • Goldst• 532/Cal Teano Superbowl Cell 
Machine Head $51/40 Link To The Pase 542/17 Controller • Panaonlc $38/Call TetrtsPtus 515135 
Mass Destructton S51/40 Lobo SS&/38 Game Guru S35ICeJI Three Dirty DwarYH 547134 
Monster Truck RaJty $51/ 40 Lulla 2 565155 Alone In The Dark 2 $47115 TrtpleP\ay '96 Coll 
MortaJKombotTrilogy $52/41 MarloPalntW/Mouse $54/2' 

.. _ 
$53114 Tunnel 8 ·1 548135 

Mo tor Toon Grand Prix S51/40 Marvel Super Heroes _,. 
Burning Soldier 55,n uttlmate Mor1al Kombal 3 $64144 

""' $51141 Math&uler 54611' Cannon Fodder 535114 VA Pn>Plnball SS2/38 
NBAUve '97 c., Maximum Carnage 561/14 "- ...,,. Watetworid 548138 
NCAA Football Micro Machines S66124 CoopMKH"°' 5411112 Wortd s.rtn Baseball 2 562/40 

Gamebreaker $51/40 MortalKOITW>at 534111 Crash ·n Bum $38/7 Wortd Wide Socoet '97 547135 
NFL Full Contact Football 545'35 Mortal Kombat 2 S37/16 D S58128 X-Men:C,O.T.A. $51/40 
NFL Gameday '97 $51140 Morta1Kombet3 56613S Doom SS4122 
NFL Quarterback Club '97 $52/41 Mr. Do! 545136 FIFA Soccer $52/4 
NHL '97 $51140 NBAHangtlme 568150 Flying Nightmares S53112 GENESIS NHL Face Oft '97 $51140 NBA Jam 534115 Guardian War S51112 Nintendo 64 Core S214 NHL Powetpay '96 SS2/40 NBAJamT.E. 567/28 Hell: Cyt:,erpu,k Thriller 545112 Arcade Shak Slick Controller $47 NearOeath 552/40 NBA Uve'95 S31/19 ...,_....., S5219 Tltle, Nowl\Jeed Cleaning .. 515 Need For Speed $53143 NBA Uve '96 556142 Kllllng T1me $61/28 a ...... eon, ..., .. 

Contrcler- Stack 534 Oflenshfe Call NBAUve '97 558145 Klngdom. .• Fa, Reaches 546/1 2 Doc's Cleaning Kit S,tc,11 Controller- EMua 534 PGA Tour '97 SS0/40 NCAA BIIM.etball $1 9110 Lucienne'• OUest 543/20 a ..... """"' 539/call Controller • Grey 534 Peak Performance SS2/40 NHL '97 558148 Need For Speed 548124 AJ,Dive, 5-412 Controller • Green $34 Project Overklll 545135 NHL Stanley Cup S29110 PO"ed S53114 Bas• Masters Cluslc '96 S52/40 Controller• Red $34 Oad 548136 NHLPA Hockey '93 53317 Pebble Beach Goll Unka $51 /4 Battl.Coads 538123 Controller-Yellow 534 Razorwlng $51/40 PGA European Toor S61 / 48 """"""- 549122 BeyondC>asls 565148 Extension Cable $15 Resident EvH $52/42 Populous .,, au-""" $37110 Buster Douglas Boxing s21n Flight Fore• Pro 64 Controller S58 Revelatlons 552/40 Power Rangers Zeo 567/45 RealPlnball 551 /V Cap1America& --- 535 Ridge Racer Revotullon $47/37 Primal Rage S62/28 ............. 548111 ,.....__. 546/14 RFU Adapter 534 Road wamor $47137 Prince Of Persia 2 552/30 Road Reoh S58124 College Football USA '96 $55120 Sharkpad Pro Controtler 534 S.T.O.R.M. SSt/40 Rise Of Tha Phoenhc .,., Shanghai Triple Threat 548/S Col~ Football USA '97 $5&40 Crusm' USA ... Samurai ShoWdown S51/40 Robotrek S31125 Shockwave $5814 College Slam 557/38 Gretzky64 call Space Hulk Vengeooce $52/42 Samurnl Showdown $52/23 5'am 'nJam'95 549118 Comlx Zone $54/38 M.K. Trt6ogy Cml Speed King: Rood Rage $45136 Secret Of Evennore 560145 Space Hulk: Vengeance ...,,. OUhln' Dnperados 52119 NBA Hangllme Call ...... 5.51140 SlmCl1y 535125 Start>lade 54819 Double Doagon 5-113 Pl6otwlngs64 564 st....- Trek Generations SS2/e0 Sim City 2000 558145 -· ... $52/1S Dotmle Dragon 5 $53125 Aobolech Academy Cml Star Wen:. Dark Forces c., Siar Fox 529112 Twtsted $53/S Eartttworm Jim 2 S59146 SuperMario64 S63 Star Wen:. Rebel Assault 2Cal Stargate S62/24 WlngCommande<3 S52/18 Ecco The Dolphin 5-118 Wave Race64 ... 
Pl■u■ Call Our Custam■r S■rvic■ Numh■r Ahaut Tradin In Yaur U-■d Gam■-. - lndic■t■■ Un■vailabl■ TiU.. 

MAKE YOUR OWN FORM! On a blank piece of paper write your lull name, address, phone #, what you would like to order & any substitute items in case of 
out of stock or discontinued items. Please include shipping & handling charges as follows: U.S. game orders $6 - U.S. System Orders S20 • Foreign game 
orders S15 - Foreign system orders $30. Overnight shipping is also available, please call for details. All personal checks and money orders are held for 2 

weeks due to processing time. Send orders to: Crave • P,O, Box 26370 Dept 501 • St Louis Park, MN 55426 
Please allow 4-6 weeks on out of stock items. All prices and release dates are subject to change. II you have any questions, please call. 

PHONE: (612) 942-9920 FAX: (612) 942-5341 EMAIL: CRAVE2RB@AOLCOM • OPEN M-SAT. 9-9, SUN. 10-7 

VISA 

Tekken 2 
Playstation 

$47 
-- ---~- - -

Alien Trilogy 
SATURN 

$52 

Crash Bandicoot 
PLAYSTATION 

S51 
- - - -

Nights: Into Dreams 
SATURN 

S52 

- -

NFL QB Club '97 
PLAYSTATION 

$52 
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NFL '97 's exclusive Play Editor feature lets you design your own plays and run them with any offense in the NFL. 
So you're offensive coordinator, you ' re head coach , you ' re in charge of all 1 ,500 NFL players . Now all you need is the game. 

1 to2pwyergameunlffa 
uaedw!ttt&playe,adaptor 

Sega Sports'" NFL '97 . Play football like real f~otball players play football. Only on Sega Saturn :· 

. ..., 

■ PLAYERS~ mml • www.sego.cc!m •.• 

Sega is 1'9(111118,ed It' IN! U.S. Pa,..11 ltnd Tmdemar!c otlletl Sega Salum arw;I 5-gR Spo,is are lrCldem4!,q of SEGA. 01996 SEOA, P 0 . Bo• 11097, AeCIWOOO City. C.-. 94083 All~ <eHrv«I. NFL Ul4n'l ~ . lng(>I , !1e1rno1 ~ ar,ci unilom, CIMigM •~ Atgisler«I tr/lUem&n.1 of lho Mtam locllcatnd. NFL .or:i Slip,r Bowl are roglstn<OO t11100,m1k1 of lho NFL. Se9fl Is offlciely bf'~ by NFL Propertlea, lr>C. S.Oa ls lltOfl89d by NFL P1ayttrw 01996 PLAYE'AS INC. 
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